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PREFACE

The Air Force has always needed reliable and maintainable equipment.
While this is completely obvious to logistics and operational
people , and should be obvious to the research and development
coninunity, field data shows examples of equipment in operational
use where reliability and maintainability fall far short of our
expectations and needs . Programs are underway in both Air Force
Systems Comand and Air Force Logistics Comand to improve those
equipments , but steps must be taken to insure that deficient
equipments are not deployed in the future . As top Air Force officials
have emphasized , enormous life cycle cost savings can result from
improved reliability and maintainability . Furthermore , military
force limi tations compel us to squeeze as much effectiveness out of
every piece of equipment as we can , and improving reliability and
maintainability is one way to do it. - I
Some Reliability and Maintainability (R&M) problems can be laid to
technology (e.g. , a j amer mi ght require high power that can only be
provided with a new tube whose reliability probl ems have not been
resol ved , and space limi tations may require packaging adversely
impacting mainta i nability). However, many R&M problems can be
avoided by astute management decisions. While we will readily agree
that the technical problems cannot be ignored , th i s  report is
concerned with R&M management on the premise that better management
is a hi gh-payoff , low cost approach to more re liable  and mainta inab le
equipment. The resulting management guidelines are written to fit
within the scope of present regulations.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE

Since World War U, the costs of buying and supporting new
systems and equipment have shown alarming growth, even after
discounting dollar Inflation . These growing costs have been
fed by the evolution of more sophisticated weapons designed
for conflict in new domains of speed and space and often de-
signed for nearly Instant response. Whi le modes of conflict
over a half century old remain with us as modern threats, we
have seen the addition of globe girdling aircraft, mi ss i les ,
satellites , cosimiunication systems and radars; and these In
turn have spawned new families of defense countermeasures and
offense counter-countermeasures. Furthermore, the omen of
possible nuclear destruction has motivated defense planners
and engineers to build superior performance into every weapon
and defense system and to apply the latest technology to the
greatest extent possible. In this scene of revolutionary tech- 6
nical development and International competition , enormous cost
growth has been unavoidable.

Costs continue S.’

CYCLE SAVINGS BANJ~Jfuture are sober- Interest Rate 20%

the defense bud- I _ _ ~I

e : ~~hich 
______

can yield say-
Ings of very
substantial
proportions
(s Improved reliability and maintainability (R&M) of systems and
equipments. Top defense leaders recognize that improved R&M have
the potential to save billions of dollars over the next decade by
avoiding unnecessary costs for spares, repairs , personnel and extra
systems. At the same time, improved R&M increases the operational
effectiveness of equipment by Improving its chance of being in corn-
mission at the time It Is needed. The dual payoffs of reduced lo-
gistics costs and improved operational effectiveness can be realized
with development cost Increases which are very modest when compared

1
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with lifetime savings.

To cash In on savings , A ir Force managers of development and
logistic support programs have been asked to take bold steps
leading to more reliable and maintainable systems for our
operationa l people. These requests for action have come from
the Congress, the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the
Air Force, the Air Force Chief 0f Staff and many comanders
and directors. There has been no mi ncing of words. Everyone
wants better R&M.

In response to requests for bold steps towards better R&M,
many actions are underway: studies of management practice ,
procurement policy and hardware design ; retrofit programs;
data reporting improvemen~s; action co.miittees; revised reg-ulations ; and so on. The preparation and promotion of this
R&M management guidebook Is another.

While the need for reliable and mantalnable milita ry equip-
ment appears to be obvious , what may not be so obvious in a
specific project are answers to these questions :

How much R&M do we need?

How can we get It?

How much does it cost?

What is the payoff in the long run?

The answers to these questions have both technical and manage-
inent aspects. The technical aspects (mathematical models , pre-
diction methods, test procedures) are described in ~numerous P

volumes of Government and comercial literature and are taught
in many educational programs. On the other hand , management
aspects (planning , organizing , mann ing, leading, and controll ing )
are given Insufficient attention . The purpose of this report is
to provide guidance on these management aspects of R&M.

History shows Air Force projects wi th both outstanding success
and embarrassing failure in achieving R&M goals. - The procedures
and actions reconinended in this report reflect the lessons learned
from the management approaches used in both the successes and
fai~ures. These recomendations are consistent wi th the policies
and authority stated in present Air Force regulations , and are
applications of management fundamentals proven valid through
decades of use in countless organizations . The reconinendations
should be easily understood by any manager who has a general back-
ground in engineering.

2
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This guidebook should
be a useful reference MANAG EMENT TECHNI CALfor every R&M manager BOOKS 80 KSas well as for the 

____

System Program Direc-
tor and his staff and
staff personnel at 

____________ 
_____other level s of system

acquis iti on management. t1~~1!~~Ill1If it causes only a
single major equipment 

_______
development program to R& Mgo from marginal R&M MGMachievement to complete
success, the logistics
savings over the equip-
ment li fe cycle can (easily be tens of mi l-
l ions of dollars . If
the principles outlined
here are success fully 6..
applied during coming
years in all Air Force
development programs ,
sav ings in dollars and
materials w ill be
enormous.

In sunm~ary, the need for this guidebook is derived from the followingobservations which will be explained and substantiated in later chap-
ters :

Growing support cos ts have moti va ted top level managers in
the Department of Defense and the Air Force to call for Im-
proved R&M of all systems and equipments , and to support p

the management acts needed to achieve this goal .

Technology is generally available, with some exce pti ons , to
achieve the goals of improved R&M.

Many complex equ~pments have achieved high R&M goals , but many
have not. In the deficient programs which have been observed, -

the program decisions which led to R&M problems were easy to
recognize, relatively few in number, and generally managerial
in character.

Program and project managers may lack ,understanding of the
elements and significance of a good R&M program. -;
The management actions needed to Insure an adequate R&M pro-
gram are prescribed in current regulations and standards, are
a good investment, and are easy to understand when outlined
and expla ined in an orderly way.

3
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SCOPE AND ORGANIZATIO N

The R&M management guidelines which fol low have wide application .
Even though the technical approach to R&M design and demonstration

- may be quite different In various technologies , the R&M management
Issues and considerations are quite similar. Therefore, whether
you are working on electronic, hydraulic , or mechanical systems ,
the management guidelines explained should be largely applicable
to your program , even though technical details will be different.

Management activities and issues are affected by the development
status of the system or equipment , and consequently, eac h sec tion
of the report will consider the life cycle phases from concept form-
ulation to deployment. Anyone unfamiliar wi th Air Force management
of acquisition programs and the phases of development , should first
review AFSC Pamphlet 800-3, A Guide for Program Management, avail-
able from the Government Printing Office .

While this guidebook is principally for AFSC R&M managers , it is
written with the fundamental attitude that development of new sys-
tems and equipments is a joint venture between Air Force Systems ‘

Conu~and (AFSC), Air Force Logistics Comand (AFLC), and the opera-tional or using comand. Of course, AFSC i s in the dr iver ’s sea t
until transfer of program management responsibility to AFLC. Trans-
fer occurs sometime during the production phase at a time mutually
agreeable to AFLC and AFSC . Throughout the acquisition phase it is rimportant that the new system is developed to be responsive to both
operationa l needs and long range logistic support needs. At the
same time, the new system is built from a technology base which is
improving continuously through research , exploratory and advanced
developments sponsored by Government agencies and private industry . 
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This is a management guidebook , but it is not always easy to
categorize a particular activity as strictly ma.iagement or
strictly technical. Some activities will fall in between.
In every case , the management significance of the activity
discussed should be clear , even if it has technical facets.
While most readers will have considerable experience either
managing or being managed , we reconinend they read the sumary
of management principles in Chapter 3. The chapters whIch
follow it are written using the terms and concepts of that -

suninary.

This guidebook is written to aid effective implementation of
three basic directives . They are:

Air Force Requlation 80-5 and AFSC Supplement 1 ,

Air Force Reliability and Mainta i nability Program

M I L~ST0-785 ,
Reliability Program for Systems and Equipment
Development and Production

M I L~STD-470 ,
Mainta inability Program Requirements
(for Systems and Equipments )

There are many other regulations , standards , and manuals which
make reference to R&M management and engineering, but the above
three are the basic ones for Air Force use , and they in turn
reference other applicable documents. Throughout this book ,
other useful or pertinent documents are referenced where appro-
priate .

Chapter 2 explains why improvements in R&M have a high payoff
and why extraordinary management attention is needed to obtain
that payoff .

Chapter 3 sumarizes traditional and time-proven principles of
management which are applied in subsequent chapters to discus-
sions of R&M management.

Chapter 4 explains the elements of a standard reliability assur-
ance program, including element time phasing, rela tive importance ,
relati ve cos ts , justification , i nterdependence, technical nature ,
who does it and references for more detailed information .

Chapter 5 parallels the covera ge of Chapter 4 , but addresses a
standard maintainability assurance program.

P
8
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Chapter 6 suninarlzes the Important management acts needed at
headquarters staff levels , the system program office, and the
contractor , to insure successful implementation of t~ “&M pro-
grams explained in Chapters 4 and 5.

Chapter 7 discusses the relatively new area of computer software -R&M, and explains guidel i nes for planning an orderly program for
software development that will enhance the prospects of achieving
R&M goals. 

- .

Appendix A lists sources of educational opportunities In R&M.
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Chapter 2

MOTIVATIO N FOR THE MANAGER
INTRODUCTION

This chapter shows II, ,‘
why the R&M manager
must be motivated to

hie ‘.in~- +4e ~nal
activities with spe-
cial care. First it
shows that long range 5/ 

-

cost saving benefits ..- -

can be spectacular , .
and that R&M engineer- ~
ing knowhow largely —

exists to achieve ~ & M
reasonable objectives.
However , it then ex-
plains that human na-
ture and program pres- 4
sures , in both the
contractor and A ir
Force organiza tions ,
tend to work against
achievement of those
objectives. Successful programs result from motivated managers
who perceive the special pitfalls of R&M management and work
around them. Later chapters show how they do it.

R&M ARE MATURING ENGINEERING DISCIPLINES

Al though reliability and maintainability considerations under var-
b u s  labels have existed as long as there were machines to cause
R&M problems , the genesis of R&M as an engineering discipline be-
gan -in World War II when the complexity of electronic equipment
reached the point where R&M became a significant concern both oper- - - -

atiónally and economically. During World War II , most rel iability
efforts were concerned with components, primarily vacuum tubes.
In 1950 a broader attack on reliability problems was instituted
with the formation of the Ad Hoc Group on Reliability of Electronics
Equipment under the Department of Defense Research and Development
Board , succeeded in 1952 by the Advisory Group on Rel 4ability of
Electronic Equipment (AGREE). In 1956 the first reliability design
handbook , “Reliab ility Factors for Ground Electronic Equipment” was
published by the Rome Air Development Center (RADC). in 1957 AGREE
published their report, “Reliability of Military Electronic Equip-
ment” which provided the reliability test methods still in use to-
day. In 1958 the publication by RADC of a reliability prediction

11 ~. r ~~~~~~~~~
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S . .

technique based on electronic parts stress data completed the
set of basic tools essential to reliability engineering . At
this point a practical reliability engineering discipline ex-
isted for electronic systems. In the next five years maintain-
ability design , prediction and demonstration techn iques also
became available and the R&M engineering discipline was firmly
establ ished .

Efforts subsequent to the above have endeavored to continually
improve the R&M tools in a dynami c environment of electronics I.-
development (as exempli f ied by the exp los ive development of
semiconductors) and have reached even higher degrees of sophis- - -

tication in attempts to reduce the cost of R&M activities , in-
crease their efficiency , and address more subtle R&M problems
still eluding satisfactory resolution . These efforts have In-
cluded the development of quality assurance procedures for elec-
tronic semiconductor devices , prediction techniques for equip-
ment in dormant conditions (i.e., a Minuteman in a s i lo) , tech-
niques for predicting reliability in the conceptual stage when
only gross system parameters are known , more efficient statis-
tical methods to reduce test time , designs for built -in fault
indicators , methods of system design to accomodate or circum-
vent fai lures , and of course , a significant effort merely to
keep up with changes in parts, manufacturing methods , and im-
proved parts reliability . Current pioneering efforts involve
development of R&M growth predi ctors , quantification of the
effects of field environment on expected reliability , and the
R&M of computer software. Software R&M is of increasing im-
portance since all new major Air Force systems are software
dependent and becoming more so as digital equipments are put
into wider use. Development of tools for assuring software
R&M may be the next major step forward in R&M engineering .
Finally, human reliability and human factors in equipment de-
sign for reliability , whi le hardly a new concern , still elude
satisfactory quantification .

THE PAYOFF OF RELIABILITY & MAINTAINABILITY

The greatest benefit of R&M in the current Air Force environ-
ment is its economic impact. Of course, R&M also affec t safety
and the probability of mission success. However, both of these
factors can be forced to display satisfactory values even with
equipments of relatively poor R&M if attendant penalties in cost,
weight, power consumption and support effort are accepted. For
example , redundant subsystems, larger force sizes, greater quan-
titles of spares and expanded maintenance shops, can overcome
poor R&M as far as mission success and safety are *~oncerned.However , the cost penalties of these approaches whil e always

12
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undesirable are now intol erable. The following paragraphs
describe the critical economic situation faced by the Air
Force and the ways in whi ch improved R&M can rel ieve that
situation .

THE BUDGET CRUNCH

The economic realities facing the Air Force are illustrated
in the following chart which shows the Department of Defense
(DoD) budget for Basel ine Forces (i.e., with additional costs
of Vietnam operations removed) in terms of current dollars
and constant 1979 dollars for the last 10 fiscal years.

DOD BUDGET TRENDS FOR BASELINE FORCE
(S IN BILLIONS)

100

I a I i I a _ I  I I I I 
- -

-5--

69 71 73 15 77 79
FY
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As the chart illustrates, while the Defense budget was
doubl ed In 10 years, the actual purchasing power in FY-79 is
less than that of FY-69. The overall trend has been a constant
decline in purchasing power except for the last two years when
the trend reverses. This reflects the concern over a steady
increase in Defense spending by the competition , wh ich is also
reflected in a request by President Carter that all NATO nations
increase their budgets by 3% a year over inflation . If pursued ,
this pol icy should result in real increase in the Defense budgets
of the future. However, the impact of the decl ine will be felt
for some time. In 1968 the Air Force had 12,606 aIrcraft. In
1978 we had 7,290. As a result, mi ss ion success cannot be
assured simply by assigning more aircraft to a job. Instead
“force multipliers ” are sought. These are means for improv i ng
the capability of a limited force without increasing its size.
The application of R&M techniques , lead ing to increased sort ie
generation rates , is one of these multipliers .

Return ing  to cost considerations, another problem , other
than the sheer number of dollars available , is the fact that
the portion of the budget required for operating and maintenance
costs is increasing at the expense of procurement costs. The
following charts show some interesting , if disturbing data.

AIR FORCE BUDGET AND ASSETS
BUDGET (MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

IN CURRENT YEAR DOLLARS IN FY-79 DOLLARS

FY-68 FY-69 CHANGE FY-68 FY-78 CHANGE

Total Budget 24,947 33,200 +32.9% 52,931 35,145 -33.6%

Procurement 9,071 10,407 +14.7% 19,221 11 ,017 -42.7% —

O&M 6,170 10,037 +62.7% 13,027 10,625 -18.8%

ASSETS (PERSONNEL IN THOUSANDS)

FY-68 FY- 78 CHANGE

AI rcraft 12,606 7,2°O -42.2%

Military Personnel 905 571 -36.9%

Civ ilian Personnel 342 253 -26.0%

Total Personnel 1 ,247 824 -33.9%
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Comparing FY-68 to FY-78 In current year dollars shows
the O&M costs increasing four times as fast as procurement costs.
In FY-68 procurement dollars were about 50% higher than O&M,
while in FY-78 they are roughly equal. In actual spending power,
obta i ned by converting current year dollars to equiva lent FY-79
dollars , the 33.6% decrease in the Air Force budget is exceeded
by the decrease in procurement funds while O&M funds show a
lesser drop. Put another way, in FY-78 procurement used 36.3%
of the Air Force budget while O&M costs took 24.7%. Today both
take about 30% of the budget. Hence, we are spending more on
our current equipment and less on developing new systems. In
an age of dramatically expanding military technology , this is
a bad scene.

The solution Is even worse when the lower half of the chart
Is considered. One would expect a shift of dollars from
procurement to O~J1 if the budget declines and the capability
remained constant. However, the aircraft and personnel in
FY-79 were more reduced than the budget. Hence, the O&M costs
are Increasing faster than inflation , and If we had a budget
adjusted for inflation to provide a constant purchasing power,
we woul d still find O&M cos ts pul li ng dol lars away from procurement
as time passed. This trend must be checked and better R&M is
one of the means for doing so.

Another factor compounding the problem is that the
procurement dollar also buys less than it used to, even account-
ing for inflation . In 1959 the B-52 bomber cost ab6ut $10
million. The B-i was expected to cost around $60 million. Half
of the difference can be attributed to inflation. The other
half was caused by greatly increased capability . This capability
is provided by complex , sophisticated systems which are costly
to design , produce and maintain.

By this time, one should be convinced that reduced costs
are an urgent Air Force need . In the next paragraphs we
will look at the role of R&M in cost reduction .

I I
REDUCING COSTS THROUGH R&M ___________

/
._

~ ~ IL1 . iç

The impact of Reliability on 
I è. 

_______

O&M costs is obvious. The , ,more fa i lures , the more 
i”  ‘

~~~ ~~resources needed to maintain I
the equipment. But since 

________

there is a cost to a -“
reliability program, it ~ 

II

must be looked at as an 
________

i nves tment, and shown to 
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be worthwhile.
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An analysis of reliability as a capi tal investment was
published in a technical paper at the 1974 Annual Reliability
and Maintainability Symposium (reference 1). The author of
that paper studied in detail the development and performance
history of three production equipments. These equipments
were non-digital avionic subsystems used in high-performance
aircraft, and each incorporated from 3,300 to 13,500 parts
and each cost from $35,000 to $243,000 in production. He
made a detailed cost analysis of a thorough reliability program
that could have been followed in development and production ,
and then estimated the resulting reliability improvements. These
reliability improvements then yielded projected reductions in
maintenance costs, and reductions in acquisition costs because
fewer spare parts were needed. Conserva ti ve assumptions were
used throughout that tended to increase the predicted costs and
diminish the predicted benefits. The following table sunitiarizes
the results:

RELIABILITY AS A CAP ITAL INVESTMENT

ADDITIONAL - INITIAL ANNUAL 10-YEAR
RELIABILITY SPARE PARTS NET MAINT . TOTAL

CAS E QUANTITY PROGRAM COST SAVI NGS COST SAVINGS SAVI NGS

1 564 $9.5M $4.5M $5.OM $5 .OM $44 7M
II 325 $2.1M $ .5M $1 .6M $ .7M $ 5.4M
III 335 $6 .9M $4. 1M $2.8M $2.5M $22 .2M

From a bus inessman ’ s point of view , the yearly returns on the
investment range from 44% to lOO%--returns nobody would ever pass
up.

Maintainability, the other half of R&M, obviously impacts the
cost of maintenance resources. Whil e rel iabi lity dictates how
often maintenance will be performed, maintainability dictates
how much it will cost. Mainta inability considerations incl ude
not only reducing maintenance time (by, for exampl e, assur ing
access to faUed parts), but designing to reduce associated costs :- 

-

such as test equipment. A recent RADC study of digi tal printed - -

circuit board test requirements (reference 2) showed that almost
all Air Force digital board test needs could be met by available
testers. Yet, special purpose testers are too frequently procured,
at exorbitant prices. A $4 million special digital printed circuit
board tester was proposed for the 427-M system, but due consideration
of the cost revealed a $1 million tester, conm~ercial1y available ,was adequate. The TRI-TAC system deliberated between an $800,000
tester or a $15,000 tester and found the $15,000 tester will do
the job. While the savings in this case may be more of an accident
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than a deliberate event, it does show that design to use
low cost available testers can bring significant savings .

The pay-off of R&M is also evidenced by the Air Force Producibility ,
RelIability , Availability and Maintainability (PRAM) Project Office.
This was created in Augus t 1975, as a combi ned AFLC and AFSC
organization . Its function is to invest in improvements of Air
Force In-serv ice weapons systems to reduce ownership costs. As
of 31 Aug 78, PRAM has invested $42 milli on in 379 projects with
a projected five year net savings of over $795 million. Quite an
Impressive return .

THE CURRENT R&M REPORT CARD

Despite the imp ressive benefits of R&M discussed above, present
programs are not taking advantage of these, according to a survey
taken by AFALD. The study was completed Nov 78 and presented at
the AFSC Reliability and Information Exchange Meeting, 28-30 Nov 78.
The survey found that of 162 programs, 109 had satisfactory
reliability provisions , 33 were margina l and 20 unsatisfactory .
The major problems identified were contract reliability requirements ,
reliability demonstrations and parts control . Evidently, there is
room for improvement in reliability .

The same conclusion could be reached from a GAO letter report,
“DoD Standardization of Avionics and Other Electronics ” (OSD
Case #4732, PSAD 78-105) which listed in its findings “low
reliability of avionics is often a factor in the readiness of
operationa l weapon systems and could hinder effective military
operation” .

‘On maintainability , the current trend to built-in-test (BIT)
as a means for rapidly detecting and evaluating failures has p
produced its own problems . In 1977, Maj Gen Howard W . Leaf,
Commander of AFTEC , ex pressed concern over the BIT system for
the Wild Weasle and the Central Integrated Tes t Subsystem (CITS)
for the B-i. Lt Gen Robert T. Marsh, Commander of ESD, cited a
need for a phased approach with measurable milestones for Built-
in-Test development and demonstration. Lt Gen Robert C. Mathis ,
V i ce Commander of AFSC , stated the belief that real improvements
In fault detection/isolation are achievable , but that it is a
major cost/management challenge .

Some of these problems are of course technical (e.g., an
urgent need ex ists for deve lopment of tec hniques for demonstrating
BIT capability). Some, however , are manager ial . The concern
expressed above resulted in an ASD program to survey and assess
the BIT capability of existing systems, an RADC program to
develop methods and tools for designing cost-effective fault
detection and isolation subsystems, and a set of interim guidelines
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for program managers prepared for ESD by RADC. Clearly,
maintainability engineering still requires technical and manage-
ment attention .

OTHER R&M BENEFITS

Mention has been made of the impact of R&M as operationa l readiness.
The next four paragraphs will expand this to the concept of
operational effectiveness and wil l discuss some other benefi ts of
attention to R&M.

R&M IMPACT ON OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Every operationa l commander wants reliable equipment , and i f
something does go wrong, he wants it fixed quickly. In other
words, he knows that his operational effectiveness depends upon 1
R&M . He wants his systems to be available , dependable , and
capable for the mission . 

- 

-

p.-
The operational effectiveness of a system may be defi ned to be
a function of availability ( the probability that the system will

F be in an operating state at the start of a mission), dependability
(the probability that it will remain in a satisfactory operating
state for the length of the mission) and capability (the
probability that , if in a satisfactory operating state, it will
successfully perform the mission). Dependability is obviously
derived from reliability . Both reliability and maintainability - -

impact availability . These interrelationships are illustrated
below :

DESIGN
PHYSICAL

RELIABI LITY - - - -> MAINTA~NABIL TY PERFORMANCE

DEPENDABILI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~AVAILAB IL IT’ CAi~AB IL ITY

I 

~~~~~~~~~ 

______________

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
—
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The dashed line in the diagram illustrates that maintainability
is analytical ly a function of reliability . That’ s because
subassembly reliability affects the computed mainta i nability
parameter, mean-time-to-repair (MTTR) , of an equipment. To
compute the MTTR of an equipment made up of many repa i rable
subassemblies, the MTTR of each subassembly is wei ghted by a co-
efficient which depends on the mean-time-between-failure (MTBF)
of each subassembly. During equipment design for maintainabi lity ,
this dependence of equipment MTTR on subassembly MTBF is used
along with logic constraints to partition the equipment into
repairable subassentlies in a way that will give the best MTT R
for the integrated equipment. Of course, equipment reliability
is in turn affected by the mainten ance concept or design because
of human factors--the way people handle things .

In summary, it is clear that reliability and maintainability
affect operational effectiveness, even though the more obvious
effects of physical or dynamic performance tend to get much more
attention. Furthermore, reliability , mainta inability and physical
performance are attributes which can be designed into a system or
equipment , and all depend on the environment in which the equipment
operates or is repaired . In short, poor R&M can cancel the
superior operationa l effectiveness you had hoped to achieve
through better physica l performance.

LOGISTIC SUPPORT PLANNING NEEDS DEPENDABLE R&M DATA

Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) plans depend heavily on
predictions of R&M field performance. Obviously , pl ans  for
such things as spare parts, maintenance facilities , field and
depot maintenance equipment , and maintenance personnel depend
directly on predicted MTBF and MTTR of the equipments and sub—
assemblies . Without a complete R&M program , prediction of R&M
field performance is largely guesswork or wishful thinking. That ’ s
because development and production contract R&M requirements will
have no predictable relati onship to field results if equipment R&M
design is not systematically tailored to those requirements during
development, and if R&M achievement is not continuously measured
in development and production. This situation has been illustrated
many t imes in the history of electronic equipment development with
cases where field reliability differed from predictions used for
logistics planning by factors as high as ten to twenty, usually
for the worse. This , of course, leads to major disruption of
support at the begi nning of deployment, and subsequent delays
and financial crises before reaching the system effectiveness
originally predicted . On the other hand , a solid R&M program will
pay off with reduced ILS planning uncertainty, and prevention of
such disasterous surprises in the field. Overly optimistic R&M
statements result in not operationally ready due to lack of
spares (NORS) conditions , but of equal importance, pessimistic
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statements of R&M result in the over-buy of spa res which the
Air Force can ill afford.

THE FRINGE BENEFIT DURING DEVELOPMENT TESTS

Good R&M clearly benefits both the Air Force and the contractor.
That is , good R&M performance during development testing will
insure that tests move along smoothly and that engineers can
concentrate on verifying physical performance parameters. Good
reliability techniques (such as i ncorporating high reliability
parts) should not be delayed until the qualifi cation test articles.
The more reliabl e the early prototypes are, the more effective and
efficient the test program and the earlier the equipment reliability
can be evaluated . Nothing is more aggravating during a test
program than unexpected equipment failures which have nothing to
do with the purpose of the test. Such failures lead to expensive
program delays, or frustrating decisions on whether or not to
cut short some tests to avoid these delays. In this situation ,
both the Air Force program office budget and the contractor ’ s profit
can be jeopardized by poor R&M. Furthermore, the reputation of both
the Air Force program manager and the contractor are usually at
stake during this time and a production decision may be in the I

:

balance . A well-planned and executed R&M program can pay handsome
benefits in time savings , cost avoidance , profit and reputations
during this critical period.

WHY R&M NEEDS SPECiAL MANAGEMENT EMPHASIS

With all the benefits discussed , one would think that R&M would
be a high priority of all program managers . Unfortunately, this
is not so. Some of the pressures acting against attention to R&M
are discussed below :

PERFORMANCE IS EX CITING

First of all , America has tended to be a throw-away
society with littl e concern for conservative use of natural
resources. We buy a flashy new car or appliance , use it for
several years, and when it’ s worn out we trade it in for a small
faction of its cost or throw it away. We have not been a
society where durability stood high on our scale of values ,
although there is some recent evidence that maybe this
attitude is changing. On the other hand , dynamic and physical
performance is put high on our scale of values--speed , s ize,
acceleration, agility , flexibility , range, style, fidelity ,
and so on. This sense of values , developed from childhood on ,
probably has a subtle affect on attitudes toward durability
efforts in Air Force development programs. Anyone who has
worked in one of these programs will surely agree that management
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interest is most intense when discussing the system ’s acceleration ,
speed , range, altitude , fire- power, flexibility , load capacity ,
sensitivity , signal-to-noise ratio, and so forth , and its resulting

S effectiveness in a warfare engagement analysis. Reliabil ity and
maintainability on the other hand are often treated as j ust a
couple of the “ ilities ” that the contract “boiler plate ” w i l l
take care of. This attitudeThas been reversed , however , in
certain programs where reliability is a life or death matter for
the program--certain space and missi le programs for example , and
equipments where flight safety is a paramount consideration. In
any case , unusual motivation is needed to elevate R&M to the level
of attei~tion tha t long range economics show they deserve .

R&M BENEFITS  ARE IN THE FUTURE

Another fac tor which tends to diminish interest in R&M
activit ies is the long- term nature of most of the payoffs . The
benefi ts of these activities are not i mmediately visible during
development and production. An R&M program costs money , but the
big payoff doesn ’t come until years later in the form of a reduced U -
logistics budget. The program manager on the other hand may be over-
whe lmed by the many short-term goals he must strive to achieve .
Examples are : meeting next year ’ s budget , meeting initial del ivery
and flight dates, and passing physical performance tests . Also ,
the program manager ’ s performance may be j udged on the basis of
achievement of these easily quantified short-term goals. Conse-
quently, the program manager must be motivated to insure that R&M F-
gets the management emphasis that long- range Air Force interest
demand, since the development and production steps may span four
to eight years and the total life cycle may span 20 years or more .
Long— term cost saving goals of the Air Force must be translated
into short— term management goals which will successfull y attract
the manager’s attention.

INITIAL R&M ACTIVITY IS LOW-KEY

R&M engineering is not a very flashy business , especially dur-
ing initial design and fabrication . That is , the work is detailed
and complex , and milestones are not very large . Progress or lack
of it in the early and very important phases is not easy to measure .
Consequently, management may give it only casual notice . An inter-
mediate period activity which may -arouse some management interest
is nonstandard parts approval requests from the contractor. Here
the Air Force program manager must make some decisions which have
major long- term ramifications , but he may be tempted to capitulate
to those ever present short-term pressures such as budget and
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schedules. It Is not until R&M demonstration tests that tangible
and limiediate problems are apparent--failure to pass the tests.
By then , the program has momentum , hardware Is being produced in
quantity , the contractor Is itching for a follow-on procurement,
any any delays or significant equipment modifications mean impacts
on schedule and budget--the pressure Is on for a compromise of R&M
requirements. So ~e can see aga in, there Is need for special In-
centives and motivation to give R&M the management attention they
deserve from the v~ry beginning of the program .

NO EASY ANSWERS

Can the program manager rely on the contractor to meet R&M re-
quirements? Not entirely. The contractor Is motivated by profit
and survival of the company , and these usually translate into short-
term objectives so far as a particular project manager is concerned .
Some companies have good R&M engineering staffs, but you will get no
more effort then you specify for delivery under the contract, and
any design or test alternatives not explicitly stated -In the contract
can be expected to be selected by the company staff to benefi t corn-
pany interests. The Air Force must look out for its own long-term
interests. Contract provisions such as warranties and performance
incentives can provide limi ted insurance that Air Force long-term
Interests are protected, but as discussed in Chapter 6, these pro-
visions must~be supplemented by other R&M engineering tasks, both
contractor and Government, ta i lored to the part icular equipment.
Can the program manager rely on the long list of standards, spec-
ifications , and manuals in the contract? Again , not entirely. The
military standards and specifications for R&M contain numerous al-
ternate procedures and requirements so that they will be adaptable
to all kinds of equipment situations. The program manager must pro-
v-Ide for, and must strongly support, an R&M engineering advisory
team which can intelligently select the critical R&M requirements
to put in the contract, and then fol low through with surve i llance
of contractor performance. This team must also help the program
manager make program decisions, suc h as cho ice of des ign and tes t
alternatives , which he may not fully understand from a technical
standpoint. Standards, specifications , and manuals provide the
fabric from which to tailor an R&M program suited to the particular
equipment, and this tailoring must be done by a team of specialists
motivated to protect the long-term Interests of the Air Force.

From all 0f the above, It is clear that we must have motivated Air
Force program managers who perceive the special pitfalls of R&M
management and then know how to work around them. Those pitfalls
Include the American passion for performance which distracts atten-
tlon,the “ility ” image of R&M which implies that the staff will take
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care of it somehow, the long-term payoff of good R&M which tends
co diminish short-term interest , the low-key analytical character
of initial R&M work which makes it “dull” , and the temptation to
grasp for easy answers.

Consequently , R&M require extraordinary management emphasis and
the chapters which follow explain what to do to insure that we
cash in on the spectacular cost saving benefits of improved RMI.

SYNOPSIS

The shrinking buying powe r of the Air Force budget demands 
—

a variety of management actions to reduce costs .

Improved R&M will enhance the value of the budget b~ reatly -
~~

reducing long-term operating and maintenance costs. H

Case histories and studies show clearly that the cost of a t
good R&M program is an excellent long- term investment for the
Air Force . The payoff is spectacular.

Operational effectiveness of systems is improved by bette r A

R&M performance.

The short-term pressures on a program manager, such as budget
and schedule , often confl ict with the Air Force ’ s interests in
life-cycle savings through good R&M performance.

R&M often suffer from the “ility ” or “boiler plate ” image .
They need center-stage attention from the beginning of the program.

So far, no simple , concise contractual provision has been
found to guarantee long- term R&M performance . The program manager
needs expert advice to guide the way and monitor the progress.

R&M need extraordinary management motivation at staff levels,
as wel l as at the program office , -in order to secure the handsome
long-term money-saving benefits which the Air Force must have.
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Chapter 3

MA NAGEMENT FUNDAMENTALS

INTRODUCTION

_____ _______________ _____
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Air Force
project off ice , a hardware store or a football team, you will
find that all of your management activities can be classified
into the categories explained here. If you find that one of
the categories is not covered by any of your activities, you
may be headed for trouble because a major management function
is being overlooked .

Even though essentially all Air Force and industrial managers
have some formal educat ion in management, and often consider-
able experience, a quick read-through of this chapter will be
helpful because It expla ins terminology and concepts we have
elected to use throughout this guidebook. Various authors
discuss management somewhat differently, but in most cases it
is only a relat ively minor var iation on the theme used here.
Management can be defined as:

The process of motivating and coordinating an
appropriate group of people to perfonr. :~ieactions necessary to achieve a desired set of
objectives.

In this definition, the word “coordinating” needs to be given
special meaning and emphasis. Coordinate means here that the
necessary acts must at least supplement one another (add to),
and preferably compliment one another (amplify or multiply each
other) so as to yield a synergistic effect. That is, the most
productive organization will tend to have many complimentary
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activities with the remainder supplementary and none counter-
productive (subtractive). The organization of people should
produce results greater than the sum of the contributions of
its individual members.

We can take the above definition of management, and from it
list five categories of activity which collectively account
for all the functions of management expressed or Implied In
the definition. These categories and their contributions are:

Activity Category Contribution to “Management”
Planning Establishes the organization

objectives , and the approach,
policies , rules and resources
for achieving them

Organizing Defines duties , responsibill-
ties, authority , and the co-
ordinating relationships be-
tween people.

Manning Secures an appropriate group
of people able to perform
needed duties

Leading Instructs , di rects , coordinates,
and moti vates peopl e to perform
needed duties to progress towards
established objectives using set
resources , policies and rules .

Controlflng Measures progress towards objec-
tives and takes correc tive action
to remove unwanted deviations

You may wonder what happened to “communicating ,” sometimes listed
as a class of management activity by some authors . We consider
communicating as fundamental to all human endeavor and obviously
must be carried out to execute al l of the five management func-
tions above. Of course, comunicating -Is also necessary in engi-
neer ing, law , medicine , football , and plumbing . In management ,.
commun icating becomes most crucial in the “leading ” funct ion as
explained later , but is an important element of all management
activities . There is no doubt that a good manager is also a good
communicator who is skilled In employing al l the graphic and ver-
bal forms of communications.
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It Is important for the manager to v i ew communica tion as a
two-way process which includes a message and a response to
that message.

MESSAGE

Ii

SENDER ’~~~/,/1) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

RECEIVER

COMMUNICATION

Simply sending out a message is no guarantee that communication
has occurred. For example , the daily bulletin is not a comuni-
cation , but just a message. It becomes a comunication medium
when its originators get some kind of response to its content.
When talk ing on the telephone , you are never sure the other
party hears or understands you until you hear an acknowledge—
ment that reflects comprehens ion of your messa ge. Simi larly,
an Air Force regulation , specification , or di rective i s not a
communication, but just a message. There is no assurance of
communica tion through these documents , unless response is ob-
served or measured in some way, and then the communication ef-
fectiveness might turn out to be very good or very bad . When
we send out a management message for the purpose of communica-
t ion, we should be sure to provide for a measure or observation
of its res ponse in some form.

Getting back to terminology , tex tbooks often list our “manning”
function as “staff ing,” but “staffing” has spec ial mean ing in
Air Force jargon and therefore is not used here. The texts also
commonly use the term “direct ing” rather than our “leading ,” but
that is mostly a matter of preference. “Leading ” is preferred
here , because it implies “leadership” and motivation as well as
giving directions. The remaining terms used here for the manage-
ment functions--planning, organizing, and controllin g--are widely
used .

The five management functions are explained briefly in the follow-
ing paragraphs, and some coments about program management and
systems engineering conclude the chapter.
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PLANNING

Planning is done by essentially
everyone in an organization , but
the process begins at the top. PL AN S

In fac t, It will begin before a AHEA 
~~~formal organization exists.

Planning consists generally of

and choosing the best ones.
wi th their respective risks ,

This asses sment and selection
of alternatives covers objec- BJECTIVEStives , policy, strategy, or-
ganization , resources , proced- ‘

~~~~~IES

examining alternatives along

I ures , manning, incentives , and
management control methods. In
other words , planning encompasses 1~~ 4TEG
agement functions.
and is Involved in all of the man-

.5-

The first and most Important al-
ternatives to consider in top
level plans are the organization
obj ectives. Without these , no
one knows where they are headed or what they are supposed to

) accomplish. The objectives should be clear, conc ise , specific
and expressed in quantifiable or measurable terms , so that sub-
ordina tes can easily understand them and progress towards them
can be measured readily. In addition , the planning premises ,
assumptions , or ground rules on which the objectives are based
should be l iterally attached to the objectives to aid re-eval-
uation of the objectives should the premi ses later change.
Finally, the objectives must be prioritized in some way. Pri-
orities serve as a guideline (along with risk assessment) for
the allocation of resources, and also guide the preparation of
derivative plans by subordinates .

The objectives must be exp lained and publicized throughout the
organization so that derivative planning objectives can be de-
veloped by ’subord l nates. (Publicizing plans is an activity
under the “leading” category discussed below). Once objectives
have been set, everyone should know “what to strive for. ”

Additional planning is needed to establish the overall strategy ,
policies , procedures and resources for accomplishing the objec-
tives. That is , “how shall we do it”? Answering this question
makes it obvious that planning must consider the other manage-
ment functions of organi zing, manning, leading, and controlling.

1’
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Plann ing actually sets the stage for all of these functions.
Plann ing will yield the overall organization policies, pro-
cedures, ground rules and resources for accomplishing those
functions in a way which contributes to the objectives, and 

-
.

more detaIled derivative plans will be developed down through
the organization to carry on the day-to-day management func-
tions.

In general , planning activities can be grouped Into two major
categor ies , “strategic p lans ” and “operating plans. ” The
kinds of questions to ask and typical end results are as fol-
lows: (there -Is not necessarily a one-to-one relationship
between questions and results).

Strate~lc Plans

Questions Results

What are the assump tions? Premises
What are the risks? Objectives
What shall we do? Priorities
How important Is it? Strategy
How should we approach it? Policies
What are the ground rules? Resource needs
What do we need? Milestones

Qp~erating Plans

Questions Results
What activities are needed? Functions
How do we coordinate? Organization
What are the tasks? Job statements L
Where do we find the people? Recruiting plan
When does it need to be done? Schedules
What are the key events? Procedures
How do we gauge progress? Control methods
How much money? Resource allocations
What facilities? Budgets

Plans will be made by top management In both of the above cate-
gories In “top level ” detail. These plans will be passed on to
the second tier managers to continue planning at the second level
of detail. This process will continue all the way to the m di-
vidual operating level where each person will make his personal —
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plans for getting his work done. In developing derivative
plans , two principles should be observed at all subordinate
levels:

Contribution to Objectives Principle

Eff ic iency of Plans PrInc iple

Contribution to Objectives implies that every plan should
provide a positive contribution to or show some positive
relationsh ip to organization objectives at the next higher
level . Efficiency of Plans implies that implementation of
the plans will produce results which contribute to the objec—
tives with a minimum of unnecessary or counterproductive ef-
fort. Another way to say It is that the value of the results 

- -
of the plans should exceed the cost of the effort needed to
implement them . Finally, plans need periodic re-evaluation ,
at least annually, to reaffirm both their contributions and
efficiency .

In Air Force planning , many specific policies and techniques
are advocated and directed . These include cost effective-
ness analys i s, li fe cycle cos ting, economic analys is , program
documentation and review, and numerous others prescribed in
the regulations and manuals on program management, systems
engineering, test and evaluation , integrated logistics support,
and the programmi ng , planning, and budgeting cycle.

ORGANIZING

The management funct ion of
organizing has the fundamen- - —

tal purpose of establish ing - -— -
a structure of functional a” -

activities and their rela- : - -~

tionships to serve as a co- I.. ‘1
ordinating framework In which 1_ — — — ——to operate . This is accom-
plished by first listing all
of the activities which must
be performed in order to ac-
complish the organization ’s
objecti ves . Then these ac-
tivities are grouped accord-
Ing to some predetermi ned
logic. We might, for in-
stance , design the organiza-
tional structure by grouping
all activities that require
sim i lar sk i lls , or we might
group them according to the
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geographic location where they are performed , or we might - 
-

-

use a time base and group activities in their chronological
sequence. All of these and many others have been used suc-
cessful ty.

The next major step in organizing Is to tie these grouped
activities together in a network which clearly delineates
their relationships to each other. Inherent In this pro-
cess is the Identification of an individual who represents
each grouped activity and who must be delegated sufficient
authority to effectively coordinate the activities within
his group. Furthermore, there must be hierarchical (up-
down) and lateral relationships .between groups, and again
there must be delegation of authority to Individuals who
can effectively coordinate the activities between these
groups. When these relationships are graphed in the form (
of horizontal and vertical groups of authority relationships ,
the res.ilt is the conventional organization chart. In addi-
t~on to the chart , written statements of group functions ,
and individual Jobs , responsib i lities , and author ity w ill
complete the organization picture. Built into these state- ‘

5- -

ments of jobs and functions must be the general procedures
for coordinating all the activities within and between groups .

As an example , consider the organization of a typical System
Program Office (SPO). The overall objective of the organiza-
tion is to Implement the timely del i very of systems meeting
defined operational requirements within the constraints of
available resources. In order to achieve the overall objec-
tive it is clearly necessary to establish a set of coordinated
and specific sub-objectives . These specific sub-objectives
are assigned to functional groupings wi thin the hierarchy of
the SPO organization. Thus starting wi th the program defini-
tion we typically have functional activity groupings responsi-
ble for budgets and schedules , configuration of hardware , en-
gineering , operations and testing , and procurement. Occasion-
ally, some program activities normally Included in one or the
other of one of these groupings may be singled out and be sep-
arately identified . Thus we find some SPOs which include or-
ganizational units for systems safety, environmental protection,
reliability, maintainability , quality control , etc. The extent
to which this is done depends largely on the scope and impor-
tance of these particular activities In relation to the objec-
tives of the program.

The program manager has the re3ponsibility to coordinate these
grouped activities in such a manner that they support and en-
hance each other. In other words he facilitates the accomplish-
ment of the SPO ’s overall objective by generating an organizational

——a - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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climate In which each functional activity accomplishes its
assigned tasks. The program manager is assisted in the
performance of his logistics duties by the Deputy Program
Manager for Logistics (DPML).

In an SPO the R&M manager will typically be located in
Engineering . Depending upon the size and scope of the
program he may have a large or small staff of R&M engineers
assigned to him. In some instances he may be operating as
an individual . However, regardless of the size of the R&M -

~~~
funct ion, in his day-to-day activities he will interface
wi th other functions within the SPO. Typically, he either
seeks or provides information for prudent decision making.
In doing this he communicates freely across the hierarchical
structure of the SPO or other staff levels as appropriate .
The R&M manager ’s output is in the form of advice to other
SPO engineers and recommendations to the program manager
who has ultimate responsibility for the execution of the
program.

In summary, when the management function of organizing is
complete, the following results will be available:

Organizational chart
Activity function statements
Job descriptions
Authority delegations
Coordinating procedures

The next step is to man the organization with appropriate people.

MANNING ____________

. UHELP 1Manning or “staffing” as 
~WANTED Iit is more commonly g

called in the management

,
,/
“

~~, €! !Ti~?

placing, training and
appraising qualified -

people to fulfill the
duties which have been
defined through the
processes of plannin g
and organizing.
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The obvious challenge Is to pick the right person for the
right job. This is not an easy task, and requires re-
crulters with not only a good understanding of the jobs
to be performed, but a keen insight into the human fact-
ors associated with those jobs. In fact, It is a good
idea to attach to each job description a list of the per-
sonality attributes most appropriate for the position .
People tend to be loners, social groupers, detail lovers ,
gregarious talkers, movers , sitters, thinkers , actors ,
drivers, followers , writers, organizers , leaders , strat-
egists, generalists, specialis ts , or some complex combin-
ation of these traits and many more. The recruiter ’s job
is to sniff  out the dominant traits and skills of each N.
person, and to judge whether that person has a good poten-
tial for effectively performing the duties of the job.

Once an individual has been hired or assigned to a job,
there is a continuing need to train him and develop his
abilities to function efficiently. This may include train-
ing in technical areas, communicat ions techniques , manage-
ment skills and interpersonal relations. Appraisal of the
indiv idual ’s job performance can also be considered a de- ‘ 5

velopment technique.

A periodic function of manning is apprai sal of the m di-
vidual ’s performance. While most appraisal methods tend
to be based on subjective Judgments , It is far better to
base appraisal on the Individual ’s achievement of quanti-
fiable objectives that he has agreed in advance are reason-
able for him to pursue. This method of appraisal serves to
keep everyone objectives oriented , and w ill tend to play
down subjective personality judgments hinged on whether or
not the person happens to be likeable. The use of an ap-
praisal based on quantifiable objectives also makes dis-
cussion of the person’s appraisal much more productive,
since it Is easier to focus on the objectives and how well
they were or were not met along with the various reasons
why. You might also get some good feedback responses that
would be useful for improvIng the organization structure or
procedures. If, on the other hand , you get focused on the
individual ’s personality traits , it is very easy to turn off
useful communications or to degenerate the discussion into
an emotional exchange that would be counterproductive. Ap-
pralsals based on judgment of subjective personality traits
also have a strong tendency to get inflated if the subjects
of the appraisals have access to them.
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While appraisal based on achievement of quantified ob-
jectives sounds good, It is easier said than done. Many =

jobs do not have objectives which are easy to quantify--
take a receptionist or recruiter for example.

To summarize, manning consists of:

Selecting and placing qualified people to perform
the defined jobs

Training and developing their skills

Appraising their performance and making appropriate
changes in job assignments , training or development

LEADING

The management function of
leading consists of set-
ting the organization
activities into motion —

towards the objectives em- C,
ploying established re-
sources , procedures, poli-
des , organization and -

schedules, and Inspiring
enthusiastic participa-
tion by subordinates and
associates. This is ac-
complished through the
use of orders, directives, —

instructions , expla nations , — - - — 

/ 
—

persuasion, encouragement, —

motivation, rewards, pen-
alt ies , and many more.
From these It is obvious
that the leader must be skilled in using the graphic and verbal
forms of communications. He has to be a good coordinator and
motivator. He has to work with people and inspire people to work
with each other. - -

A first and fundamental activity for effective leading is to make
organizational objecti ves and priorities very clear to all subor-
dinates. Everyone should be able to visual ize  how his duties con-
tribute to accomplishment of those objectives, and he should be
encouraged to suggest changes in his duties i-f his duties involve
some counterproductive actions. He cannot make these suggestions
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unless the objectives are explicit , tangible things which
he can measure or observe. That is why derivative planìs
must be developed which provide objectives and priorities
for all level s to use down through the organization.

A second fundamental activity in leading Is to also make
very clear , all rules , policies and procedures appl icable
to the jobs of subordinates , so they w ill know how to get
things done. These policies and procedures result from
the planning process, and the task in leading is to ex-
plain their use and work out any bugs discovered througn
their use. ~~- -

The leader must then i niti ate ac tion, or set the organiza—
tion wheels into m o tion, by issuing instruct ions in one
form or another. It may be at this point that the manager
develops his final sets of derivative plans , objectives,
schedules , resources , tasks for his subordinate to imple-
ment, and includes these in his initiating instructions .
These Instructions, together with procedures,should insure
that activities are coordinated (supplement or compliment
one another).

The last and most challenging task of leading- is to provide
motIvatIon to perform. This is meant to go well beyond the
customary rumuneration of most jobs. Motivation Involves 

—

setting a good example , making work seem enjoyable and sat--
isfying , setting high standards of integri ty and performance ,
prais ing good work (in private and public) , show ing how to
correct deficiencies (always in private), handling human re-
lations problems with fairness and respect for the dignity of
the individual , promoting an atmosphere of open communications
in all organizat ion direc tions , and many more. If all of these
leadership actions are handled skillfully, we can succeed even
without charisma . 1
In summary then, lead ing involves: ~ - 

-

Explain ing and publicizing objectives

Clarifying policies and procedures

Initiating action with explicit instructions

Promoting coordination of activities

Motivating through a variety of techniques
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CONTROLLING

Control requi res the measuremen t of
accompli shments, comparing them with
preplanned standards, and taking cor- c
rective action if deviations are un-
acceptable. Control procedures should
be planned for all organization activ-
Ities and should be formal for critical
act ivities , but can be informal for
lesser activities. The appropriate
degree of control depends on the degree
to which the activity impacts organiza- -

tion objectives. Control is usually
applied to resource expenditures , prod-
uct quality and quantity , certa in serv ices rendered, task
accompl ishment versus sc hedules , and compliance with orga-
nization procedures.

Controls should focus on a relatively few strategic param-
eters or indicators of progress towards objectives of the
activity , and should avoid unnecessary or redundant measures.
Controlling requires gathering data , analyzing and sunrnariz-
Ing it, and presenting it In an easy-to-comprehend form. t
This can be a costly administrative task, and prudence Is
advisable.

The gathering, analysIs and presentation of control data
should be planned at an appropriate frequency and on a reason- I -
able scale. For example, i f we had a $50,000 monthly budget
which Is capable of varying by only $10,000 in any month (due
to mostly fixed costs), it would be senseless to review expend- - -

Itures to the nearest dollar on a daily basis. A weekly review,
rounded off to the nearest hundred dollars would be more rea-
sonable.

If performance makes unacceptable deviations from the standards,
corrective action must be quick enough to do some good , and also
should be tailored to reduce the chances of deviations in the
future. Obviously, corrective action is Implemented by the man-
ager responsible for the activity being control led.

To minim ize the need for corrective action , the organization
should plan procedures and policies which motivate people to-
wards organization objectives by creating 1ncenti~es that ap-peal to indiv idual human needs and drives. Motivation of the
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individual to control his own perfo rmance towa rd organiza-
tion objectives is a far superior approach to external con-
trol by superiors . That is because external cont’~ol caneasily lead to a feeling of mutual distrust betwee~-~ supe-riors and subordinates , resentment , resistance and a ten-
dency to withhold , cover-up or distort information that may
put the individual in an unfavorable light. External con-
trols can also be expensive in terms of administrative
burden , and can easily degenerate into counterproductive
effort if not carefully conceived and prudently applied.

Some examples of procedures or policies which have a self-
regulating affect on organized achievement are listed be-
low. (Some of these migh t be considered motivations under
the preceding heading of “leading )” but that is unimportant.
Their effect is to reduce the need for external control cor-
rections in the organization).

a. Qffer monetary incentives for achieving quantity ,
quality or schedule goals.

b. Appeal to persona l pride -In workmanship by imprint-
ing the worker ’s name on the product.

c. Appea l to pride of authorship and the desire for per-
sonal fulfillment by asking employees to derive their own
objectives and goals from higher level objectives , and later
report on their accomplishment of them.

d. Appeal to the desire of the individual to have per-
sonal control over his activities , by asking groups to develop
their own operating procedures and later report on their
effectiveness.

Hie. Appeal to the spirit of group competition by reward-
ing groups with the best performance.

f. Appeal to the sense of pride in the organization by
setting high standards of performance and mak ing it clea r
what Is expected ~f its members. However, even with these
kinds of incentives for achievement , organization progress
towards goals still need to be measured, but the need for
corrective actions by management should be significantly re-
duced and overall organization efficiency increased .

External management control techniques may range~ from a— weekly staff meeting with verbal progress reports, to elab-
orate data gathering , analysis and charting schemes combined
with feedback instructions to the managers of functional
groups being controlled .
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Summarizing, management control requires :

Selection of activity performanc~ parameters worthyof tracking

Setting standards of performance

ChoosIng appropriate scale and frequency of obser-
vations
Compar i ng performance with standards

Taking timely action to correct deviations and to
reduce ch~nces of repetition

Search for self-controlling procedures founded on
individual incentives and motivations

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

In Air Force terminology , program management refers to the
management processes involved in developing , testing and pro-
ducing new military systems. The Program Manager is given
broad responsibilities for producing a good system and is
delegated substantial authority to make the decisions needed
to fulfill those responsibilities . The objective is to “de-
centralize” program management as far as it Is prudent to do
so, and focus the responsibility and day-to-day decision mak-
ing in the program office.

The Department of Defense (DoD) and Air Force policies govern-
ing the Program Manager ’s role are exp lained in DoD Di rect ive
5000.1 which is an attachment to Air Force Regulation 800-2,
Program Mar~gement. The regulation outlines the major manage-
ment responsibilities of the -Program Manager , w i th emphas is on
general planning and reporting requirements, and his decision- S 

-

m akIng authority. Anyone involved wi th a system acquisition
program must be thoroughly familiar with AFR 800-2.

F,,

SYSTEM PROGRAM

THE DOMAIN OF PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
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R&M MANAGEMENT -

The R&M manager’s job is not a simple one since most of
the people he must infl uence do not work for him. He
must motivate many people in other elements of the or-
ganIzation . Therefore , while he is first of all a man-
ager, he needs to have some knowledge of the various S.

professional specialties involved In the program. These
include systems and equipment engineering , contract law
and regulations , configuration control , economic decision
making , and perhaps others like aeromedicine or psychology.
The R&M manager has a formidable task of leading the R&M 

I -

-

program along a hazardous path of pitfalls scattered
throughout the development cycle. He must be a manager
skilled in applying the management principles described
In this chapter.

One purpose of this Reliability and Maintainability Man-
agement Guide- is to clarify the technical and management
pi tfalls in R&M , and to show -how to formulate a success- ‘5-

’—

ful R&M program based on sound engineering and management “
S . —

principles .

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

The term “engineering”
usuall y means the appl -I-
cation of traditional ‘0
technical and scIentific
skills (mathematics, .~~

physics , chemistry, etc.)
to conceive , design , u ,—~~ ~~~~~ c II

construct, test and z ‘
~
‘ ( ) “

produce new things. \~~
.

“Management,” on the
other hand , is the ap-
plication of human be-
havior principles and in- l i. ~~~~~~

sights (psychology, phil-
osophy, physiology , etc.)
to plan , organize, man, ‘1
lead , and control any human ENGINEERINGendeavor. Clearly, manage-
ment is involved in the or-
derly activities of any group, but engineering Is not.
Whether we talk about engineering, management, or some other
discipl ines, communication is always the hub of organized
activity.
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“Systems engineering ,” as the term is used in the Air Force,
i s a more genera l term that encompasses both engi neer ing and
management as pects. It means that the military system must
be conceived, designed , constructed , tested , and produced ,
taking Into account the performance and economic trade-offs
involved across all functiona l and support elements of the
system and over the entire life span of Its use. That Is ,
systems engineering Is expected to yield the most cost ef-
fective system considering operational performance, produci-
bility , and supportability . To achieve this goal, var ious
management plann ing, organizing , lead ing , and controlling
policies and procedures are prescribed . Air Force Regulation
800-3, EngineerIng for Defense Sys tems , explains what those
policies and general procedures are . The Program Manager is
responsible for seeing that systems engineering Is employed
in his program.

This introduces us to the elements of reliability and main-
tainabi lity (R&M) prngrams explained in the next two chapters ,
s ince these R&M programs are part of the systems engineering
process.

~4s the reader will notice , R&M program s consist of a mix of
engineering and management elements which mesh with other
systems engineering tasks to support R&M objectives. (When
reading the following chapters , It might be instructive to
note whi ch of the R&M program elements are bas icall y manager ial
and wh ich elements are fundamenta l ly tec hnical or engineer ing ).

The remainder of this guidebook gets i nto the specifics of R&M
program management, with enough technical description to make
the program elements tangible and meaningful.
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Chapter 4

ELEMENTS OF A RELIABILITY PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION

To successfully reach Its goal , a reliability program requires
coordinated performance of a ser ies of tas ks by managers and
technical specialists. This series begins with the first con-
ceptual studies of the new system, continues through production ,
and ends only when the system is phased out of use. The procur-
ing agency (AFSC), the manufacturer (contractor), the user Cop-
erational command), and his support agency (AFLC), all have re-
sponsibilitIes in this chain of events.

The staff R&M manager needs a detailed understanding of the re-
l iability engineering and management tasks, includ ing who does
them and when they must be done. He must understand the technical
terminology of reliability engineering and how to specify relia-
bility performance, and he must know the engineering data required
to track a contractor ’s R&M program. He should understand the rel-
ative importance of the various activities and the possible conse-
quences of skipping or curtailing them. He should recognize major
options with corresponding costs and risks . He should know where
to get additIonal technical people for advice. This short chapter
is written to fulfill those needs .

STANDARD RELIABILITY PROGRAM ELEMENTS

The chart which fol lows lists __________________ . 
-

the elements of a hardware re-
liability program and shows the J t’IIL-STD-785
importance of each element dur-
ing the life cycle phases of
development. This list general-
ly follows the outline of MIL-
STD-785, but with some changes Reliability Program
to aid continuity of the dis-
cussion . MIL-STD—785 is the for
basic standard for planning
reliability programs for DoD Systems and Equipment
development and production con-
tracts and gives guidelines for Development and Production
preparing a reliability program __________________________
plan. However , the application
of MIL-STD-785 provisions is subject to the discretion of the pro-
curing authority. To intelligently exercise this discretion, the
procuring authority needs expert advice from someone with R&M
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RELIABILITY PROGRAM ELEMENTS

L i fe cycle Phase
Element Ful l  ScaleConce ptual Va l id at ion Develo pment Production Deployment

Requirements Definition xxx4xxxxx~ ~xxxxXAAAAA4 A 

Reliability Model 1xxxxxx
~ ~

xxxxxxxxxx : xxxx 1- .:
Reliability Predicti on (xxxxxx~ ~xxxxxxxxxx ~ xxxx 

Reliability Apportionment Jo00000( )oooooooooo 0000 

Fa i lure Modes Analys i s Ioooooo~ )0000000000I ~XX XX 

Des ign for Reliability ~0OOOOO ( ~xxxxxxxXXX~ (XXXXXXXX XX -

Parts Selec tion ~0~~ooc ~xxx xxxxxx x: ~AAAAA 

Design Review ~0OOOOC ~X X X X X X X X X X  (XXXXX 

-
~~ Design Specificati ons xx4xxxxx~ ~xxxxxxxxxx ~ xx 

Acceptance Specifications xxxx~ xxxxxx AAA-A4 IA 

Rel iability Evaluation Tests - - -- -  ~XXXXXXXXXX ~ (XXXXX

Fai l ure Analysis I ---- . xxxxxxxxxXX ; XXX XX XXXXX 0000000000 0000000000(

Data System f ~xxxxx x xxx x :  (XXXXXXXXXX ,  0000000000 0000O0O0OO~

Quality Control 
- I ~o0oo~ 0oooo ~ (XXXXXXX XXX ~ XXXXXXXXXX 0000000000(

Env ironmental Tests xxxx : AAA A 

Reliability Acceptance Tests ~ A000000000I

First contract—)
—KEY— 

ooooooooooooooxxxxxxxxxxxxxxAAMAAAAAAAAA 

~~~~~~~ 
c
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engineering and management experience . The procuring authority
Is usuall y advised by the project manager and sometimes is the
project manager. However, the project manager is rarely an R&M
engineer and therefore he also needs the advice of R&M special-
ists. The explanations which follow should aid comunication be-
tween manager and advisor , and hel p the R&M advisor provide the
correct advice to the project manager.

First , a definition of reliability may be helpful . Reliability
is a performance attribute of an item and defines its ability
to properly function under specified conditions for a certain
period of time or a certain number of operating cycles. Relia-
bility can be quantified as a probability . For example , we could
say that the probability is .90 that a Model-A machine gun will
fire successfully for 60 seconds in rainfall rate of one inch per
hour. Reliability can also be quantified as a Mean-Time-Between-
Failure (MTBF). That is, Model-A machine guns have an MTBF of
570 seconds firing over 60 secon d intervals in a ra infall rate of
one inch per hour. These probability and MTBF numbers are math-
emetically related to one another and are called “reliability
figures of merit,” or simply “reliability figures ” to be more
brief. Definitions of these and other R&M terms can be found in
MIL-STD-721, Definitions of Effectiveness Terms for Reliability ,
Mainta inability , Human Factors , and Safety. The mathematical re-
lationships can be found in R&M engineering books.

Before explaining the separate reliability program elements listed
on the chart, some general coments about the chart would be help-
ful .

The relative importance rating of the elements represents the sub-
jective judgment of the authors based on years of experience , and
is meant to apply to the “average” development program. The chart
is designed to give the R&M manager an overview or feeling for the
average situation . Every development program is different and the
reliability program to go with it must be tailored to specific needs.
This ta i lor ing must be done by rel iab ility spec ial ists wor king for
the Air Force program manager.

Only the f irst conceptua l study contract mi les tone Is shown . Work
shown to the left is Air Force homework leading to the first state- I -
ment of work. These conceptual studies and subsequent contractual —

work will lead to more and more specific design and acceptance spec-
ificatlons unti l the production contract Is solicited . Several con-
tracts may be used between the conceptual phase and the production - 

-

phase, with Initiation occurring at the beginning of each phase fol-
lowing go-ahead decisions from Air Force and Department of Defense
management. On some programs many of the conceptual and valida tion
phase tasks are accomplished by Government planning organizations
or by the program office. This does not affect the relative impor-
tance of the tasks or the necess ity for hav ing them accomplished at
the proper time . Therefore, the R&M manager must review all the
required tasks, and for those which are not to be accomplished
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contractually insure appropriate Government orqanizations have been
des iqnated to accomplish them.

-5

DE FIl ~ITI0N OF REALISTIC REQUIREMENTS

The first and most important
task in a reliability program is
selection or definition of real-
istic requirements . This is a pro- needs ~t? Why’curing activity task. While exe- WhO
cutlon of this task requires the
knowledge of reliability engineers V1~~~~~~ ~.. )
it is closely tied to the managerial (‘ ‘)
function of planning. The basis for Can WC 0 

~~~
_ -(

the selected requirements should be bet%er .q~estioned by managers and plannersat all organization leve l s , and that
includes the user, supporter and
contractor, as well as AFSC . These - 4

requirements are the objective of
the reliability program , and hardly 

________

anything is more was teful or di s 

-

________________________
rupting than to strive for the wrong
objectives. Managerial scrutiny of

ANAGER~
..j

~~~~~

the requirements should begin early
in the conceptual phase and continue
through validation and in to  f u l l  scale 

_______________development. As the chart shows , the
final setting of realistic require-
ments Is critical at the beginning of
f u l l  scale develo pment.

The word “realistic ” needs emphasis. Whether a complex or simple
system, the realism of the reliability requirement will determine
much of the long-term success of the R&M program. Too hi gh a re-
liability figure can l ead to excessive costs In attempting to a-
chieve It, program disruptions when it becomes evident that the
figure cannot be met , litigation based on claims of impossibility ,
fouled plans for logistic support, and finally, possible compro-
mise to an unnecessaril y low rel iabi lity figure because of schedule
and cost pressures late in the program . On the other hand , too low
a requirement at the beginning usually results in insufficient
R&M program emphasis with the specified requirement being easily
met, and loss of an opportunity to get higher reliabilit y and
lower support costs.

The procuring activity must define the requirement with Inputs
from the using command and AFLC , since the final requirement
must be operationally adequate and logistically supportable.
(See AFR 66-14, and AFSC Supp lement 1, Equipment Maintenance
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Policies , Objectives , and Responsibilities , and AFR 80-5). A
tradeoff analysis should be performed using systems cost effec-
tiveness analysis and life cycle cost techniques , since relia-
bility is a system performance parameter which strongly affects
system effectiveness and life cycle cost. In these ~inalyses,reli ab ility should be var ied over a reasonable range of values to
establish the sensitivity of system effectiveness and life cycle
cost to the reliability parameter. These sensitivity curves should
then be used , along wi th the projections of reliability engineers ,
to select reliability requirements which strike a reasonable bal-
ance between operational and logistic needs, and the ava i lable
technology to fulfill those needs.

The reliability which can be reasonably achieved for a particular
type equipment using available technology must be estimated by
reliability specialists . These specialists have a variety of
ways to come up wi th reasonable estimates, and all are based on
the use of historical data -In one way or another. The most direct
approach Is to survey the reliability achieved by similar types
of equipment in field use, examine the caliber of each reliability
program used during development of those equipments , make adjust-
ments for technology progress since those equipments were developed ,
adjust for complexity differences between the old equipments and
the new, and finally adjust for differences in reliability program
emphas is planned for the new equipment. This is not an easy task
since it depends on finding good historical records. Furthermore ,
it is important that the proper comparisons be made. A histori-
cal MTBF using field data is a di fferent measure than a MIL-
STD-78l specified MTBF . Methods of estimation wi th a more analy-
tical flavor are based on expected numbers of part types in the
new equipment, the parts quality levels which should be available,
the equipment configuration anticipated , the environment in which
it will be used , and mathematical computations which take these
parameters into account. Remember that even in those systems touted
as breakthroughs , state-of-the--art, or “all new and di fferent” in
concept, the really new things are only a small part of the total
and the rest of it is conventional hardware .

In addition, the Reliability manager must recognize the difference
between Reliability terms used in reporting wi thin the Air Force and
terms used in the contract. These terms may differ , but the
contractual terms must be translatable into the reporting terms.
AFR 80-5 provides the standard reliabili ty terms for reporting. AFSC
Supplement 1 to AFR 80-5 (Nov 1978 draft in coordination as this is
written , presumably in effect as you read it), also provides guidance
for converting AFLC data (from the AFLC 00-56 Product Performance
System) to standard reporting terms by proper sorting of how mal-
function codes and action taken codes. Wi th this guidance the AFSC
program manager can obtain from AFLC data formatted to minimize
definitional differences.
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Sumarizing the above , reliability requirements are developed ~
- -

from systems effectiveness and li fe cycle co -st studies , coup led
with project ions  on what  is reasonable to achieve using known
technolo gy. To determ i ne realistic requi rements , the ass i stance
of experienced reliability specialists is necessar y. Wh i le not
a trivial problem , methods and data exist to solve it. The pro-
curing activ i ty is responsibl e for this task , but the desires of
the user and support agency must be considered . Significance of
this task ranges from very important to cr i t ica l  depending upon
develo pment phase . —

DEVELOPMENT OF A RELIA BILITY MODEL
A reliability model is a mathematical equation which defi nes

the relat ionship between the failure rate of an assembl y (equi p—
nen t, or system) and the failure rates of all the parts which
make up the assembl y. Each part , in turn , has a reliabil i ty model
which relates its failure rate to part quality, operating stress
or derating level , and the physical environment in which the part
i s to funct ion .

I,- - .

The reliability model of the assembl y is derived by reliability
e n g i n e e r s  from f u n c t i o n a l  d i a g r a m s , c i rcu i t  diagrams , or detail
design drawings of the assembly. The result is a flow diagram
wh ich depicts the series or paral lel interdependencies between
all the parts. This diagram is then expressed as a mathematical
equation which becomes the reliability model.

Failure model s for the separate parts are developed through anal-
ysis of laboratory test and field data , and detailed studies of
the physical mechanisms which give rise to part failure . This is
a very complex business done only by Government and commercial lab-
oratories that have specialized equipment and peop le. The models are
compiled in MIL-HDBK-217 , Rel iability Prediction of Electronic
Equi pment. 

I -

The resultin g reliability model of an assembly, equipment or system
is the anal ytical basis for making reliability predictions . While
this model may be rather crude during the conceptual phase , it will
be expanded and refined as more system details are evol ved in vali-
dation and full scale development. The model must be good , other-
wise the very important reliability predictions to be tracked later
by management will be misleading .

The project manager should be certain that the agency (usuall y the
equipment contractor ) who develops this model does it correctly.
This model development should be reviewed in detail for the proj ect
manager by technical R&M specialists who are independent of the
contractor.
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RELIABILITY PREDICTIONS
The reliability of an assembly, 

______equipment or system is predicated GOOD 
M I B F

by Inserting into its reliability PREDICTI0N.-~.”model the failure rates of the sep-
- arate parts . These part failure RE QUIREMENT ,‘ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

rates are obtained from the parts _i~u I
¶~OQ ?~~~~r e l i a b i l i t y  models by consi dering - Test lO

Tesl~~
the quality class of each part,
its proposed operat ing stress leve l I t Test~~~ 

2(or derating) and the physical envir-
onment in which it will operate. ~~~~~UR

MAY JUN
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .~

During the conceptual phase, predic-
tions w ill be less accurate, because
of Incomplete system and parts data
obtained from estimates or design
specifications. As equipment design
progresses during validation and full scale development, predic-
tions will Improve and become the quantitative backbone of the
reliability program. These predictIons should be compared with
reliability requirements and test results throughout the develop-

~~

i ment phases by both engineers and managers . This will serve to
illumina te reliability program progress and problem areas, and
support the need for any eng ineering changes. It will show a
pictorial , historical record of progress that will be a focal point
of discussions during design and program reviews.

EQUIPMENT
‘~~~ DESIGN

“ 
ENVIRONME NTAL

CONDITIO NS

Q~RTS

PARTS
SELECTION

RELIABILIIY
PREDICTIONS

V..

6
c~s“It’s tasty , cheap and really saves on doctor bills:’
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For engineering details on systems reliability model ing and
prediction techniques, and specific models for predicting
failure rates of electronic and mechanical parts, consul t
MIL-HDBK-217, Reliability Prediction of Electronic Equipment.

RELIABILIT Y APPORTIO NMENT
The converse of reliability prediction is reliability

apportionment. This is the analytical process by which the
total system reliability requirement is apportioned or allo-
cated among the separate subsystems or equipments which corn-
prise the system. These apportioned reliability figures then
become the design requirement for each subsystem. The sub-
system designer may in turn further apportion his requirement
among the subassemblies of his subsystem.

In application, there is considerable interplay between pre-
dIction, apportionment and system design. First, the apportion-
ment helps to establish a system and subsystem design approach
which should meet the system reliability requirement. As detail
desi gn progresses and parts are sel ected, predictions are per-
formed to see if the selected design can actually meet require-
ments. If not, the design may be adjusted or the apportionment
redone to set more real ist ic subsystem goals.

Initial apportionment is performed by the group responsible for
system integration (usually a contractor) so that vendors or f
equipment designers can be given design requirements. OccasIon-
ally, when the Air Force is purchasing individual equipments for
“in-house ’ integration , the apportionment will be an Air Force
responsibil ity.

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECT S ANALY SIS
A companion effort along with reliability model ing , prediction ,

apportionment and design , is “failure modes and effects analysis ”
(FMEA). This is a review of the system design to identify failure
possibilities so that they can be elimi nated or minimized through
corrective design changes while the design is still easily modl-
fled. A special form of FMEA is the fault tree analysis used by
safety engineers to identify and elimi nate possible safety haz-
ards. In more general relIabil ity engineering , the FMEA can iden-
tify areas where protective circuitry or structures should be used
to prevent the failure of one component from overstressing others,
can identify critical components whose reliability warrants special
attention, or can identify potential adjustment and timi ng problems,
etc. The FMEA is also valuable in maintainability analysis to be
discussed later.

The FMEA must be performed by someone who is familiar with and
able to infl uence detail design. Hence, it is usually the
responsibility of the equipment desiqner. The extent of the
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FMEA can range from a simple examination of the system or ‘- .

equipment functional diagram , to a detailed analysis of the
design draw ings and schematics cons idering the fa ilure rate ‘

of each part and its likely mode of failure .

Therefore, the time and cost required for a FMEA depend on
its emphasis, which in turn depends on the complexity and
purpose of the system. In most cases, a rather detailed FMEA
is warra nted, even though It is much more expensive than the
rel iability model ing and prediction activity . It is a good
investment since corrective actions resulting from the FMEA
can be easily implemented before design is frozen. The same
changes resulting from later hardware tests will be much more
expensive to Implement.

DESIGN FOR RELIABILITY

Design for reliability is an omnibus title, carrying a
myriad of Individual elements related by the comon fact that —

they a l l mus~.be considered by the designer of the system,
equipment or assembly to assure its reliability . The following
list Includes typical considerations to illustrate the point.
A more complete checklist for a gi ven item depends on whether
-f t incorporates electronics, mechanics , structures, hydraulics ,
pneumatics or some other technology.

7 Simpl icity of des ign I -
-

Producibility of design

Use of Government and Industry standard design
and layout practices

Use of redundant or fail-safe designs (use FNEA)

Provisions for optional modes of operation

Use of preferred or proven parts and materials

Selection of appropriate load or derating factors
for parts and materials

Controllability of parts and materials quality

Future availability of good replacement parts and materials
- 

Consideration of aging or fatigue effects

Consideration of human factors on reliability In
manufacture, operation or maintenance

Prediction and control of physical environment
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Including temperature, moisture, vibration , shock ,
dust, chemicals , radiation , ambient pressure , and
elec trical interference

The producer of the hardware is responsible for formulating
and carrying out this activity . The Air Force, however , is
res pons ible for selec ting a competent producer and insur ing
that the contract motivates the producer to perform these
design tasks to the best of his ability . The reliability
program elements to fol low include these motivations.

Aside from such overhead costs as reliability training pro-
grams and preparation of reliability design manuals and check-
lists , it does not cos t m~~h more to design an item for relia-
bility than to design it without consideration of reliability .
Wha tever the small increased cost may be, it is well worth the (

i nvestment at the design stage. Fixing defective systems at
the testing stage is far more costly.

PARTS SELECTION

Parts selection is a critical reliability engineering ele—
ment. There is no question that parts quality is a costly item,
and for this reason , contractors are tempted to compromise parts
quality . Yet wisdom says, “You cannot make a si lk purse out ofr a sow ’ s ear. ” With rare exceptions, you cannot make a satisfac-
tory -A ir Force system from counercial grade parts. If the Air
Force system is something like Minuteman or a manned space system,
even high quality military grade parts may be inadequate. For ex-
ample, the Minuteman program established specially control led parts
manufacturing lines for its own use. A great deal of effort has
been expended to produce high quality parts for Air Force use.

While standard military quality specifications provide assurance
that parts can withstand the environmental extremes of Air Force
use , these spec if icat ions alone do not assure low fai lure rates ,
and so further controls have been created. For example, in the
field of electron ics , the most successful have been Established
Rel iability (ER) specifications. These specifications require -

~~~

tests which verify specified failure rates. Applied to passive
elec tronic components, they have been in effect for several years.
Indeed , it is now possible to buy resistors and capacitors to ER
specifications as cheaply as to standard military quality specifi-
ca t ions .

For semiconductor electronic devices , “TX” (testing-extra) and
“TXV” (testing-extra-visual) specifications are preferred in
Air Force systems. These require , in addition to standard m u -
itary quality tests, the performance of a burn-in (operation
at ful l ratings for a period of time, usually 168 hours ) to
cause parts with latent defects to fall. Those parts are thus
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excluded from the batch. “TXV ” specifications require a visual
Inspection of the part before the lid Is hermetically sealed on ,
in addition to the burn-in.

Microcircuits purchased under MIL-M-38510, Microc i rcuits General
Specif icat ion, are required to be tested to a defined quality
level using test methods of MIL-STD-883, Test Methods and Pro-
cedures for Microelectronics. Class S represents the highest
level for use in cr iti cal systems . Cl ass B represe nts A i r Force
preferred quality for normal usage, and Class C a relatively low
quality for those rare cases when reliability Is not a great con-
cern, such as an extremely simple i tem in a non-critical applica-
tion. However, even Class C parts have failure rates several
times bette r than commerc ial products (see MIL-HDBK-2 17).

Selection of parts is therefore an extremely Important matter ,
and in full scale development is critical. During the valida -
tion phase, the use of high grade parts is not always essential , (
if provision is made for their use in later stages. Lower grade - - -

parts may often be used in validation units not scheduled for re-
liability testing, but their form-fit-function must be the same
as the higher grade parts to be used later -In the full scale de-
velopment and production units , permitting direct substitution
without design changes. However, the select ion of parts to meet
the rel iability requirements must begin in the first equipments
built. Preparation of preferred parts lists can be f r u i t f u l even
In the conceptual phase where at least part policies must be es-
tabi-ished.

Only microcircuits listed in MIL-STD-l562 and procured in accord—
ance with MIL-M-385l0 are standard for new design. When non-
standard microc ircuit dev ices are approved for use, the genera l
requirements of MIL-M-385lO apply. Nonstandard devices must be
screened and qualified in accordance with the requirements of
MIL-STD-883. Only JANTX semiconductor devices selected from
MIL-STD-70l are standard . When a JANTX device Is not listed ,
the selection of nonstandard devices must conform to the fol low-
ing order of precedence: (a) a JAN device listed In MIL-STD-70l ,
(b) a JAN device covered by MIL-S-19500 but not listed in MIL-
STD-701, and (c) a comercial device. As a minimum , a TX burn-in
should be requi red for all nonstandard dev ices.

Review of parts lists is not only necessary to assure the use of
preferred qual ity levels , but also to assure that currently
preferred versions are used and that future availability and
cost are considered. Al so, nonstandard parts are often neces-
sary and the review procedure must make sure that adequate
qualification and reliability screening tests are applied to
those parts.
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Parts selection and control are so important tha t review
board procedures are used to hel p assure the Air Force that
the job is done with its l ong- rm interests protected .
These i nterests i nclude not only reliability , bu~ also ma i n-
tainab ility , logistics supportabi lity, commonal ity , ava i la-
bility , and cost of parts. All have direct Impact on system
life cycle costs . MIL-ST0-965 Parts Control Program , defi nes
cri teria and guidelines for setting up parts control procedures
in a contrac t. The proce dure selected is at the di sc ret ion of
the procuring activity . Basicall y, two types of con trol pro grams
are outlined . One is for l a r ge system procu remen t emp lo ying a
prime system integratthn contractor , and requi res the use of a
Parts Contro l Board (PCB). Th is is procedure II of MIL-STD-965.
Procedure I , a less fo rmal setup is gener a lly used for small equip-
ment development programs . Both procedures require procuring
agency approval of parts selected for use in the hardware .

The Chairman for the PCB is usually the pr ime contrac tor . However ,
someone else may be designated as Cha i rman of the PAG by the
procuring activity . While the procuring activity always has the

.ri ght to disapprove PCB actions , the PCB normall y makes the part
selection decisions. This organizational arrangement requires
Air Force mana gement emphasis and participation , s i nce boar d
cha i rmanship is often in the hands of a contractor whose long-
term in terests and motivation may not corres pond with that of
the Air Force . Short-term goals are often an overriding concern
for the contractor .

To aid the procuring activity in parts approval decisions , the
Military Parts Control Advisory Grou p (MPCAG) may be employed .
This is a Department of Defense organi zation which provides
adv ice to the military departments on the selectior of parts
in assigned commonality classes. Primary contact points are
the Defense Electronics Supp l y Center , Dayton Ohio , for
electrical and electronic parts , and the Defense Industrial
Supply Center , Philadel phia PA for mechani ca l parts . Support
for semiconductors , printed circui t boards and circu i t board
connectors is also available from the Rome Air Development
Center, Griffiss AFB , NY.

In summary , parts selection and control are extremel y important
development program activities which can cause significant de-
velopment costs. Furthermore , they can be a significant admin-
istrative burden to the Air Force Project Office and to support
Government laboratories and sup ply centers . Because of  the
sheer volume of parts decision s in large programs , and the time
and cost pressures involved , It is tempting for parts control
activities to cut corners , simp lify the procedures , or dri ft
towards a rubber-stamp type operation . These tendencies must
be resisted by the Ai r Force project manager , and the Air Force
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staff people should carefully question the adequacy of sup-
port . The impact on life cycle cost , system effect iveness,
and logistic supportability is great. The cost of a good
parts program can be considerable but the costs of later
fail ures , re—design , and retesting can make it inexpensive
by comparison.

PARTS DEPARTMENT

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Parts selection and control are critical r$ and a significant administrat ive burden.

DESIGN REVIEW (MIL-STD-l521 )

The design review has both management and engineering
aspects. To the manager, It is a controlling activity . To
the engineer , it is a technical critique of the work accom-
plished . Therefore, the design review is an activity where
management and engineering are closely coupled . It is a - 

-:
powerful management tool for the Air Force program manager ,
and he must assume a personal role in its conduct.

During the design review , all reliability efforts leading to
design decisions are formally reviewed . This includes require-
ments , modeling , predictions, apportionment, fa i lure modes and
effects analysis , parts selection , and overall design for re-
liab ility. Because of the vol ume of these tasks , the review
is , of course, done at a summary level of detail. In an ef-
fic iently run program, a series of Informal detail design
reviews will be conducted between designer and supporting
engineers within the contractor’s facility . In addition ,
the contractor should seek consultation wi th Air Force
specialists to iron out any questions in advance. Then
the formal design review should run smoothly and be a
summary of key decisions for the Air Force , along with
supporting rationale.
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Another comment should be made. In an effectively managed
program, the designer wil l consider reliability engineers
and other support ing agenc i es as par tners i n meeti ng program
goals , rather than as critics to be placated . This attitude
Is fostered only when management treats reliability as an es-
sentlal desi gn parameter , rather than a necessary evil which
Interferes with the designer ’s flexibility .

Design reviews are a normal part of a development program. In-
formal design reviews , where the most significant effort should
be made, are the responsibility of the system r ntractor. For-
mal reviews require Air Force participation , atid serve as con-
trol activities which assure that reliability , among other things , Lhas been bu ilt into the design .

Design review is a very important criti que and control activity.

DEVELOPMENT SPECIFI CATIONS
The Government’ s ultimate control over the hardware pro-

ducer is through contractua l specifications. These specifi-
cations are incorporated into the statement of work which be-
comes part of the contract. The statement of work not only
includes overall equipment or system performance requirements ,
but also specific design restrictions necessary for military
systems. These restrictions generally support the goals of
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standardizat ion , logistic supportabi lity, reliability , main-
tainability , safety, configuration control and so on. In
total , they may be costly restrictions during development, but
money-saving over the long run.

Selection of appropriate specifications is initially an Air
Force task under the direction of the project manager. These
spec i ficat ions go into the f i rst contract of the conceptual
phase. As the program proceeds , more detailed specifications
will evolve from contractor design effort and these will be
inserted into later contracts , but only after careful review
by the project manager ’s engineering staff . The development
of specifications is a continuing task for both the Air Force
and the contractor until a production contract Is solicited .

The preparation of specifications by a contractor is expensive .
Therefore , the Air Force should take advantage of any suitable
standard military component specifications which exist. For
examp le, military specifications now exist for over 500 standard
microcircuit devices under MIL-M-385lO, Microcircui t Genera-i
Specification, and new ones are being added continuously. It
would be irresponsible for the project manager to allow a con—
tractor to repeat any of this work which has already been care-
fully done by Government laboratories . Furthermore, these Gov-
ernment specifications insure uniform and predictable quality ,
standardization , and lower life cycle costs . They also save
development dollars which can be better spent on unique system
design tasks which the Government laboratories are not able to
handle.

Many system design requirements and considerations which affect
reliability are contained in the standard references (boiler
plate ) found in almost every contract. For example , MIL-E-5400 ,
General Specification for Airborne Equipment , is included in al-
most every avionic system specification. MIL-E-5400, in turn,
references MIL-STD-454 , General ReqUirements for Airborne Equip-
ment, which in turn references preferred parts specifications and
other des ign requi rements necessary for production of rel iable
electronic equipment. This “boiler plate” represents years of
experience and is a practical response to the familiar quotation,
“They who do not learn from the past are condemned to repeat it” .
Repetition of past mistakes , such as the use of di ss imi lar metals
causing galvanic corrosion, is encountered in the best of efforts.
Yet contractors should not be discouraged from chal lenging boiler
plate requirements that they consider unrealistic. Such
cha ll enges should be gi ven a compl ete technical evalua tion by the
program manager and hi s techn ical experts. 

-

The boiler plate alone , however , is not enough. First of all ,
quantitative reliability requirements tailored to your program
must be clearly defined in the development specification . This
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is never in the boiler plate . Furthermore , reliability can be
defined in various ways (i.e. operational reliability , serial
reliability , etc.) and it must be clearly stated what defini-
tion applies to the quantitative requirements . Standard termi-
nology for Air Force reporting of reliability is contained in
AFR 80-5, but these definitions are not necessarily levied on
the contractor. The contractor requirements must be trans-
latabl e into standard terminology for A ir Force use , and must
be clearl y understood by the contractor and the procuring
activity . Any special requirements, such as the use of hi gher
grade parts than normal , special screening techniques , equip-
ment burn-in , reliability evaluation tests, etc. must be
specified. The desired elements of the reliability program
must also be defined . This includes such items as predictions
to be made and the methods to be used , failure modes and
effects analysis , design reviews, data submittals , data report-
ing systems, component failure analysis , etc. Reliability
standards such as MIL—STD-785, Reliability Program for System
and Equipment Development and Production must be referenced
in whole or in part since the degree of application must be
tailored to the procurement by the procuring activi ty. The
use of MJL-HDBK-2l7, Reliability Prediction of El ectronic
Equipment should be specified , with deviations subject to the
approval of the procuring activity . Reliability acceptance
testing is also a critical specification requirement. Specific - 

-

test plans and environments must be selected from MIL—STD-78l ,
Reliability Design Qualification and Production Acceptance
Tests: Exponential Distribution . Another example is MIL-STD-
965 which defines the procedures for parts control and stan-
dardization . A final exampl e is the temptation to use plastic
encapsulated semiconductor devices and micro-circuits which
are not included in any standard part specification . However,
they might be accepted as nonstandard parts through a Parts
Control Board dec is ion. Because of the historically poor
reliability of these devices, it is comon practice to include
-In the development specification a specific prohibition of
their use.

Thus a great deal of attention to reliability inputs for the
development spec ificat ion is necessary, and the A ir Force
program manager must rely on his reliability specialists.
Because of diffe rences between programs , and continuous changes
In engineering technol ogy and reliability methods , every pro-
curement will require a unique set of reliability requirements.

At the system level , the evolution of the development speci fi-
cation starts in the conceptual phase and continues through
validation into ful l scale development. The specification
used in full scale development must be complete and unambi guous.
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Acceptance Specifications

A critical aspect of the procurement documentation is the
system or equipment acceptance specification. Acceptance cri-
teria , are , of course , delineated in the same procurement doc-
uments as the design criteria , but are backed up by another set
of militar y standards . MIL—STD—781 , Relia bility Desi gn Qualifi-
cation and Production Acceptance Tests: Exponential Distribution ,
provides a variety of reliability demonstration plans and test
levels. The plans define statistical criteria , and the test
levels define the severity of environmental conditions. The
procurement documentation must state which test plan and test
level will be used for reliability quantification and , if appro-
priate , which test plan and level will be used for production
verification. The number of samples used must be defined . In
addition , the measurements to be taken during the test and the
rules for considering a failure as relevant or non-relevant must
be stated . A relevant failure counts against the equi pment being
developed while a non-relevant failure does not. Therefore , a
non—relevant failure must be very carefull y defined , since this is
a shelter area where the contractor may seek refuge if the
acceptance tests yield ma ny failures . A non-relevant failure is Hgenerally one which is no fault of the equ ipment being develo ped ,
such as a failure in the monitoring test equipment , or a f a i l u r e
due to equipment misuse. Also , and extremel y important , the
test environment must be def i ned.

Reliability Evaluation Tests and Reliability Growth

A special reliability test, and a most often neglected tool ,
is the reliability evaluation test. This is a test without
acceptance cr iter ia , performed by the contractor to obtain infor-
mation on reliability deficiencies of the hardware.

When equipment is first fabricated , it ideall y s h o u l d  meet i t s
reliability requirements . In practice this seldom occurs , espe-
cially in compl ex non-digita l systems . Desi gn defects , workman -
ship probl ems, and parts defects all detract from the -inherent
reliability potential of the hardware. These deficiencies must
be identi fied , their causes determined , and correct ive ac t ion
taken before the hardware can demonstrate its potential relia-
bility . The “fly before you buy” concept was desi gned to provide
the opportunity for identification and correction of hardware ae-
ficiencles , and hence reliability growth should be an essential
feature of the system validation phase. A militar y handbook on
reliability growth is in preparation and scheduled for publication
in the near future .
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During the conceptual phase , it is desirable to conduct relia-
bility evaluation tests on critical components being considered
for use in validation models of the equipment or system.

The magnitude of the reliability evaluation and improvement ef-
fort can be quite large. One major electronic system development
contractor has issued a reliability planning and management guide
for its people which claims that the first model of a large elec-
tro-mechanical system will initially demonstrate only one-tenth
of Its inherent reliability. Furthermore , the guide says that
about 100 times the predicted MTBF of test experience is needed
to find and elimi nate the reliability deficiencies . It also says
that the problems found are about equally divided between parts ,
workmanship, and design deficiencies . While the exact growth time
may be questioned , and such efforts as parts screening can elim-
inate many problems before fabrication , it is certain that any I.
contractor must plan for a reliability growth effort. The con-
tractor ’s Rel iabi lity Program Plan must ac know ledge the need for
reliability tests, failure reporting, failure analysis , and cor-
rective action . Cost and schedule impacts can be reduced by uti-
lizing other scheduled tests to provide reliability information .
Any operational test of the system can be used to obtain reliabil-
Ity Information . If sufficient testing is planned for other pur-
poses , it is even possible to eliminate special re”ibi lity eva l-

r~

.

uation tests entirely. Of course , provision for rt lability re-
F porting , fa i lure analys i s , and corrective action must be ir.cluded

In the test planning in any case.

The cost of reliability evaluation testing can be very significant,
depending upon the nature of the equipment and the contractor ’s ap-
proach to the problem . The effort is very important during valida-
tion and full scale development and cannot be deleted.

FAILURE ANALYSIS 
______

Fai lure analys i s _________

Is performed by the

ures to determine their 
____________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1]
_

hardware manufacturer.
It consists of statis 

-

__________tical analysis of fail- 
________

relative importance and
their history of im-

are eliminated . It also _____

provement as problems

consist s of engineering
analysis to determine
the cause and cure of
each failure . The latter 

____includes the “autopsy ” of 
~
‘‘

Ichief Failure Analyst-SPRfailed parts to establish ____________________________
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the physical or chemical cause of the failure . Such autopsies
require specialized equipment such as X-ray machines , el ectron
microsco pes , metallographs , hermeticity test equipment , and so
on. While some system contractors maintain quite sophisticated
failure analysis laboratories , others depend on outside labora-
tories or part vendors for failure analysis. The part vendor
is often an unsatisfactory source of failure analysis informa-
tion , and usually an alternative is preferable.

Failure analysis is useful throughout a program , but the bulk
of the activity should take place during validation and initial
ful l scale development when most reliability growth should occur.
In the conceptual phase , failure analysis is desirable for criti-
cal components being considered for use in validation phase equip-
ment. In production and deployment, failure analysis will be used
to correct deficiencies which jeopardize the achieved reliability .

The cost of this effort is difficult to predict since it depends
upon the number and types of failures encountered . Nevertheless ,
it must be estimated by reliability specialists and included in
planning.

DATA SYSTEM (AFSCP/AFLCP 400-11)

Reliability growth requires a data system to assure the re-
porting of failures and implementation of corrective action .
The data system not only documents failures , but also records
the results of failure analysis discussed above , and the result
of corrective action taken . It is the documentary communication
system upon which the testing-analysis-fixing cycle depends. It
also gives both the contractor and Air Force project managers
performance indicators which allow them to measure progress.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

NRRECTIVE
~~ 

_ _ _
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The data system must meet two basic requirements :

* It must record data on failures , anal yses and
corrections

* It must be compatible with standard Air Force
data systems

In the conceptual , validation , full scale development and pro-
duct ion phases , the data system will be internal to the con-
tractors , with Air Force visibility and control through report- - 

-1mg of summary data . In the depl oyment phase , the Air Force
Ma i ntenance Data Collection System (AFR 66-14, API 66-1 ) wil l
be used . AFM 66-1 data provides the input to the DO-56 Product
Performance System . Therefore, it is important that the contractor ’s (
data system be compatible with the AFM 66-1 system , so that
val id comparisons can be made between reliability data collected ~, 

-

during development and production , and reliability data col-
lected dur i ng operat ional use .

For development , test and evaluat ion programs conducted in-
house by AFSC organizations , the AFSC Systems Effectiveness
Data System (SEDS) is being promoted by AFSC , and is sometimes

L 

requ i red (see AFSC Supp lement 1 to AFR 80-5). AFSC also re-
quires that SEDS be used by contractors if they do not already
have an adequate data system . The SEDS data system is designed
for use with the CDC 6500/6600 computers and is fully impl emente d
at A ir Force Fli ght Tes t Center , Edwa rds Air Force Base ,
California.

In large development programs , data systems can produce data
quantities which are overwhelming to the project manager . He
must therefore be sure that summary data is compiled in some
concise way so that he can quickly gauge progress duri ng pro-
gram reviews . Various graphical schemes are fairly easy to
devise. One contractor employed the simple technique of re-
quiring a monthly internal report to the program manager on
the ten most significant failures , including status of corrective
action. Wi th this kind of attention , there is littl e doubt that
corrective action will get proper emphasis. Whether the report
covers ten failures , twenty failures , or is weekly rather than
monthly depends on the size of the program . Some programs may be
too large to handle this way , and a more statist ical or graphica l
approach would be best. Whatever the summary technique may be,
Air Force management can employ the same method by requiring it
to be presented during Air Force program reviews .

I
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QUALITY CONTROL
Without an effective quality control program , mos t of the

other reliability efforts would be wasted. For instance ,
equipment expertly desi gned for high reliability , i n c l u d i n g
the specification of the best parts and materials , will fail
reliability tests if the equipment is manufactured with shoddy
workmanship and incoming parts and materials are not inspected
to make sure they meet speci fications .

Reliability defects or problems can be generally classified
into one of the following four categories :

* Equipment desi gn

* Parts and materials

* Documentation

* Workmanshi p

The reliability program elements discussed thus far have emphasized
the first three categories . The quality control program covers all
four categories with emphasis on the fourth , workmanship. In theF - context of quality control , workmanship includes a wide variety of
ac tions by people , all reflecting how well the standards of quality
are actually carried out. These actions include manufacturing op-
erations , purchasing practices , testing procedures, handl i ng , stor—
age, delivery , and installation . The quality control program must
insure that workmanship does not detract from the inherent relia-
bility engineered into an equipment or system.

Essentially all contracts for equipments or systems in validation ,
full scale development or production will require the use of M u -
Q-9858, Quality Program Requirements. This specification requires
the contractor to have a quality program based on standards , rec-
ords , and corrective action . The exact program is up to the con-
tractor , but It must meet certain minimum requi rements and must be
completely visible to Air Force quality control people. The qual-
ity control program must also extend to subcontractors and vendors.

In the deployment phase, a quality control program is also neces-
sary to insure that maintenance procedures , replacement parts and
equipment modifications do not detract from the inherent quality
of the operational equipment.
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ENV IRONMENTAL TESTS

Before system or equip- -
ment reliability accept-
ance tests begin , corn- So you think
and equipments must go
through environmental -

qualification tests. ‘,, \\

ponents , subassemblies , 
you’re tough,eh!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

These i nclude suc h tes ts \\ -

as shock , vibration , ac- •

celerat ion, temperature , a 
- 

-

humidity , sand , dust ,
salt spray , nuclear rad-
iation , electromagnetic
interference, and so on.
Acceptance specifications _________

must include the most _________________________________ a
severe field environments —

expected. These relative-
ly short duration tests
will bring out failure
mechanisms which may never
show up in the long-term reliabi lity acceptance tests , even though
the latter may include vibration and temperature cycling. Therefore ,
these environmental tests are an ~ssentia1 and sometimes costly partof the overall reliability program.

The importance of thorough environmental tests is illustrated in the
results of a 1971 study by Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory which
found that 52% of the failures in the operational equipments studied
were environmentally induced , reflecting the inadequacy of environ-
mental testing during development and production. The study also
showed an almost one-to-one correspondence between waiver of environ- - -

mental requirements or tests and subsequent severe environmental prob-
l ems in the field.

Individual environmental tests are relatively short in duration , but
a series of different tests and retests is time and equipment consum-
ing. Therefore , they are expensive and a common source of program
program delays . The delays are usually due to poor planning (not
l e av ing  a reasonable time for failure analysis , design correction and
retest) or i nadequate desi gn or quality control leading to excessive
failures .

Regardless of time or cost, environmental testing is an essential part
of any reliability program and not a safe pl ace to look for “money-
sav ing” shortcuts. The life cycle cost penalty can dwarf any develop—
ment cost sav ings.
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Towards the end of the validation phase , environmental tests
are very important, but not critical . Failures in this phase
need analysis along with definition of corrective action , but
implementation and retest are not always necessary . It depends
upon the seriousness of the problem.

Environmental tests are rated critical towards the end of full
scale development. This is when the equipment design should
display full acceptability for production . Environmental tests
mus t be comp leted prior to the beginning of production. During
production , limited environmental tests are needed at least per-
iodically to insure that production quality remains satisfactory
and that production fabrication methods have not degraded the
capability of the equipment.

RELIABILITY ACCE PTANCE TESTS

Rel i abi lity acce ptance tests
are designed to estimate the
MTBF of the equipment. They I know you’r. tough, 

—may include certain tempera- but one of
ture cycling and vibration these days...I l~v~!1routines . A variety of 

~(t~&>’’~~..~ I ~~~~~~~standard test procedures can I L!~LEt.~l~ZIJ
be selected from MIL-STD-78l , I— _ __~~~~~~

Reliability Tests: Exponen-
tial Distribution , depending
upon the use of the equipment.

A clearly de fined an d closely
monitored reliability accept-
ance test is a critical pro-
gram element at the end of
full scale development. With- ,1j 1~:4IJJ,JJ4E~out it , the contractor is not _________

likely to be motivated to put
needed effort into other re-
liability program elements
described above , except pos-
sibly for the environmental tests. Effort may be diverted by the
contractor to those tasks which lead to the timely del i very of
other data and hardware called out by the contract. The reliability
acceptance test provides data to demonstrate del i very of specified
reliability to the Air Force as called out in the acceptance sped-
fications . Without this data , the Air Force will be simply banking
on faith and hope. A decision to go into production cannot be made
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prior to successful completion of this test. A reliability
acceptance test will not guarantee the achievement of spec-
ified reliability , but the lack of an acceptance test will
almost certainly guarantee that adequate reliability will
not be ac hi eved .

These tests are rated very important at the end of valida -
tion , simply because they are needed to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of all the other reliability program efforts during
the validation phase. They are critical at the end of ful l
scale development , because a production decision is due at
that time . They need to be repeated at the beginning of pro-
duction , and again at intervals during production , to insure . -

that production methods have not degraded the inherent relia-
bility designed into the equipment.

Reliability acceptance tests can be quite costly. Most of
the cost is due to the time required . Rel iability is a time-
dependent parameter, and there is no way to verify reliability
wi thout accruing an amount of test time commensurate with the
confidence required in the test. All reliability tests are
statistical which means that there is always some risk of poor
equipment appearing acceptable or good equipment appearing un-
acceptable. The longer the test time the lower these risks
become . Hence , select-ion of a reliability test is always a
trade-off between risk and test time . This trade-off is the
program manager ’s prerogative , but he must fully understand
the risks and cost of various test alternatives . Here again
the recommendations of a reliability specialist are needed
to define the most appropriate test routine to put in the con- - 

-

tract.

In order to save test costs , as well as to enhance the validity
of the reliability tests, studies are underway to integrate
certain environmental and reliability test routines to a broader
extent than now reflected in MIL-STD-181 . If these studies yield
definitive results , improved procedures will be incorporated into
the testing standards .

SCHEDULING RELIABILITY TESTS

Reliability testing takes time and i t  is obvious that enough
time must be provided in the schedule to run the tests. Scheduling
the reliability acceptance test is the greatest problem. This test
must be schedul ed for late in ful l scale development because if it
were done earlier changes in configuration would make it invalid.
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On the other hand , it cannot be scheduled too late for two
reasons . First , it is not uncommon for equipment to fail
the test. Therefore, time must be allowed for modi fication
of the equipment and retest prior to the end of the contract.
Second, enough reliability testing must be completed to make
a production decision which usually occurs before the end of
full scale development. Most contracts require successful
completion of both environmental and reliability tests prior
to the equipment being considered qualified .

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

Now that the scope , con-
tent , and purpose of an av-
erage reliability program
are understood , the manager
needs to know something a- e to do
bout the engineering re- ~~~~~~ ~ier
sources available to get my
accomplished. We have em- for yoU. ~ir~such a program properly

phasized several times
that the program has many -..

~
.

options and must be tailored
to the specific equipment 

.

~~~~~ —or system being developed.
This tailoring is beyond

gram managers and they need
the capability of most pro- i 

I

4professional help to get the
job done right. Of course,
95% of the technical work
will be performed by the
equipment contractor , but
the other 5% which is per-
formed by the Air Force (requirements , specifications , reviews ,
test monitoring, etc.) is crucial to success. The brief obser-
vations and suggestions below focus on this crucial 5%.

TECHNICAL MANPOWER

The Air Force program manager needs the services of a relia-
bility engineer. Large program offices such as the F-l5
will usually have trained specialists assigned full time to the
program. Other activities will depend on outside help. This out-
side help can come from several sources . For example. each of the
AFSC product divisions has a reliability staff office which can
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provide part time or temporary assistance to specific pro-
grams in the division . The Rel iability Branch at the Rome
Air Development Center is a focal point of reliability know-
how in the electronics -fi~ld , and is frequently asked to pro-
vide reliability engineering support to the AFSC product di-
visions and l aboratories. Finally, contrac tual support is
available. Space and Missile Systems Organization employs
large numbers of contractor personnel supplied by TRW and
Aerospace Corporation for reliability support , and the Elec-
tronic Systems Division obtains some reliabilit y support from
MITRE Corporation . Private eng i neering organizations not en-
gaged in hardware production can be hired also. For example ,
AR1NC Research Corporation . Battelle Laboratories , and the
Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute have sup-
ported Air Force programs . Finally, in some situations -, hard-
ware manufacturers can be employed . Such situations mi ght in-
clude reliability improvement programs for equipments in the
Air Force operational inventory . Of course , hardware manu-
facturers should not monitor the reliability efforts of com-
petitors . Hence , though it may sometimes require a service
contract , there are many avenues open to the manager who needs
reliability engineering support.

When time permits , the program manager can also provide his per-
sonnel with reliability training through courses at the Air Force
Institute of Technology and several other educations programs
listed in Appendix A.

REFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

Commercial books on reliability engineering are plentiful.
Commercial books on re liabilit’~~~ogram management are far fewer
and concentrate on the manufacturer ’s in-house situation . The
Air Force R&M manager , or the contractor R&M manager working on
Air Force programs , should have a library which contains the fol-
lowing documents (in addition to this management guide):

* AFR 80-5, Air Force Reliability and Maintainability
Program, and AFSC Supplement 1.

These documents provide the manager with the Air Force pol icy
on reliability requirements necessary for various types of con-
tracts. Inc identally, a programmed guide to the pol icy of AFR
80-5 -is contained in the Proceedings of the 1972 Annual Relia-
bility and Maintainability Symposium published by the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). This guide uti-
lizes logical flow diagrams to simpl ify the selection of R&M re-
quirements appropriate for a particular kind of development
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program . It should be noted that , wh il e these documents pro-
vide such guidance as whether or not a reh ability test is re-
qu i red for a particular program , they do not provide guidance
in determining such technical details as test length , test i on-
ditions , etc. Such details , as well as the quantitative design
requ i rements , the specific reliability tasks to be performed ,
and the data I tems to be delivered , must be determined by the
program manager together with his supporting reliab i lity spe-
clal 1st.

* MIL-STD-785. Reliabil ity Program for Systems and
Equi pment Developmen t and Production. Thi s document describes
the various tasks making up a reliability program . For many
systems In full-scale development , it may be app lied in total 

. 
-

as a requirement for the contractor. However , the document
will not provide quantitative requirements or cite a specific
demonstration plan. It must be reviewed to determine the ex-
tent to which the tasks are applicable to your program . In - -

-

ma ny programs , only certain tasks should be used , and your
statement of work must specif y which ones .

* MIL-STD—78l , Reliability Design Qualification and
Production Acceptance Tests: Exponential Distr ibut ion. Thi s
document describes the various test plans and environmental
test levels tha t may be used for reliability demonstration. —

From these plans , the R&M manager mus t selec t the best for
* his program , and specify It In the statement of work. The

selection must be a sat is factory trade -o f f  between th~ r isks
Involved , the test time , and  the  number of test samples whi ch
can be purchased . These tes t plans are based on an exponenti al
distribution of failures , which means that the failure i-ate of
the system is essentiall y constant. This Is a valid assumption
for electronic systems . However , I tems such as engines which
exhibit a predominantl y time dependent failure rate due to wear-
out ef fects,  cannot val idly emp loy test plans from MIL-STD-7H1 .
For such i tems , a rel iabi l i ty test based on a defined minimum
l i fe must be designed . This is a fairl y s i m p le job for any corn-
petent statistician.

* MIL-HDB K-217 , Reliability Prediction of Electronic
Equipment. This document provides failure rates for electronic
and some electromechanical parts as a function of the stress
applied to them . It also contains Instructional information
on reliability prediction for assemblies of parts . In
addition , the RADC Nonelectronic Reliability Notebook, RADC-
TR-75-22 ((A005657), has failure rates for various nonelectron ic
components suc h as pumps , va l ves, tanks , instruments , etc., found
in large electromechanical systems. Nonelectronic part failure
data Is also published In NRPD-l “Nonelectronic Parts Reliability
Data , 1978” published by the Re lia b lli- ~y Analysis Center, a 000
Information Analysis Center l ocated at RADC .
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*AFSCP/AFLCP 400-11 , Reliab ili ty and Ma intaina bi li ty Data
Sources . This pamphlet contains descriptions of some twenty sources
of reliability and maintainability data . The sources cover a broad
range of parts , equipments and systems i nclud ing electron i cs , propulsion ,
missiles , auxiliary power units, aircraft structures , and so on. It
is especiall y useful for the Air Force and contractor reliability eng ineer
who is search i ng for fa i lure rate data upon which to base realistic
reliability requirements or reliability predictions.

The var ious reliability textbooks , an d the proceed i ngs of the Annual
Reliabi lity and Maintainability Symposium , can a l so  be consul ted fo r
educat ional purposes or in search of solutions to particular problems .

In preparation of this writing are two other documents of interest to
the A ir Force Reliability Manager. The fi rst i s  “Reliability Growth
Management” , a proposed m i l i t a ry hand book i n pre para t ion by a Tn -Serv i ce
Committee and scheduled for publ i cat ion a bout Jul y 1979. Schedules for
the same time is a RADC Exhibit on Reliability Testing Using Prior Data .
This will provide test plans which incorporate existing information (the
“prior ”). The advantages of testing using a prior are a more meaningful
definition of test risks and the potenti al for reduced tes t time , at no
loss of conf id ence , if the prior is favorable.

COMPUTERIZED PREDICTION

The Rome A ir Development Center offers to Air Force managers a
computer program for performing reliability predictions. The program is
resident in the RAOC computer and may be assessed through the ARPA I - -

Computer Network or by d i rect lines to RADC . On arrangemen t w ith RADC ,
the use of the program may be offered to contractors as government
furnished property to be used in meeting contractual reliability
prediction requirements . Using the service provides a low cost means
for performing reliability predictions and permits automated reiterations
for revision and trade-off analyses . It should reduce the costs of
predictions significantly. Starting October 1 979, RADC wi ll char ge
program offices with computer use fees. It is expected , however , that
the costs to the program office will still be less than either manually
performed predictions or contractor procured programs.

FACIL ITIES

Facil it ies for rel iability engineering include reliability
test chambers , failure analysis facilities and parts screening
apparatus. Access to a computer , while not reall y essential , is a great
aid In analytical studies such as the prediction and statistical anal ysis
of failure trends.

Test chambers have been in use for a long time , and it is a rare
equipment contractor who does not have a reliability test chamber.
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In contrast, failure analysis and parts screening facilities are
not widely available. A basic failure analysis capability is not
expensive , yet is not availabl e in every manufacturer ’s plant.
More sophisticated facilities , u t i l i z i n g  expens ive equipment such
as scann ing elec tron microsco pes , are found only in the larger
industrial plants . Lacking failure analysis facilities , the
contractor is dependent on outside laboratory support or
analysis by the part vendor. Parts screening facilities are
necessary only when the contractor cannot obtain the desi red
screening from his part vendors , or finds it more economi cal

- to do his own.
‘4

Air Force facilities for reliability engineering in the pro-
gram office need include only office space , an appropriate
reference lib rary, and possibly access to a computer. On a
broader level , the electronic failure analysis and reliability
researc h and develo pment laborator ies at Rome A ir Deve lopment (
Center provide an Air Force in-house facility from which the
program manager can seek technical support. Availability , of
course, depends upon workload and your program priority .

SYNOPSIS

Hardware rel i ability engineering is a thoroughly developed
discipline , es pec ially in the electroni cs area , with the standard
reliability program elements described in MIL-STD-785. The ex-
ecution of these elements, however , must be tailored to the ob-
jectives and needs of the particular equipment being developed, :1
and are subject to execution with varying degrees of emphasis
and skill by contractor personnel . Therefore, the program man-
ager needs expert advice to prepare statements of work and to
moni tor the contractor ’s efforts.

The program elements which stand out as particularly critical
are the identification cf realistic requirements , selection of
qual ity parts and mater ials , thorough environmental and relia-
bility evaluation tests, and carefully planned and executed re-
liability acceptance tests.
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Chapter 5

ELEMENTS OF A MAINTA INABILITY PROGRAM

INTRODUCT ION

A maintainability assurance program involves coordinated perform-
ance of a series of tasks beginning with the conceptual phase and - -

cont inuing through full scale development. Maintainability is
largely determined by the overall confi guration of the system or
equipment and is pretty much fixed by the end of full scale de-
velopment. The job ‘had better be done right by that time , because
retrofit changes to enhance maintainability during production and
deployment are extremely expens i ve and disrupti ve.

Maintainability is an attribute directly linked to the manual
s kil ls of people , and therefore is directly related to human engi-
neering and human factors in design . Maintainability is also di-
rectly linked to logistics planning for maintenance and support ,
and continuous coordination with AFLC throughout the development
program cannot be overemphas ized .

As one might suspect, maintainability and maintenance have not Fbeen developed into a deterministic engineering discipline to the
extent that rel iability has . There -is more of a subjective flavor ,
because of the human factors invo l ved . Nevertheless , ma intaina -
bility engineering is organized into an orderly sequence of steps
which can lead to reasonably predictable and measurable results .
This chapter explains the engineering and management elements which
will yield those results.

STANDARD MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM ELEMENTS

A hardware maintainability program 
-____________

has many similarities with a hard- MIL-STD-470ware reliability program , as the I Mainta i nabilityfollowing chart shows. The list
of maintainability tasks is based IProgram Requirements

on MIL-STD-470, wi th some editorial I(For Systems and
changes. Again , the ratings of rel- j 

Equipments )
ati ve importance of the tas ks are I
subjective judgments from experience ‘ -

and apply to an “avera ge” maintain-
ability program. As with the relia-
bility program , the emphasis on sep-
arate tasks must be tailored to the
spec i f i c equipment being develope d

PRIC.EDL NQ P~~I ~A~AZW
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MAINTAINABILITY PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Life Cycle Phase
Element

Conceptual ValidatIon 
~~~~~~~ 

Production Deployment

Requi rements Definition :xxx~xxxxxx :xxxxxxxAAA ~A 

Maintenance Concept xxx)lxxxxxx :xxxxxxxxx x ~ :xxxx 

Maintainability Analysis ~xxxxxx~ :xxxxxxxxxx~ xxx x 

Design for Maintainability ~)O00OOl XXXXXXXXXX ~ CX X X X X X X X X X ~ 
Maintainability Prediction 10000001 :x xx x xxx x xx ~ xxxx 

Design Review IOO~OO
~ 

xxxxxxxxxx ~ ~xxxx .

Design Specifications xx+xxxxx
~ 

xxxxxxxxxx: xx 

Acceptance Specifications J xxxx~ cxxxxxxxMA~ ~.A 

Detailed Maintenance Plan --.~Io0Oo o* oooooooooo ~ xxxxxxxAAAl 

Data System (XXXXXXXXX )O (XXXXXXXXXX ~ *0000000000 *oooo ooooooc

Technical Manuals J oooooooooo~ xxxxxxxxAAf 

Maintainability Acceptance Tesi x, AftJ 

First contract

n
KEY 

ooooooooooooooxxxxxxxxxxxxxxAAAAAAAAAAAAA ....
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and this tailoring must be done by a maintainability engineer
motivated to protect the Air Force ’s long term Interests .

Maintainability is simpl y a measure of the speed with which
something can be fixed or checked over . More formally, it is
defined as a characteristic of design and installation expressed
as the probability that an item will be restored to (or retained in)
a specifi ed condition within a given period of time using certain
procedures and tools. The “retained in ” case usually refers to
preventive maintenance . A typical maintainability specification
might say, for exampl e , that 90% of all failures must be repaired
in less than 15 minutes using certain test equipment , tools , spare
parts and personnel , and also that the mean-corrective—maintenance -
time or mean-time-to-repair (MTTR) will be five minutes . With these
two parameters, a corresponding maintainability demonstration test
can then be selected to determine whether the equipment meets those
requirements .

The median time to affect a repair (a time which will be bettered
by 50% of all repa i rs and exceeded by the other 50%) may also be

— used as a figure of merit. For preventive maintenace , the frequency
(e.g., the mean time between scheduled maintenance actions ) is
usually specifi ed as well as the duration. (Note: The mean time
between unscheduled maintenance is equivalent to the mean time
between failures which is a reliability parameter rather than a
maintainability figure of merit).

- 
-

An important measure of mainta i nability which is usually invoked
for avionic equipment is maintenance man-hours per flying hour.
While obviosuly related to the time to effect a repair , It also
-Includes consideration of the number of personnel required which
directly affects the support requirements . It Is possible to
specify maintenance man-hours per operating hour , which would
cover ground equipment, though this has seldom been done .

Finally, the skill levels of the maintenance personnel are an
Important consideration and ma intainability requirements must
include the skill level s i nvolved (e.g., the equipment shall
possess a mean time to repair of 30 minutes when maintained by
personnel of skill level 3, as defined in AFR 35—1 ) .

:-
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TESTABILIT Y

A recent development in maintainability engineering -is the concept
of testability . This refers to the design of cost effective fault
detection and Isolation (FD/ I) capabiliti es within a system.
Obviously, FD/ I parameters Impact mainta inability . One cannot
predict or demonstrate maintainability without considering the
FD/I methods used. Yet , FD/I design has been a neglected discipl i ne.
The specifi cation of FD/ I parameters Is not standardized , and
a recent study found 35 different figures of merit used in vari ous
Air Force procurements . Until recently, there has been no method
for demonstrating or evaluating FOIl capability . As a result ,
the FO/ l capabilities 0f Air Force systems have been virtually
uncontrolled, and Indication of poor FOIl performance has aroused
high level Air Force concern.

In answer to the need for a standardized testability discipl i ne,
RAOC initiated a broad study program in FY-78. The resul ts will
be availabl e in FY-79 and will ultimately be incorporated into the
existing maintainability standards .

In the following discussion of maintainability program elements,
testability considerations will be described and such guidance
as now exists provided.

DEFINITION OF REALISTIC REQUIREMENTS

Like the reliability program, the identification of realistic
requirements Is critical . Initial requirements should be sought
from the operational coniuand, since they are best abl e to visualize
the dynamics of field u~e. However , these initial requirements may
be stringent, and should be considered negotiabl e by everyone
concerned In the early phases of development. Too stringent a
requirement (repair time too short) will require sophisticated fault
location methods with attendant cost, weight and perhaps reliability
problems , and may unnecessarily compl i cate design of the package
for quick tear-down and assembly. It can also lead to apprdaches
which merely transfe r the repair problem to a remote facility wi th
a possible increase in total repair time and other support costs
through transportation and repair of large modules . On the other
hand , too loose a requirement will increase equipment downtime ,
which will then reduce operational readiness which in turn increases
force size requirements at great expense. Therefore , the user ,
supporter and developer must conduct an iterative examination of
the MTTR requirements before they are made firm.

These trade-off studies should employ system s effectiveness ana lysis
and life cycle costing techniques , where maintainability can be
parametrically varied over a reasonabl e range to determine how it
affects system effectiveness and life cost. Of course, maintainability
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requirements must be developed In harmony with reliability require-
ments since they both a ffect cost and effectiveness in an inter-
dependent way. That is, very high reliability eases the maintenance
probl ems since the item need not be fi xed very often . Low reliability,
on the other hand , will call for a rapid fix capability to maintain
the same Item effectiveness.

Considering testability , a stringent MTTR requirement may dictate
the use of an extensive built-in-test system with attendent weight
and cost penalties . These must also be weighed against the need
for rapid repair. FD/ I parameters (percent of faults to be
detected by FD/ I, allowable false alarm rates , ambiguity of fault
location , etc.) must also be specifi ed and must be realistically
achievabl e and demonstrable. Guidance wi ll be available from an
RADC study, “BIT/External Tester Figures of Merit and Demonstration
Techniques ” , scheduled for completIon June 1979, though the final
report will probabl y not be published until September 1979.

There are many trade-offs involved in the selection of maintain-
ability requirements , and these must be made during the conceptual
and validation phases so that firm requirements are availabl e for
full-scale development . The requirements must be ul timately set
by the program manager , but the supporting analytical studies must
be made by his staff and the contractor, with major inputs from the
operational conmiand and Air Force Logistics Coninand (AFLC).

MAINTENANCE CONCEPT

The maintenance concept is a statement of the general policy,
ground rules , and overall approach to achieving the operational
requirements . The concept includes such things as: projected
availability of maintenance facilities or equipment at field base or
depot; the skill level s to antic ipate for maintenance personnel , the
feasibility of contractor maintenance support and at what locations;
the necessity or desirability of using standard test equipment in the
field or at the depot; the kinds of transportation assumed to be
availabl e from the field to base or depot; anticipated transportation
hazards; and so on. Finally, the concept will describe the general
approach to maintenance envisioned from the operational requirements,
the operational mission , and the logi sti cs or ma intenance ground rules
which have been listed, along with the rationale for sel ecting
this approach.

Initially, the maintenance concept will be prepared by the Logistics
organization within the Program Office , i f  there Is one, or by AFLC
with using coninand and AFSC inputs . Later contract studies will -:

then re-evaluate this concept in the light of equipment design
studies , maintainability analyses , and systems effectiveness analyses .
By the midd le of full sca l e develo pment, the concept should settle
down to a stable statement of ground rules on which to base detailed
equipment design and maintenance plans.
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The R&M program manager should note that there is no standard
data Item in the DoD Index of Data Item s (Acquisition Management
Systems and Data Requirements Control List) which would be suitabl e
for delivery of a maintenance concept under contract. While the
first version would be wri tten by the program office staff, a
practical approach to getting subsequent iterations through contract
effort is to combine the Maintenance Requirements and the Maintenance
Concept into an introductory section of the Detailed Maintenance Plan
discussed below . This keeps all rel evant information together in
a singl e document making it easier for everyone to review . A suitable
alternative would be to defi ne two unique data items , one for the
concept and one for the Detailed Maintenance Plan.

The concept mus t, of course, consider testability in that trade-o-ffs
between built - i n-test and external test and between automatic and
manual systems must be reflected in the maintenance concept.

Before continuing with our discussion of the other maintainability
program element3 , let’s take a quick look at the overall maintain -
ability program cycle depicted below. Very simply, the requirements :~come from the user , the initial concept comes froni the user and AFLC ,
the analysis , design , and test results come from the AFSC development
contractor, and the Detailed Maintenance Plan evolves through
successive -i terations of all five tasks. The AFSC program manager is

- - responsible for the plan and employs contractors to complete its
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development. The Plan is ul timately used by AFLC to prepare an 
- 

-

Integrated Logistics Support Plan for use during production and
deployment. A cooperative team effort between user, supporter ,
and developer is essential throughout this cycle. While this
development cycle is an iterative process, the requirements and
concept should be firm at the beginning of full scale develop-
ment and all elements must be sol idif ied towards the end of full
scale development.

MAINTAINABILITY ANALYSIS

Maintainability analysis includes several kinds of analytical
efforts performed by the development contractor, all for the pur-
pose of deriving the best approaches to detailed equipment design
and maintenance procedures. These analyses strive to find the
design configuration and maintenance procedures which will satisfy
operational requi rements within the ground rules of the general
maintenance concept documented earlier. These recommendations
should then be negotiated with the using and supporting commands .

A revision of the requirements and overall concept would then be
incorporated into a revision of the Detailed Maintenance Plan
prepared by the development contractor. -5

Ma intenance and maintainability analyses consider the tasks frwhich must be done to restore an assumed equipment configuration
to operation following a failure, and also the tasks involved
In preventive maintenance and replacement of consumables . The
analyses should provide the preferred modular configuration or
packaging plan; identi fy special test equipment needs; assist
In locati ng test points and built -in fault location aids ; define
the maintenance actions best performed in the field , at Inter-
mediate locations , or at a depot; provide guidelines for discard-
at-failure or repair decisions ; provide maintainability parameters
which permit the computation of mainta i nability predictions ; and
finally, guide the preparation of technical manuals for system
maintenance. Thus, some form of maintenance or maintainability
ana lysis is done at all level s of the system and in all phases
of the program through full scale development. Maintenance and
mainta inability analyses are reflected in the system and equip-
ment design , the support equipment recommendations , the technical —

manuals , anc! the Detailed Maintenance Plan.

Maintenance and mainta inability analyses are accomplished by applying
subjective judgements based on practical experience, and also

— various analytical procedures . Three specifi c analytical procedures
included in these analyses are the follow ing:
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OPTIMUM REPAIR LEVEL ANALYSIS

Optimum Repair Level Analysis (ORLA), a lso  known as Level of
Repair Analysis (LORA) is an analytical procedure for establishing
the least cost feasibl e repair or discard decision for maintenance
act io ns at each mai ntenance level and Is i ntend ed to i n f luence
the equipment desi gn in that direction . It considers such factors
as the cost of repa i r ing  a fai l u re at the operatio na l si te versus
the depot , the cost of discarding a failed module versus repair ,
and so on. Inputs needed are reliability prediction , equipment
design options and equipment cost estimates. Its function is to
convert the maintenance concept to the maintenance plan in an
Iterati ve process as increasingly refined and stable data become
available. In the Air Force, the standa rd ref erence for ORLA
procedures is AFLCM/AFSCM 800-4, “Optimum Repair Level Analysis ” .
The Navy uses MIL-STD-l390, “Level of Repair ” which wi l l  u l t i m atel y
become a tn -service document , replacing AFL~M/AFSCM 800-4 forAir Force use.

MA I NTAINABILITY APPOR TIONMENT

Maintainability apportionment or allocation is analogous to
reliability apportionment and Is the analytical method by which a
system maintai nability requirement is distributed or allocated to
subassemblies , subsystems and components . It requires inputs
from a reliability prediction , and is performed by the system
contractor to establish numerical maintainabilit y requirements
for his suppl iers or subsystem designers .

FAILURE MODES ANALYSIS

Failure modes , effects and criticality analysis (FMECA )
dete rm ines th e affe cts of a f a i l u r e on a system or equi pment , in cl u d i n g
chai n reaction failures . Its use in reliability engineering was
discussed earlier. In maintainability engineering, it hel ps
establ i sh failure detection logic , test poi nts, and test procedures ,
which i n turn affect equipment design , test equ ipment requi rements ,
maintenance procedures and technical manuals.

Methodology is described In proposed MIL-STD-1629, “Procedure s
for Performing a Failure Mode, Effects and Criticalit y Analysis,”
which is in the coordination cycle as this is written .

All of these analysis tasks are relatively inexpensive insurance
against the discovery of disruptive maintenance problems during
system tests. Later in development , major design changes are
expensive and upsetting to the program , and management is tempted
wi th undesi rabl e desi gn compromises . Lack of good analysis can
lead to a patchwork approach to final system design . Good analysis
Is both an Air Force requirement and a prudent investment of
development money.
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It should also be noted that the results of the preceding analyses
are required inputs to Logistics Support Analysis , such as descri bed
in MIL-STD- 1388, and to Li fe Cycl e Cost Analyses. (Note: Paragraph
5.3 and subpa ragraphs of MIL- STD—l388 provide a detailed listing of
i tems that should be addressed by mai ntainability analyses).

DESIGN FOR MAINTA INABILITY

The task of designing for mainta inability consists of defining
spec i fic hardware l ayout and packaging confi guration which will
impl ement the design guide lines derived through mainta i nability
analyses. This task gets into the details of hardwa re design such as
module configuration and arrangement , choice of built -in failure
indicators , el ectric cabl e layout , connector sel ection , fastener
sel ection and placement , tubing l ayout , circuit board layout , access
panel placement , test point sel ection and access (MIL-STD-4l5),
grease fitting placement , - materials sel ection for easy maintenance ,
design for safety and other human factors , and many more .

Of course , the design must comply with standard military design
specifications called out in the contract. Many provisions in
these standard design specifi cations have been inspired by the need
for maintainable systems and equipments . In genera l , the designer
should follow good engineering design prac ti ces for easy and econom ical
maintenance. Guidelines to good design practice can be found in a very
general outline form in MIL-STD-470. More speci fic guidelines for
electronic equipment design can be found in the AFSC Design Handbooks
OH 1-8, Microelectronics and OH 1-9 , Maintainability , available through
the Aeronautical Systems Division of AFSC and RADC-TR-74-308, “Main-
tainability Engineering Design Notebook, Rev II and Cost of Maintaina-
bility ” (in 3 volumes). Also specific maintainability design criteria
are contained in MIL-STD-l472, “Human Engineering Design Criteria for
Military Systems Equipment and Facilities ” . Design guidelines and
requirements for all classes of equipment can be found in the standard
military design specification for those specific classes . Of interest
to testability is RADC-TR-78-224, “A Design Guide for Built-in-Test. ”

As mentioned before , the results of this detailed desi gn work nay lead
to a re-evaluation of the maintainability requirements , the maintenance
concept , and the maintainability analyses . Desi gn is part of the main -
tainabi lity iteration cycle and must settle down to a fixed configuration
by the end of full scale development.

The results of design will be documented in the contractor prepared
design specification and drawings , and the technical manuals
mentioned below .

As with the design for relia bility , it should not cost much more to
design a highl y maintainable system than a poorly maintainable
system (though the mechani zation could indeed he more costly). The

Note : RADC-TR-78-224 (A069384)
RADC-TR-74-3 08 , Vols I - III (AOO9O43)(AOO9~44)(AOO9O45)
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earl y and proper attention to these details will result in an overall
savings in development costs by eliminating disruptive redesign work
which would otherwise be necessary when maintainability problems are
discovered during system tests.

MAINTAINABILITY PREDICTION

Maintainability prediction is an anal ytical effort performed
by the system designer. These predictions estimate the MTTR of the
system or equipment and show the potential of a certain design for
meeting maint ainability requirements . Initially, these predictions
will be based on rough estimates from contractor experience with
certain equipment l ayouts , but as desi gn progresses the predictions
w i l l  get more reliabl e as specific maintenance details evolve .

Maintainability predi ctions will be presented in the reliability
and maintainability allocations , assessments and analysis report
(Standard Data Item DI-R-3535 in the DoD Acquisition Management
Systems and Data Requirements List). When periodic R&M control
status reports are required the current maintainability prediction
should be included for trend visibili ty . Prediction methods are
presented in FIIL-HDBK-472 , “Maintainabili ty Prediction .”
MIL—HDB K—472, though still the DoD standard , was published in 1966,
arid there is some concern that the methods are not completely
appropriate to modern technology . A recently devel ’ped maintain -
ability prediction method is presented in RADC-TR-78-l69 (A059753),
“Maintain ability Prediction and Analysis Study .” This will ulti- f
mately be incorporated into MIL-HDBK-472. rt should also be noted
that MIL-HDBK-472 presents four methods for maintainabili ty pre-
diction and the particular method desired must be specified .

MAINTAINABILITY
(AJAX SYSTEM )

BAD
? ? t~J1!. PREDICTION-.~/

REQUIREMENT ,‘

~ c. _j.J /
0 

~i i  I iGOODMAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUC

You say the tests will prov e
the predictions are wrong ?
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DESIGN REVIEW

The formal Air Force design review will cover all the ele-
nients of the maintainability development cycle (requirements ,
concept, analyses , design , tests) at a summary level of detail.
As in  the case of reliability , this is the best opportunity for
an overall eng i neering critique and management appraisal of the
program progress. The Air Force program manager , his deputy for
logistics , and his technical advisors must personally participate
in this review. Representatives from the using and supporting
commands should also participate in this review .

As in the case of reliability eng i neering, informal reviews
shoul d be arranged between the contractor and Air Force engineers
in advance of the formal review. This will help insure efficient
conduct of the formal review.

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Design specifications tell the des i gner what ground rules
or criteria he must follow in coming up with a specific hardware
des ign to mee t performance requirements . Initially, the design
specifications will be rather general Air Force prepared
specifi cations , and will refl ect onl y the overall concept
envisioned together wi th the relevant military equipment design
standa rds . As the contractor ’s maintainability anal ysis and
desi gn work progresses , he will develop more detailed Part II
product specifications which refl ect the r~su1ts of those studies .These specifi cations are not a separate ma inta inability program
data item delivered under the contract. Instead , maintainability
design parameters are incorporated into the design specifi cation
for each hardware element along with design parameters inspired
by other engineering considerations. Of course , maintainability
design parameters must also be included in specifi cations supp lied
to subcontractors and vendors . Testability considerations ,
such as built-in-test requirements must also be inch~ded in  the
product specifications .

ACCEPTANCE SPEC I FICAT IONS
Acceptance specifications prepared for use at the end of

validation and full-scale development , must include maintain-
ability demonstration tests t~o verify achievement of the specifiedrequirements . We should note that maintainability requirements
can be specified in various ways such as: the mean-time—to-perform
correcti ve maintenance; the maximum time in which a specified
percentage of all failures must be repaired; the median time for
all repair activities ; the percentage of repa i rs which can be
performed in a specifi ed time ; average system downtime including
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corrective and preventive maintenance in a specifi ed period of
time or as a percentage of total operating time; maintenance
man-hours per flight hour; and any combination of the above. The
exact measures are not critical If they are understood and
satisfactory to the Air Force procurin g, using, and support
agencies and adequately defined in the specification . They must
also be translatable to the standard maintainability reporting
terms required by AFR 80-5.

The acceptance test , however , must correspond to the form of
the requirement. MIL-STD-47l , “Malntainab illty/Ver lfication/
Demonstration/Evaluation ” , provides a variety of test plans to
measure different maintainability parameters . Other tests not In
MIL-STD—47l , such as tests on the effectiveness of built — in test
equipment or support equipment , must be formulated and incorporated
into the acceptance specification . The next revision of MIL-STD-47l
will contain methods for evaluating fault detection and isolation
capabiliti es. This should be available late In 1979.

DETAILED MAI NTENANC E PLAN
TO DPML .~The Detailed

Maintenance Plan is the PM ..—

principal long range
maintenance planning / 

—
-5

document which contains ~~~~ O~r~~
the most up- to-date u I U
conclusions derived ‘°144,%~In part from all steps N.
in the maintainability ‘

~~~~~~~~development cycle. T~a! .
‘ I.e.. 

‘~~~~ 
“‘N 

- -Is , it includes require— ~~~~ ‘-.

ments , general support p
concept , modular
configuration of the
system or equipment , ‘~,,
maintenance approach , /
support equipment ,
facility and personnel needs , and many other maintenance considerations
which have been developed from the design requirements . This plan
will be incorporated Into the Integrated Logistics Support (ILS)
Plan developed by AFLC for the entire system.

Since this maintenance plan is of prime i nterest to AFLC , the Deputy
Program Manager for Logistics (DPML) In the Program Office should
directl y participate In defining this data I tem . As contrac t wo rk
progresses from phase to phase , this documen t will grow in detail and

-~‘-~fHli ty, and finally be integrated into the total ILS Plan. If
“s. tota l ILS Plan Is a contract data item at the beginning of the
rn~~r~ m~ this I ntegration could , of course , be done then .
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AFR 800-8 , “Integrated Logistics Support Program for Systems and
Equipment” , exp lains policies and responsibilities for ILS . AFR
66-14, “Equipment Maintenance Polices , Objectives and Responsibi lites ” ,
and AFSC Supplement  1 , address the more specifi c maintenance policie s
and responsibilities which form a part of ILS. These documents
should be consulted before development of the Detailed Maintenance
Plan . An extensive description of the complete range of ILS
activities is found in AEP 800-7, “Integrated Logistic Support
Impl ementation Guide for DoD Systems and Equipments ” . It is an
all service document , and Is availabl e from the U. S. Government
Printing Office.

DATA SYSTEM

A data system is as important to maintainability engineering
as It Is to reliability engineering. The genera l data system
requirements discussed for reliability also app ly here. That is ,
the system needs to be closed loop (test results recorded , problems
anal yzed , and actions implemented), and should be compatible with
the AFM 66-1 maIntenance data system so that development program
data can be compared later with operational fi~,1-d data . In fact,
the data requirements for both reliability and maintainability •1.

should be Integrated into a sing le data system for efficiency .

Anal ysis of mainta inability data during devel opment is more F’
difficult than analysis of reliability data , since results are so
strong l y dependent upon support equi pmen t and personnel . During
the validation phase , the field test equipment , technical manuals , I 

-
and technicians may not be availabl e and maintenance results could
be far better or far worse than in deployment. Hence, a true
picture of maintainability progress is trickier to obtain than
a measure of achieved reliability . On the other hand , maintenance
problem s during validation and full scale development provide
valuable data for improving test equipment and technical manuals ,
as wel l  as the basic hardware. Therefore, the data system is
essential even though maintainability estimates derived from its
data may be rough.

TECHNICAL MANUALS

A major product of the maintain ability program is data for
preparation of technical manuals. These manuals will be used
by operational support people for system maintenance including
calibration , repair , and preventive maintenance . They must be
written to match the expected skill levels of personnel in the
field, intermediate , or depot organizations . These manuals will
be affected by every part of the maintainabili ty program.
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MAINTAINABILITY ACCEPTANCE TESTS
Maintainability I have just simulated a typical

demOnstrat i Ofl or failure out in the field.
are very important Your job is to .. . . . .. . .
at the end of the - 

-

validation phase
and are critical ‘

at the end of ful l ((p 
- c

scale development. c
They provide the a .

incentive for a
contractor to pur- csue an effecti ve .? “~~~~~~~~ °
maintainability 1~ 

(,~4,r
program, and also ~

.l C
provide the last —
chance for the Air j
Force to uncover
and correct any :,~ 1 ~~fore the system
reaches the field.
Test procedures
are found in M u -
STD-47l , Mai ntainability Veri fication/DemonstratIon/Evaluation .

Unlike reliability demonstration , maintainability demonstration
does not require long time periods . Failures are simulated by
introducing faults into the system, and the times needed to restore
the system are recorded . Hence , even for a complex system, a
maintainability demonstration can be run in a few weeks
rather than several months often required for reliability
veri fication . While we have time economy, there Is always
the troublesome question of whether faults induced truly
represent those which will be encountered in the field.
These faul ts or failure modes are sel ected for simulation
using reliability predictions to identi fy the most likely
cases. Even assuming this Is a good selection , there are
limitations to the simulation process. Intermittent failures ,
for example, cannot be easil y simulated and these are extremely
troublesome to repair. Hence, the recording of maintenance
times for actual failures encountered in other system tests is
a good procedure, and may be used to supplement these maintain-
abIlity test resul ts. If a lengthy and controlled system test
is planned for some other purpose in the program , It may be
possible to utilize that test to veri fy the achievement of the
maintainability requirements at the same time .
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The capability of the fault detection and isolation (Foil)
features may also be determined from data generated during
maintainability and other system tests. Methodology will be
available in the next revision of MIL—STD-47 1 , expected in
late 1979. Until this is availabl e, each program office must
create Its own procedure for determining FD/I capability and
Incorporate It into its test plans .

RESOURCE REQUIREMEN IS

As we have seen above , the general drift of the maintain -
ability program Is l i k e  the reliabi lity program , except that
human factors play a much bigger role (procedures, hardware
layout, skill level s, technical manuals , equipment handling,
etc.)

As in the reliability case , the maintainability program must (
be tailored to the speci fic hardware development program by
experienced maintainability experts. The program manager
shoul d not attempt to simply reference MIL-STD-470 in the
Statement of Work, since many options are open and the Air
Force needs to lay out the ground rules from the start. He
will need expert hel p for preparing requirements , selecting
military specifications and tests, reviewing progress, monitoring
tests, etc.)

TECUNICAL MANPOWER
The previous discussion on reliability technical manpower

also appl ies here simply by replacing the word reliability used
there with maintainability . Briefly, the program manager should H
have his own in-house maintainabilit y manager , but that person
in turn needs help, especially on large programs or to fill gaps
in experience. Help can be obtained from Air Force laboratories ,
non-profi t engineering support contractors , or other contractors
with no competI tive interests In the hardware to be developed .
The use of experienced maintenance personnel from AFIC and the
using command as technical advisors should not be overlooked .

REFERENCE PUBLICATION S

There are some good commercial reference books on maintain-
ability engineering, but the R&M manager ’s library should include
at least the following Government publ ications which have been
referenced in  the preceding discussions (in addition to AFR 80-5) :

*AFR 66-14, “Equipment Maintenance Policies , Objectives
and Responsib i l i ties ,” and AFSC Supplement 1. This del ineates
Air Force maintenance program policies and responsibilities , and
outlines specifi c considerations to be included in developing
maintenance concepts and plans .
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*AFR 800-8, “Integrated Logistics Support (ILS )
Program for Systems and Equipments.” This gives policy and
responsibilities for u S  throughout the life cycle of systems
and equipments .

*MIL...STD..470, “Mainta inability Program Requirements
(for Systems and Equipments). ” It describes and discusses the
maintainability program elements corresponding essentially to
our outline above .

*MIL...HDBK..472, “Maintainability Prediction. ” It gives
maintainability prediction methods .

*RADC_TR_78_l69 , “Maintainabil ity Prediction and
Analysis Study.” It provides a new prediction method not yet

_ incorp3rated Into MIL-HDBK-472. (A059753)

*MIL_STD_ 47l , “Mainta i nability Vertficatlon/Demonstra-
tion/ Evaluation .” It defi nes the various demonstration test plans.

*AFSC DH 1— 9 , “Maintainability Design Handbook. ” This
Is one of a series of AFSC design handbooks developed under the
supervisIon of Aeronautical Systems Division. It discusses main—
tainability factors, design considerations and demonstration
tests .

*AFLCM /AFSCM 800-4 , “Optimum Repair Level Analysis
(ORLA ) . ” This describes ORLA ; shows the methodology and gives
exam pl es.

*AFP 800-7, “Integrated Logistic Support Impl ementation - -

Guide for DoD Systems and Equipments. ” This describes the
evolution of an u S  program , what It Is , Its relationship to
other program elements , and the program manager ’s responsibiliti es.
This is an all service document availabl e from the U.S. Government
Printing Office.

*MIL..STD...l338, “Logistics Support Analysis. ” This
standard establishes the requirements for Logistics Support
Analysis applicabl e to both the Government and contractors .

*AFSCP 800-21, “A Guide for Program Managers :
Implementi ng Integrated Logistics Support.” The title Is sel f-
explanatory .

*RAQC..TR_78..224, “A Design Guide for Bui l t-in-Test.”
The title is self—explanatory . (Available in NTIS).

In addition to the above list of publications , various textbooks
on maintainability are availabl e, and technical papers on
particular aspects are contained in the proceedings of the Annual
Reliability and Mainta i nability Symposium .
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS

While many computer programs have surely been written by
contractors to carry out routine maintainability computations ,
there are no standard routi nes in wide use.

FAC ILITIES

Facilities required for maintainability engineering are not H
extens ive. Access to a computer is hel pful in performing some
of the analytical studies, but other than this , no spec ial
facilities are required. Maintainability testing may sometimes
require a mock-up of the aircraft or missile in which a subsystem
is Installed , or test equipment which simulate s other systems
that interface with the subsystem on test. Otherwi se , no special
facility is required. Maintenance tool s and test equipment .- -

proposed for use with the system in the field, spare parts, and
techn ical manuals w il l, of course, be requi red .

p.’-

SYNOPSIS

Hardware maintainability engineering consists of an orderly
p sequence of steps strongly i n f l uenced by human engineering and

logistic support considerations . The elements of a standard fe ’
program are outlined in MIL-STD-470, but are subject to inter-
pretation , and mi ght be executed wi th various levels of skill
and tho~-ou ghness by contractor personnel . Therefore, the Air
Force program manager should have expert adv ice to prepare
statements of work and to monitor execution of the- tasks. All
elements of the program must be fully coordinated with both the
using and support comands who will be doing the maintenance .

The most critical elements are identification of realistic
requi rements , thorough analysis and design , evol ution of a
good maintenance plan, and demonstration of ach ieved resul ts
through realistic acceptance tests.
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Chapter 6

RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY

MANAGEMENT BY ORGANIZATION LEVELS

INTRODUCTION

ceding chapt~rs HOW TO MANAGE R & M
explained the AT THEelements of a
reliability as- STAFF LEVEL N-
surance program
and a maintain- L+PROGRAM OFFICE LEVEL
ability assur-
ance program in 

~~ CONTRACTOR LEVEL
system develop-
ment program USING A
planning and ex- RI THAT PROV IDES
ecution . Those II
chapters sand- 

THAT ~‘)‘ ORGANIZE
SHOWS ‘ 4  MAN TO ACHIE VE

gineeri ng and HOW •—.~ø LEADmanagement (or TOcombination) -+ CONTROL - 
- :

tasks in a log- OBJECTIVES
ical sequence as
they mi ght appear
in a system or -

equipment program plan , and cut across many organization levels.

In the present chapter, the viewpoint is different. Here, the over-
all A ir Force program for R&M assurance in system or equipment de-
velopment is viewed at separate organization levels and focuses on
the management and contractual highlights at those levels. While
managers must understand the logic of the R&M program structures
explained before, the present chapter homes-in on the principal
management guidel ines at a gi ven organization level which will help
insure success. Whether you work in headquarters staff, the program

-a,.--, - 
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office or in the contractor ’s plant , there will be something
here which hel ps achieve Air Force R&M goals through your or-
ganization . The guidel-i ne3 will not be subtle or revolutionary ,
but basic necessities which are, nevertheless , eas ily over looked
or underplayed.

The management discussions treat reliability and maintain ability
collect i vely, wi th some exceptions , and the discussions are or- - - -

ganized accordinç to the traditiona l management functions of
planning, organizing, manning, lead ing and controlling as ex-
plained in Chapter 3. At the end, the subjects of warranties
and other contract incentives are briefly discussed separately.
R&M MANAGEMENT IN HEADQUARTERS STAFF ~- 

-

This discus— (
sion applies gen-.
eral ly to the R&M / ~~~

S w ~~~r~~ ro ‘
~~ ,i’vi cling staff sup- I. , 

g //port to manage- 
~
c_. fi ifment directors of

the various head-
quarters organi- ,.
zations respons- \\ ~-

~~ Ible for equip- ,— ‘ _ 
~~~~~~~~~

-

ment and systems
development. 

_ _ .__ —

PLA NNING FOR R&M

Planning consists of defining objectives and then developing
policy , strategy, organization, procedures , etc. for ach iev ing
them.

Objectives, policy , organization and procedures for implementation
of the R&M program are well documented and explained in the follow-
ing publ ications:

* AFR 800-2 and AFSC Supplement 1,
Acquisition Program Management

* AFR 800-3, Enqineerinq for Defense Systems
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* AFR 80-5 and AFSC Supplement 1 , Air Force Reliability
and Maintainability Program

* MZ L—STO- 785, Reliability Program for Systems and
Equipment Development and Production

* MIL-STD—470 , Maintainability Program Requirements - 

-
(For Systems and Equipments)

Those publications In turn reference many other relevant documents
dealing wi th Integrated Logistics Support (u s), development test-
ing, maintenance , human engineering, and so on; however , the above - - -

five are the basic set for R&M and systems program management in - -
general . In the area of general program review and control , the Hfollowing regulations are rel evant, but of course appl y to any
functiona l category of program activity :

* AFSCR 800-1, Comand Review of Systems Acquisition
Programs (

* AFSCR 800-18, Joint Operational and Technica l Review
(JOTR)

The staff  chal lenge here Is to keep all of these documents current,
compatibl e , and readabl e, with hopefully no conflicts between them.
This Is especially challenging in the area of maintenance , logistics , f : :
and maintainability where there Is such a large col lection of Air
Force and tn -service documents in being.

- - - ORGANIZING FOR R&M
The R&M staff responsibility at Hq USAF for policy is in - 

- -
the Deputy Chief of Staff , Logistics and Engineering, Directorate of
Maintenance and Supply, Engineering and Support Division (LEYE). The
Hq USAF , Deputy Chief of Staff, Resource Development and Acquisition ,
Directorate of Development and Programming, Deputy Directorate for
Program Integration , Management Policy Division (RDPXM) is required
to establish an R&M focal point for the appl ication of R&M in individual
programs . At Hq A ir Force Systems Command, the staff R&M focal point
is the Deputy Chief of Staff, Systems, Directorate of Acquisition and
EngIneering Policy, Engineering Management Division (SDDE).

MANNING FOR R&M 
-- - -

~

- 
- In manning, the staff assures that training programs provide

the qualified people needed . “Qualifi ed” means not only educated ,
but experienced . Both AF1T and civilian institutions are utilized
to build up this career area .
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LEADING FOR R&M
This is where the staff level peopl e are extremely effective .The sta ff motivates and directs the program managers to give R&Mthe support that Is essential. This direction is most effectivelygiven through the Program Management Directive (Pilo). That direct iveexplic itly states the scope of the R&M program expected and itspriori ty relative to other program objectives . it also explainsthat R&M will be a subject of detailed review at the variousprogram review milestones , and that technica l special ists wil l beon hand to review these efforts at Headquarters . it is in thisdocument that the stage for the R&M program is set.

CONTROLLING FOR R&M

Here is the second area where the staff level peopl e are .- 

—

extremely effective. Control is exercised through the review andapproval processes, that is , review and approval of documents andbriefi ngs. For example , the Program Management Plan (PMP) whichresponds to the PMD must incorporate R&M program plans which willbe effective , even i-f the entire PMP is not to be approved atHeadquarters (only done on a few major programs).

AFR 80- 5 details R&M program activities to be performed andrequires review of Hq USAF/LE o f a l l  waivers to this policy. Theregulation also requires Hq USAF/LE approval for contract schedules (calli ng for full scale production before notifi cation R&M testingand analysis is completed .
The various program reviews required by AFSCR 800-1 and 800-18provide another Opportunity to control and motivate R&M achievem ents .AFR 80-5 provides standa rdized R&M terminology for reporting R&M .Not only is R&M a review agenda item, but R&N specialists assistthe Commanders in assessing the quality and thoroughness of thereported R&M programs .

SUMMARY
The most vital and powerfu l forces which the staff exerts onR&M achievement is through leadership and control . This leadershipand control are the compass and rudder of the R&M program . The primefocus of this direction and control effort is on the System ProgramMana ger. His personal attitude towards R&M will have a first orderimpact on the shape of the ent i re  R&M program, and profoundly affectthe life cycle cost of the system .
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R&M MANAGEMENT IN THE AIR FORCE PROGRAM OFFICE I -

The Air Force Program Office is the critical focal point
in the R&M management chain. The management emphasis pl aced
on R&M by the Program Office is far more important to R&M
achievement than all the Air Force R&M standards , manuals and - 

-

guidebooks, because the program manager In that office has the - -

authority to serve as the control valve which governs the extent
of application of those instructions (see AFR 800-2, Acquisition - - -

Program Management). Even if the Program Office places a good
set of R&M requirements in the contract, those requi rements w il l
not guarantee success if the contractor feels that the Program
Office does not consider R&M too important relative to other
contract requirements such as delivery schedule or vehicl e pay-
load. In such cases , the contractor will place his management
emphasis on items he feels the Program Office will be most
concerned with , and a less than adequate R&M program can easily
resul t.

In addition , you should expect a contractor to do all in his
power to reduce his risks in the R&M tests, and at the same
time , to do all in his power to reduce his costs . In a fixed F-i
price contract, for example, reduced cost means increased corn-
pany profi t and an enhanced commercial reputation for the con-
tractor ’s project manager. Also , in a cost-reimbursement con-
tract , both achieved R&M and total project cost mi ght be used
in profit formulas as incentives , and the reduced profi t from
lower achieved R&M might be outweighed by increased profi t from
lower contract cost. It is the Program Offi ce ’ s responsibility
to see that contract incentives (either natural or created) are

— not counterproducti ve to R&M goals , and that in any case, the
R&M program success is not jeopardized by allowing test criteria
which are too lenient or R&M program tailoring which is too
skimpy and optimistic.

The following sections discuss R&M management in the Air Force
Program Office wi th the discussion organized in terms of the
management functions of p lanning, organizing, manning, leading,
and controlling. Planning is given the most attention, s ince
it contributes to the remaining four functions and must be done
fi rst.

When referring to the various elements of R&M program below, only
highlights are noted , because the details are explained in Chap-
ters 4 and 5 and the reader should refer to those chapters for
more insight.
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PLANNING FOR R&M

Planning consists of identifying desired goals and then
delineating the best course of action to achieve those goals.
R&M planning is not really a separate activity , but is an
effort wh i ch must be sandwiched into overall planning for
the system. In the conceptual phase , for example , the choice
of system design alternatives must include their potential
reliability and maintainability and attendant support costs
in order to select the most cost-effective system alternative .
In later development stages , R&M estimates are needed as inputs
for system support planning for spare parts , depot facilities ,
training, etc . Hence , R&M is a key element in overall pro-
gram planning, and from this planning should emerge a set
of realistic R&M objectives.

The next phase of planning is to construct an R&M program which ‘I

will assure that those R&M objectives are actually achieved .
The preceding discussions in Chapters 4 and 5 have explained
the structure of such a program. Specific R&M planning tasks
at the Program Office level within the framework of that struc-
ture are explained in the following paragraphs in roughly chron-
ological order.

CONCEP TUAL PHASE
Perhaps even before a Program Office is formally established ,

alternate system configurations to meet an operational need are
envisioned by systems planners . While AFSC may not be concerned
with basic force trade-offs such as airplanes versus missiles ,
(usually done at Hq USAF or DoD levels), AFSC will be concerned
with trade-offs within a particular vehicle or system configura-
tion category . Such trade-offs will include the cost and ef-
fectiveness impact of performance parameters like altitude , speed ,
and range, and the design of subsystems such as armament, elec-
tronic countermeasures and f i re control . In these studies , the
potential reliability and maintainability of the total system must
be considered.

Reliability impacts directly on probability of mission success ,
and indirectly on such i tems as the weight of the system if , for
examp le , redundancy is required to overcome a poor reliability
potential . Maintainability will also affect training require-
ments and support costs for personnel and spares . Both reliability
and maintainability will impact life cycle costs. In general , sys-
tem R&M estimates are necessary to identify the best possible sys-
tem al terna ti ve , and to provide a valid picture of the cost-effec-
tiveness of the proposed system for comparison with other system
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alternatives . Of course , both the system using comand and
AFLC must be asked to provide their minimum acceptable re-
qui rements .

R&M estimates in the conceptual stage must necessarily be
based on historical data . Here, AFLC records in the product
divisions , records of individual Program Offi ces, and if ~o-plicable , the reliability prediction formulas discussed in
Chapter 4 are all helpful . Also hel p ful is an experienced
R&M engineer who can interpret the different ways R&M are
measured. These first estimates will begin the R&M planning
activity , but must be repeatedly modifi’~d and refi ned as moredata becomes available in later phases .

After preliminary system
trade-offs are made and
prelimi nary R&M objectives

/ p ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P~~are set, the next activi-
ties of the Program Office GR44~~ PAPare preparation of the Air
Force Program Management ACEPlan , and preparation of

/ SYSTEMinputs to AFSC and Hq USAF
for a Development Concept I ~~~~~~~ / FOR DODPaperlassurning one is re-

The P~ogram Management / Ojj I

quire~. / HQ USAF

Plan (PMP) is the master
plan for achievement of

and is prepared by the /the program objectives

Program Offi ce in response
to a Program Management
Directive from Hq USAF
and a corresponding Program Direction (AFSC Form 56) from Hq
AFSC . R&M planning in the PMP document must provide for:

a. Definition and refinement of realistic quantitative
R&M requi rements , to be final y demonstrated in the full-scale
development tests .

b. Parts selection using military standard parts to the
maximum extent”possible. Should the particular program require
extraordinary parts quality levels like in Minuteman , the pro-
gram must provide for procurement of these special parts .

c. Tracking R&M progress throughout the program to provide
a continual measure of athieved versus require d R&M.
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d . A planned period of R&M growth during validation and
full-scale development, using all available failure and maintenance
data for R&M probl em analysis and correction during this period .

e. Program review milestones for assessment of R&M progress
(these may, of course, be merged with other review milestones as
appropriate).

f. ~dequate manning to insure competent R&M planning and
surveillance of the contractor ’s efforts, and the possibl e need
to use outside agencies for R&M support .

g. Interface with the eventual using and support comands
on R&M requirements and plans ..

The Development Concept Paper (DCP) represents in effect a contract
with the Secretary of Defense for conduct of a major program . R&M
performance “thresholds 11 may be required in the DCP. These are the
minimum performance limits and a DoD program review will be triggered
if R&M performance sinks below them . Hence, it is obviously important
that realism prevail in planning these threshol ds , and in planning a
program capable of meeting them . It is also very important that the
R&M term presented in AFR 80-5 be used . These are designed to prevent
confusion between various R&M figures of merit (e.g., measures of F~.
operationa l reliability versus measures of logistics demand) which
can cause even successful R&M achievements to appear dubious.

VALIDATION PHASE

appro~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ STATEMENT OF WORK
transition to the validation I
phase for major weapon systems . ACE CONTRACT
For lesser systems and equip-
ments , approval will be at a
l ower level as specifi ed in VALIDATION
the Program Management & POSSIBLE
Directive. Hardware will be FULL SCALE
developed and tested by corn- DEVELOPMENT
peting contractors in the val-
idation phase , and R&M plannin g i2 DIRECTwill focus on the contractual ‘J1 OF PROC’’ 

R
requirements. The statement ~...‘~REMENT
of work prepared by the Program 

~ 
ESD, AFSC! USAF

Office wil l be wri tten using ~~~~~~~~~~
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AFR 80-5 and AFSC Suppl ement 1 , Reliability and Maintainability
Programs for Systems, Subsystems, Equipment and Munitions , as
the basic guidance documents . The following I tems are critical
Inclus ions in the statement of work :

a. Quantitative R&M requirements must be specified and de-
fined. It is recognized that these requirements mi ght not have
to be achieved by the prototype hardware developed and tested
In the validation phase. However , the hardware must be designed
to be inherently capable of achieving the required R&M, and R&M
predictions shoul d substantiate this.

b. R&M testing is a must. This may be evaluation testing
or demonstration testing or both , but the extent of the R&M
test program, its intent and , if appl i cable , the acceptance
criteria must be clearly established.

c. Parts selection must be controlled. However, because of
difficulties In obtaining preferred quality parts In small
quantities, it may not be practical to fully employ them in
validation hardware. Any substitute parts must be identical in
form , fit and function to the preferred parts, to preclude
difficulty wi th Including preferred parts in the later systems.

d. Fundamental design features which will affect maintain-
ability must be evaluated. For example , built -in test provisions
must be included in the validation phase equipment in order to
eva l uate its functiona l effectiveness , even though the exact phys-
ical makeup of the hardware may not correspond to operational
standards .

e. R&M design trade-off studies need to be performed. These
include design for reliability , design for maintainability , redun-
dancy options , optimum repair level analysis , failure modes analy-
sis , and any others required to optimi ze the design or to provide
input for other plans such as the Detailed Maintenance Plan or ILS
Pl an.

f. R&M predictions must be continually refined as the design
progressc~s, to provide an Indication of potential R&M for use inmaking a full-scale development decision .

g. A closed loop data system is required for obtaining R&M
data from all tests performed. This data will then be used to
determine the cause of R&M problems and formulate corrective ac-
tion .
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h. Program and design reviews are essential for control
and motivation of the entire R&M program , and to insure that
detailed R&M design effort is progressing in a professional
way .

i. Appropriate deliverable data i tems must be selected
to give the Air Force Program Office needed visibility into
the above activities and document results .

The above list of val i dation phase statement of work provisions
represent planning highli ghts never to be overlooked . More de-
tails and explanations have been covered in Chapters 4 and 5
and in AFR 80-5 and MIL-STDs 785 and 470.

Once the statement of work has been prepared and the request S
for contractor proposal has been issued in industry , source
selection of the validation phase contractors is the next

— critical activity which could be classed as a planning function .
Proposal evaluations must consider R&M aspects of each proposal
to insure that the bidder understands what is required of him ,
and Is both willing and able to provide it. The proposals are
the first place in which a contractor may attempt to obtain re-
laxation of R&M requirements , often through very subtle use of P- S.
words and through the use of R&M jargon which , to the non-spe-

S cialist , seems to promise more than it does. Under the working
pressure of source selection , even the experienced R&M engineer
must guard against a tendency to assume too much. Questions for (
clarification or proposals and later negotiations with bidders
in the competitive range , must resolve any uncertainty and make
sure the contractor is indeed proposing the R&M program that the
Air Force desires . Careful consideration of R&M during evalua-
tion and negotiations will preclude an erroneous conclusion by
the contractor that R&M need not be a great concern of his dur- I’

Ing the program, and of course will reduce the potential for dis-
putes later on. This may seem a minor point , but there have been
many programs in which R&M was pursued with a “l ow profi le” even
though contract provisions seemed complete, and such a profi le
began to form during negotiations with the bidders . Contractors
will utilize negotiation issues to gauge Air Force Program Office
emphasis on the multitude of provisions in any Government contract. ; S

One good way to put early emphasis on R&M is to require bidders
to submit a Preliminary R&M Program Plan wi th the proposals for
evalua tion by the source evaluat ion team. (Thi s practi ce is
called out in MIL-STD-470 and 785, but Its appl i cability to a
particular contract solicitation in the validation phase is sub-
ject to the judgment of the Program Manager). Deficiencies in
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the prelimin ary R&M Program Plan wi ll then be the subject of pre-contract negotiations , and these deficiencies must be i roned outbefore any contract is si gned . If properly written , the negotiatedR&M Program Plan can then be incorporated into the contract and be- Hcome the basis for contractual compliance . This precontractual ap-proach to the R&M Program Plan will insure that the R&M programgets off to a good start , with the Government and the contractorhaving a mutual understanding of the R&M program elements and theground rules for their execution .

Sir, I know all these specs ,
standards , and manua ls are (1 

-

~~~~----~~~
.

going to be in the ? ~~‘~
) C~~~~

S 

contrac t , but wh~4i (‘ ZJ~W7 ~~~~~~are your 
~~~ ‘~‘~~~~P7~-r-~favorites ? ç

H ___ 

-

-~~~~~~~~~
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In the R&N Program Plan , the S

contractor defines his approach 
_____________

to achieving R&M requirements ,
his milestones , and his organ— R

S Ization . This plan is very &
important since -It establishes TAIlIA urry
the understanding between the MAIN uur,r~ u”’
contractor and the Air Force
on the R&M effort expected

S and prov ides a reference for PR
review and control . Hence, PLAN
this document must reflect
the Statement of Work require- nt o 3533ments and completely describe III “

an adequa te program to pursue 
~~~
. 

~~~ I
them. The approved R&M Program i~j ax ijuumpany
Plan (preferably negotiated — — —

before contract signing) should (1
leave no doubts about what will
be accomplished . The program
elements to be included In a
standard R &l1 program were described in Chapters 4 and 5.
Guidance for the contractor in writing this plan is given in
the Data Item Description DIR—R- 3533, RelIability/Maintainability
Program Plan , listed in the DoD Acquisition Management Systems and
Data Requirements Control List.

Another plan to be prepared during the validation phase is the
Preliminary Integrated Logistics Support (u s) Plan. Air Force
Pamphlet 800-7, Integrated Logistics Support Implementation Guide ,
discusses the ILS procedure in great detail and should be consul ted
for further information.

By the end of the validation phase, S

the Program Office must have
the following R&N products in TAW~ ~~hand in order to make decisions ,~~~ ‘ ‘ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

and plans for the next develop- r R FULL SCALE S

ment phase: DEVELOPMENT

a. Predictions of the t!( PREDICTIONS
potential R&M of the system must 

~~~ACHIEVEbe up-to—date. These must be S

realistically derived and corn- t~
’ SYSTEM TRADE-OFFS

mensurate wi th the expected
operational environment and
the sel ected parts qual ity. An 0 TEST SPECS
historical record of these pre— Rdictions shoul d have teen con-
tinuously updated through the
val idation phase. 

_________________
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b. Achieved R&M of the validation hardware based on actua l
test data should be in hand . Most of the time , the achieved R&M
will be significantly below the predicted and required values. S

Hence, the Program Manager must have a track record of R&M growth
experienced during vali dation and sound engineering solutions to
all R&M problems found. As far as possible , these solu tions
should be tested and validated during the validation phase.

c. System design trade-off studies should be complete using
realistic R&M i nputs , to defi ne the most cost-effective system
configuration .

d. System design specifications intended for the full-scale
development phase are needed. These must incorporate quantitative
R&M requi rements clearly defined , and all the corresponding R&M 5 - 

-

design requirements necessary for their achievement , that Is , parts
selection criteria, built-in test features, modular configuration ,
environmental criteria , etc.

e. System acceptance specifications are needed which define
R&M demonstration tests to be performed In the full-scale development
and production phases, i ncl uding the test plans and test levels ,
system burn-In requirements , ground rules for test measurements, ground

S rules for class ifi cation of failures , and so on. Environmenta l -
.

qualification tests must also be defined .

f. The R&M program plan for full-scale development and
production must be completed by the contractor (or competing
contractors) by the end of validation . This plan will then be used
for negotiating a follow-on full-scale development contract.

- g. The Program Manager must write an Air Force R&r . Management
Plan (AFR 80-5, Attachment 3, Paragraph 4e). This will be submitted
as part of the Program Management Plan (PMP). Its contents are
described in AFR 80—5, Attachment 4.

DoD or Air Force approval to proceed to full-scale development will
be based on assurance that system trade-offs have produced a balanced
and realistic set of performance parameters, risk areas have been
identified and reduced to acceptable levels , cost and schedule
estimates for full-scale development are reasonable and acceptable ,
and contractual aspects are sound (AFSCP 800-3). These factors
refer to R&M as well as other performance parameters.
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FULL SCAL E DEVELOPMENT
During full-scale development planning, much of the above

discussion of work statement preparation and source selection
again applies . Essential -diffe rences between these phases are
that during val idation , the realism of R&M requirements must be
established , system design trade-offs made , and R&M problems
identified and elimi nated , whereas during full-scale development ,
the requirements are firm, and the program is geared toward im-
plementing final design decisions and proving through demonstra-

S tion tests that R&M requirements will be met. The Program Man-
ager must again guard against relaxation of the contractor ’s ef-
forts, and must plan to provide the test time , equipment test k
samples, and the facilities needed for R&M demonstration tests. S

During full-scale devel opment, the program planning framework
consists mainly of the contract ~ihich in turn incorporates the
system desi gn and acceptance specifications , and the negotiated
R&M Program Plan . During the early part of full-scale develop-
ment, the contractor must also prepare an R&M Test Plan which
is another key planning document.

The R&M Test Plan provides the execution details of the R&M
demonstration tests. While general ground rul es are covered by
the contractual documents, the plan covers the multitude of par-
ticulars which must be defined before the tests are run . It is
a potential source of compromise to the intent of the test re-
quirements and careful review is essential. Data Item Descrip-
tion DI-R-3538, Reliability/Maintainability Demonstration Plan
gives particulars for writing this plan.

Next to unambiguous requirements and the selection of quality
parts, the R&M tests are the most essential element in the R&M
program during the full-scale development phase. Without clear
requirements, no program can have a reasonable chance of success.
Wi thout quality parts , you ’re doomed. Wi thout a good test, there
is no way of knowing what has been accomplished and it is almost
certain that the program will be emasculated. With clear R&M re-
quirements, quality parts , val i d tests, and strong emphasis by
the Program Office, a reasonable and competent contractor is not
likely to neglect the other program elements and the R&M program
wi ll almost surely be a success.
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Finally during full-sca le development , a final Integrated
Logistics Support Plan will be prepared utilizing R&M inputs
from the Detailed Maintenance Plan (see Chapter 5).

PRODUCTION

In production , R&M activity will be concerned mainl y with• finding and fixing problems arising during production . ~‘hesewill be primarily workmanship and parts defects, since most de-
sign problems should have been recti fied by this time.. Period-Ic
production reliability verifi cation must be performed to identify• and correct reliability degradatlcn during the production run.
Engineeri ng change proposals (ECPs) must be evaluated for their S

S effects on R&M. Quality control pl ays its most important role - S

— 
during this phase.

DEPLOYMENT 
S

Finally, in deployment, fiel d data must be used to track field
R8II, identify problems and determine fruitful areas fer R&M im-
provements. The AFLC Improved Reliability of Operational Systems
(IROS ) Program will Indicate which particular system components are
the most costly to support. This data may provide the oppor- S

tunity to design system modifications which wdl reduce support
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costs. By comparing the costs of the imp rovements wi th the
field costs and potential savings , AFLC and AFSC can determine
the economic attractiveness of proposed system changes.

ORGANIZING FOR R&M

Inputs to the R&M Manager ’s activities are required ,
not only from AFSC R&M engineering specialists , but also
from the using and supporting commands . Both the using
and support commands are a source of R&M requirements and
experience data . Representatives of these coninands will S

also review R&M progress and gather planning information .
The realism of R&M objectives , at least in early program
stages, will be based signifi cantly on AFLC field data
banks . The Program Office must therefore establish good
working relationships with these agencies .

The R&M Manager will also require the services of various
specialists . One of the most important is the parts spe-
cialist. Even in the best of programs it is probable there
will be requests for the use of parts not on Air Force pre-
ferred parts lists . Sometimes a ne~ type of part is required ,
some parts seem to resist standardization , and often a con-
tractor may not be aware of a pre ferred pa rt that will meet
his needs. Difficulties in obtaining preferred parts and
the obsolescence of parts on the preferred listing add to —

the problem. It is the role of the parts specialists to re-
view parts lists , and especially requests for nonstandard
parts , to accomplish the following:

a. Determi ne if a preferred part may be used in place
of a proposed part .

b. Recommend qua1~ ty assurance procedures for nonstandard
parts .

c. Identi fy acceptable replacements for standard parts
whi ch are obsolete. - S

d. Assist in l ocating sources for preferred parts.

The assistance of parts specialists is available from the De-
fense Electronics Supply Center, Dayton , Ohio , for all types
of electrical and electronic parts , and from Rcme Air Develop-
ment Center , Gri ffiss AFB NY , for mi crocircuits , semiconductors ,

k
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printed circuit boards and their associated connectors . Assistance
on selection of mechanical parts, including nuts and bol ts Is avail -
abl e from the Defense Industrial Supply Center , Philadelphia PA. S 

-

The R&M manager of a program involving electronics must arrange for
an Interface with those organi zations .

The R~ I manager will also require the use of environmental specialists
to assure proposed environmental tests are commensurate wi th the
mission requirements. The support of specification writers is also
needed to see that all referenced standards are up-to-date and that
the standard “boiler plate” is Intact . Quality control specialists
will be needed to evaluate and negotiate proposed quality programs .
Of course , an RMI engineering s pecialist will be needed to keep the
requi rements unambiguous , evaluate contractor ’ s inputs , and translate
the technical jargon into terms meaningful to the Program Manager. This
specialist will also provide info rmation to aid in test planning, such
as the time required for reliability tests for various sample si zes
and confidence levels.

When the Program Manager does not have available to him a full time
R&M specialist , his organization should include provision for part
time or temporary support from other Air Force offices . These can
include the reliability -staff in his own division or center, the
services of R&M engineers from other Program Offices , or the use of

• specialists from other agencies , such as the Reliability Branch of
the Rome Air Development Center.

Industrial support may also be a part of the Program Manager ’s R&M
organization . Reliability specialists from Industry have been hired
as a source of manpower for such activities as providing full time
test moni tors for lengthy reliability tests . They have also been
used as program monitors and proposal evaluators, though these jobs
must be left to Air Force personnel whenever possible. In using
industrial sources , hardware manufacturers should generally be
avoided with preference for research fi rms not concerned wi th
manufacturing. Otherwise conflicts of interests and friction are
likely between the system contractor and the monitoring contractor.

MANNING FOR R&M

AFSC 2895 is the Air Force Specialty Code for a reliability S

engineer. An officer wi th this AFSC and a Master ’ s degree in
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V

reliability from the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT)
would be a valuabl e asset on the Program Manager ’s staff. Equally S

valuable woul d be a milita ry ~~~
-‘ civilian Air Force member with

an engineering, physics or mathematical degree and several years ’
experience in R&M support. While the supp ly of such personnel is
increasing, It still falls short of demand. Hence, a particular
Program Manager may be forced to create his own R&M specialist
or rely on outside agency support as discussed above. However,
AFR 80-5 stIpulates that AFSC will provide an R&M support specialist
for each system program or project.

There are many sources of R&M education . Starting September 1979,
AFIT will offer a program leading to a Master ’s degree in Reliability
Engineering. AFIT also conducts short courses in R&M E’v ineering ,
one of two weeks duration and a more detailed course of en weeks .
Many civilian universities also conduct short courses in R&M S

Engineering and the University of Arizona has a degree program in
Reliability Engineering. Courses can be located from university
circulars and from listings in the Newsletter of the Institute of
Electrical and El ectronic Eng i neers (IEEE) Reliability Group. The
IEEE Reliability Group also publishes quarterly transactions of S

technical papers on reliability , and with the American Society for
Quality Control and several other professional societies related to
product assurance , sponsors a yearl y symposium of reliability and
maintainability, held each January . The proceedings of the symposium S 

-

provide good educational material for the aspiring R&M engineer ,
and are availabl e through most Air Force technical libraries . (See
Appendix A of this guidebook for a list of schools and symposia
which provide R&M educational opportunities). S

In starting a program, it is advisabl e for the Program Manager to
seek experienced help, even on a temporary basis , if he does not
yet have an R&M specialist on his staff. Available short courses S -

and selected literature reviews could •then be used to bring a
designated , but inexperienced , R&M engineer up to a reasonab’e
competence fa irly rapidl y. On a long program , the use of regular
university courses or degree programs might be a good Investment,
if there is some reasonabl e assurance the individual will be
retained .

For period of high activity above the capability of a normally
adequate RRJI staff, such as concurrent reliability tests at
competing contractors, contractual ~Mpport should be considered .
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The use of other Government agencies such as in-plant AFPRO or
DCASO representatives located at contractors ’ plants may also be
a useable source of supplementa l manning, providing the in-plant
representatives are abl e to devote the necessary t ime and have
the know-how.

Finally, it must be recoqn zed tha t the presence of a tra ined
R&M engineer in the office does not relieve the equipment or
subsystem engi neer of his respon sibility for the R&M of his
assigned hardware. It is the task of the R&M engineer to manage
the R&M program and provide specialized support to the equipment
engineers. The equipment eng i neers are responsible for seeing
the R&M aspects are accorded appropriate consideration in the
design of their equipment by the contractors . Should the equip-
ment engineer dismiss R&M as outside his responsibility , likely
results are the overloading of the R&M engineer as he tries to
independently impact all the various equipment procuremerts, a
degradation 0f the contractor ’s R&M program since he is more like-
ly to be concerned with pleasing the equipment engineer than the 

S

R&M engineer , and possibly a conflict of direction to the contrac-
S tar from the equipment eng ineer and the R&M engineer. While the

special skills of the R&M engineer are needed to maintain an
effective R&M program, the equipment eng i neer has responsibility
for total equipment performance including R&M .

LEADING FOR R&M

The Program Manager must obviously lead the R&M effort. Work-
ing agreements must be arranged with the other Air Force offices
involved. This will include arrangements for the use of specialists
wi thin the Program Manager ’s division staff, the establishment of
liaison wi th using and support commands , and formal working agree-
ments wi th the Air Force laboratories , Defense Electronics Supply
Center , and sources of field data as appropriate . The Air Force
team should be in working shape , wi th responsibilities clearly
understood , well in advance of the first Source Selection Board
meeting .

-~ The statement of work and contractual documentation are an essential ,
S but not sufficient element -in directing the contractor. Air Force

direction is also supplied in official responses to key contractor
prepared data i tems such as his proposal , R&M Program Plan , predic-
tion and test plans , a: well as by Air Force responses to design and
program reviews.
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-Motivation of both Proyram Office personnel and the con
tractor for R&M progress will be directly proportional to 5 -i
the concern evidenced by the R&M manager. Because the ef-
fects of R&M program deficiencies do not become obvious
until the equipment is in test, there is a t endency by
both Air Force and contractor management to focus their
attention on more immedi-~te and obvious problems . How-
ever , when R&M problems do appear in tests , it will be
expensive and it mi ght be impractical to correct them.
Hence , the astute Program Manager will maintain an R&M
emphasis throughout the program to preclude unpleasant
surprises in its late stages .

CONTROLLING FOR R&M S

The Air Force approval of contractor data i tems con-
stitutes an important control over the contractor R&M pro-
gram. When correction of data deficiencies and the program
activities they represent is a prerequisite for data ap-
proval , the contractor must take some action . However, the
Program Manager and his R&M advisors must be keenly aware
from the very beginning of the program , that the Air Force ’s
claim of data deficiencies must be based on explicit con-
tractual standards of acceptable data submission. The con- - 

-

tract must be explicit as possible in defining the scope, F
procedures , and data sources , for studies , analyses , and
pl ans . Especially in fixed price contracts , or in cost re-
imbursement contracts incorporating a large target price
profi t incentive , the contractor is strongly motivated to
save money . ( In  a fixed price contract , every dollar saved - 

S

is a dollar earned). Therefore, the contractor is motivated
to provide analyses and reports with only the minimum degree S

of completeness wh i ch he thinks the Program Office will ac-
cept. Without tangible standards of data completeness in the
contract , the A ir Force R&M manager ’s task is frustrated in
the early analytical phases of the R&M program.

Periodic design reviews provide another monitoring device for
checking the progress on the R&M program. Periodic reviews
of both the contractor’s and the Air Force programs and com-
parison to previously established R&M milestones will also
help keep the R&M program under control . During the valida-
tion phase, frequent review of achieved R&M, and status -of
corrective actions for known problems , will be the key items
for R&M control . S
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The most significant R&M control over the contractor will
be the R&M demonstrations . As previously mentioned , the
loss of this control is usually fatal to an R&M program.
Fur ther , any compromises In R&M demonstrations should be
considered only with a clea r understanding and the most
critical examination of the risks invol ved.

Other important control devices over the contractor s R&M
efforts are the parts selection criteria , parts quality
assurance (screening) procedures , and system quality con-
trol requirements .

Once the equipment is in the field , R~M visibility is pro-
vided by the Air Force maintenance data systems. While
visibility alone does not constitute control , programs like
IROS use this data to focus management attention on the i tems
with the highest support costs , and thereby provide the man-
ager with the info rmation he needs to direct his R&M improve-
ment program.

Finally, all the standard management control techniques such
as PERT , PERT-COST , milestone charts , etc., should be applied (1
to R&M as well as other program elements . R&M engineering is
not a separate program running concurrently with system develop-
ment , but it is an integrated part of the overall program.

L 

SUMMARY

The hallmarks of a well-managed R&M program at the Air Force
Program Office can be listed as follows :

1. R&M requirements are realistic , and if necessary , are
updated to stay realistic until the final system requirements
are fixed for full-scale development.

2. The Program Office has arranged -for the support of tech-
nical specialists , (R&M, specifications , parts contrul , environ- S

mental testing).

3. Liaison arrangements have been made with the using and
support commands .

4. Appropriate R&M program elements are explicitly defined
in contractual documents , and compliance is enforced.

5. Air Force R&M specialists review submi tted R&M r~tta i tems
and provide timely feedback to the contractor.
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6. Design reviews , contractor program reviews , and
internal Program Office reviews include R&M program status ,
the status of R&M data i tems , and correction of their de-
ficiencies .

7. Reliability growth during the validation phase is
pl anned and monitored by the program manager.

8. R&N demonstration tests are well defined and pro-
fessionally monitored by Air Force R&M specialists .

9. Air Force preferred parts are used to the maximum
extent possible.

10. R&M are considered essential system parameters which
must be built into the design , alona with other performance
parameters .

‘I

R&M MANAGEMENT IN THE CONTRACTOR’S ORGANIZATION

This discussion is
directed toward the
system or equipment
project manager in
the contractor ’s or-
ganization who is
the counterpart of
the A ir Force System
or Equipment Program

COMPANY

Office Manager. The
project manager is
our focal point , be-
cause he is the per-
son who makes the
project management
decisions which ul-
timately reflect
the contractor’s
success in achieving
R&M objectives. We will make some management suggestions which
should assist the project manager and his company achieve the
reliability and maintainability objectives which will hopefully
benefit both the company and the Air Force. We will do this in
the frame work of the five management functions expla ined in
Chapter 3; planning, organizing, mann i ng~ leading, and control-ling. The discussion is not specialized to any particular tech-
nology field such as electronics or engines , but should be ap-

S pl i cable anywhere.

i l l



S.——-

PLANNING FOR R&M :~
Planning must be started before any other activity in a H

project can be initiated , since planning impacts all the
other management functions . In general , planning consists
of identifying desired goals and then delineating the best
course of action to achieve those goals. We will separate
planning at the contractor ’s facility into two major cate-
gories : those plans wh i ch are i ndependent of any particu-
lar contract , and those which are made for the purpose of
executing a specific contract. The fi rst category will
cover plans which should be made to insure that the company
will be in a good competitive position with respect to R&M
when a particular contract bid opportunity comes along.
The second category of plans will be dictated, for the most
part, by R&M requirements in the contract which has been won.

PLANNIN G INDEPENDENT OF A PARTICULAR CONTRACT

First of all, the project manager must be sure he under—
stands overall company goals. Perhaps the goal may be stated
as: “To successfully compete for Air Force development con-
tracts , produce high quality products -, and make a reasonable
profit. ” While that sounds good , the project manager will

S need more information . That is , what is top management’s at-
titude towards the relative importance of successful competi-
tion versus product quality versus contract profits? Is top
management willing to reduce product quality in order to main-
tain a certain profi t margin? Is competitive position for
future contracts through superior technical capability more
i mportant than profi ts on a present contract? Are reasonable
profits now of paramount importance and future Air Force con-
tracts secondary? Will the project manager receive a bonus
based on demonstrated reliability in acceptance tests or based
on net company profits from the project? In other words , the
project manager needs to know company goals and their priorities
so that he can plan his work accordingly. He needs to have a
feeling for the management trade-offs his superiors will view
wi th favor.

From the Air Force ’s view of this example , hopefully high qual-
ity products come first , capability for successful competition
comes second, and profi ts come third . We can argue that this
order of precedence is also best for the long range interests
of the company , because quality will lead to successful com-
petitio~, which in turn will lead to profits . However, priorities
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often get changed or are disregarded when the company gets into 

S

competitive bidding for Air Force contracts . The basic reason
for this is that the Air Force is required to award contracts to
the l owest qualified bidders . It is clear that a contractor can
make his lowest bid if he proposes to do that which is the
minimum acceptable. Since it is almost always more costly to
build higher quality products , the successful bidde r usually is
the one who offers the l owest quality that can just barely be
considered acceptable. Thus , building high quality products does
not necessarily lead to successful competition .

Whatever those company goals may be that impact R&M pl ans, they
should be written as concise statements which will fit on a single

S page or briefing chart, and should include some way of expressing S

the relative importance of each goal . They should be framed and
- - hung in the project manager ’s office, and he should present ‘

these company goals at the beginning of each summary briefi ng to
his superiors to make sure they have not changed .their mi nds.
The goals should also be frequently exposed to subordinates and *

S 
associates as a reminder.

S 
More detailed objectives for the company R&M program should then
be fashioned so as to support those company goals , and the project

S 

manager should be able to explain whey they do support them. 
- -

Assuming now that the R&M objectives of the company have been
identified and prioritized , we will turn to some of the things
which must be done to delineate the best course of action or
strategy to achieve those objectives. To develop that a strategy,
the following questions need to be considered and answered. In
doing so, company policies must be considered at the same time .

* Company Reference Lib rary

What are the best R&M engineering and management
books to have on hand? What milita ry standards and manuals?
What symposia proceedings and technical journals? Any standard
computer programs desirable? Any R&M data service subscriptions
needed? What about parts selection references?
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* Survey of Potential Contract Requirements

What R&M requirements should be anticipated
for the company ’s product lines? What is past history?
What changes to anticipate for future? How should company
respond to warranty or incenti ve provisions?

* Facility Needs

What kinds of environmental and reliability
test facilities should the company own? What R&M service

F subcontractors are available? What are data processing
needs? What about failure analysis facilities?

* Organization Al ternatives

What is the best way to organize so that R&M S

engineering has the necessary infl uence in product design ,
fabrication , and testing? How will the company organization L
relate to the Air Force R&M organization?

* Manpower Alternatives D
How many R&M engineers , technicians , and ad-

ministrators are necessary? What experience and education
is necessary? What are the educational opportunities? What f-

— is the available service subcontractor support?

* Data and Comunication Systems
S 

What are the requirements for col l ection ,
analysis, and distribution of data wi thin the company?
What will be the Air Force contractual requirements? What
summary data does management need to control the R&M pro-
gram? Does the company need an R&M policy and procedure 

S

guidebook for managers and engineers?

Answers to the above questions shoul d result in the selection
of the best alternatives to an overall R&M policy , organiza-
tion and program for the company Independent of any particular
A i r Force contract. More detai led “deri vati ve pl ans” will then
be developed from those basic ground rules.

PLANNING GOVERNED BY A PARTICULAR CONTRACT

If the overall company R&M policies , facilities and organ-
ization are in operation, “derivative plans ” for a particular
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contract get down to planning contract execution details wi thin
the framework of the company R&M structure . Both MIL-STD-785
for reliability and MIL-STD—470 for mainta i nability specify the
preparation of program plans . These plans generally describe how 

-~~ - S

the company plans to accomplish the contract tasks and del i ver
contract products. The plan will show the tasks to be accomplished ,
their time- phasing, milestones and review times , the company R&M S

organization and Its relationship to functional divisions of
the company (engineering, manufacturing, etc.) the facilities
and subcontracts to be employed fo~ engineering , failure analysisand testing, the relationship of R&M tasks to related contract
efforts such as safety, va lue engineering, and logistics studies ,
etc., the data and communications systems to be employed , amon g
other things. For more specifics , the contract program plan task S 

-

would have to be consulted . A standard Data Item Descri ption ,
DI-R- 3533, from the Dor Acquisition Management Systems and Data
Requirements Control List , also lists the specifi c contents required
In a Reliability/Maintainability Program Plan. In addition -, many
management factors pertinent to planning an R&M program have been
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

In developi ng the task time phasing and data flow, the Program
Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) type charting is extremely
useful to the planner. This job charting scheme is described in

-~~ many management textbooks . Summary level versions of the PERT IS
-

5- chart are also Instructive if Included in the program plan ,
although the standards contain no formal requiren ont to include
such flow charts .

‘S

ORGANIZING FOR R&M

R&M engineers are normally placed in staff-type positions
in the company organization , and must be given the responsibilit y
and authority which will allow them to insure that company 

—

products Incorporate the R&M attributes specified In the contract.
While R&M may be a staff function , it is strongly reconrended
that the responsibility for the R&M of equipment be assigned to
the design engineers .

The staff R&M engineers must operate and conduct themselves IIn such a way that they will be regarded as helpful assistants
in accomplishing detailed design and analysis tasks , rather
tha n critical overlords to be passifi ed . Consequentl y, the
R&M staff engineer Is often challenged by the human relations
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element in his job. He has to be helpful and persuasive ,
but firm and resolved when critical R&M issues are at
stake. He must not only have detailed design review re-
sponsibil ity , but must also have 3uthority to sidetrack
designs which threaten R&M achievement so the project
manager or chief engineer can resolve the matter. It
is best, of course , for the R&M staff engineer to work 

S

out design issues at the design engineer ’s level without
escalating the problem.

In large military product companies , organization arrange-
ments similar to those following are quite common .

PRODUCT L I N E  DIVI SKD~1
GENERA L MANAGER I

F— IA DMINIST RAT,ONI

S L~ARKET ING1 I I ACCOUNTING I
I 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  rI ENGINEERING1IMANUFACTUR ING1 [CONTRACTING[ DEPT IL DEPT J I DEP T
_______________________ I

j PRO,~
ECT1_ — — — — — — — — — — — — —— .‘

JPROJECT a I
L B —

~~1
.IPROJECT _ _ j _ _  ——[ C 4 FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT - -

In the Product Line Division , R&M engineers are normally
located at staff level in each project office as wel l as in
the Engineering Department. A quality control (QC) group
will be at staff level in the Manufacturing Department.
Company policies and procedures must explain the responsi-
bility , authority and working relationships between all
these R&M and QC people at staff and subordinate levels.
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There are many variations on this theme , but if R&M support
within the project office and division is much less visible S

than explained and dep icted here -, company achievement of Air
Force standard R&M requirements may be in jeopardy .

MANNING FOR R&M

The task of manning includes both the staffing of an or-
ganization and its training. We shall assume here that the
Project Manager knows how to man his project office with
people trained in the basic principles of R&M engineering
that he needs , along with the necessary levels of experience .
These R&M engineers mi ght be hired “off the street” or mi ght
be assigned to the Project Office from the Engineering Depart-
ment. They also might be outside consultants , at least in
part .

As mentioned before under organizing, a challenging aspect of
manning an R&M activity is maintaining a positive and harmoni-
ous working relationship between the general design engineers
and the R&M staff specialists . (Maintaining this good relation-
ship is partly an “organizing ” function , partly a “manning ” func-
tion of proper hiring, training and orientation , but also a
“leading ” function of motivation). In manning for R&M make sure p.
you hire people who can work with people. It is no job for grin-
ches , grouches , and negative thinkers who habitually look for
what is wrong and find it painful to praise what is ri ght. It
also helps to plan a thorough orientation and training program
for new people , -iot only to explain procedura l and organization
matters , but also to explain the special human relations cha l-
lenges of the job. That is , how to win cooperation and be help- S

ful , positive , timely, and persuasive in achieving a good engi—
neering response to R&M tasks.

Informal contact between R&M specialists - ‘ design engineers 
S

shoul d be frequent. A formal desi gn rev , for examp le , shc~1d
represent the results of a series of earlier informa l des i gn dis-
cussions between the designer and the R&M people, thus represent-
ing their best joint efforts rather than a “trial balloon ” created
by the designers to be criticized by the R&M people. The latter
course is a time-wasting , friction-creating, and usually an inef-
fectual procedure .

Finally, the R&M specialists should be prepared to personall y
handle the special statistical tasks such as R&M prediction and
test analysis. They should not badger the other engineers t-o
perform analyses which the R&M specialists are supposed to be
expert at doing themselves .
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In some companiL , a Product Assurance ” group is included
In the General Manager’s staff, and that group ’s function
is to oversee and control the operations of R&M, quality
control , safety, value engineering, etc., throughout all
departments and projects . This is considered a very good
I dea.

The company project office mi ght typically be organized
as follows:

I PROJE CT A 1
~ MANAGER I

I 
____________________________________ 1

ADMIN I STRATI O~ 1 kHIEF ENGINEER1 I CONTRACTING
SU PPOR T J & A CCO U N T I N G

R & M SAFETY 1- [ENG DATA & REPORTS J
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  I 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  I
[ STRUCTURES ] IAV 10NICS1 LARMAMENT 1 t G ND SUPPORT ]

The project manager is the company counterpart of the Pro-
gram Manager in the Air Force System Program Office. Within
the project offi ce , the R&M staff group will have engineers
who are specialists in avionics , structures, engines ,
armament, etc. These specialists will guide and often execute
the detailed R&M tasks needed in those areas. The project
R&M group leader must work in harmony wi th other R&M and QC
engineers working at staff level s in Engineering and Manu-

S facturing, and he must also comunicate on a technical level
with the R&M staff engineer in the Air Force System Program
Office. The Engineering Data and Reports Group is responsible
for the R&M data system described in Chapters 4 and 5, and the
final composition of all technical reports and speci fications.

S Of course, they will need inputs from the engineers in the
various specialty groups. Support for failure analysis and
envIronmental test work will usually come from the Engineering
Department as needed, or possibly from subcontractors admin-
istered by the Engineering Department.
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LEADING FOR R&M
Leading consIsts of making objectives clear , giving timely

directions for achieving the objectives , (showing the way), and
motivating people so that they will want to achieve them .

In this function , the R&M staff supervisor and the project
mana ger must be persuasive communicators . They need to stress
the importance of R&M In achieving company goals and In achieving S

the speci fic objectives of the contract at hand. They need to H
make all procedural matters as clea r and unambiguous as possible.
They need to listen for complaints or evidence of friction between S

designers and R&II special i sts and need to resol ve those situati ons 5

quickly. They should sponsor worki ng group sessions between
designers and R&M specialists
where the R&M people 

___________present helpfu l hints 1
on how to get R&M needs 

_____________

folded into the design
before the design work / Q C
gets too far along.
They should also explain

standards a~d manuals , Q
Impl ications of

Finally, supervisors should try to come up wi th some motivaticnal
incentives or awa rds that will encourage support and cooperation
with the R&M program . This Is especiall y important in the
quality control area In the Manufacturing Department when tedious ,
repetiti ve tasks can lead to boredom and apathy .

CONTROLLING FOR R&M

Controlling in management is the process of periodic
measurement of performance relative to established goals, S

determining deviations , and redirecting efforts back towards

I
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the desired goals. The goals must be vis ib le , the performance
must be measurable and the redirection must be timely. Various
progress charting schemes, and design or program reviews are
typical control methods.

In the R&M program , R&M requirements provide the goals , and
R&M predictions and measurements provide the observations
of progress. In the quality control area , the percentage
of defective parts found on incoming inspection serves to
gauge acceptable parts quality from suppliers . Checkout
failure rates in production line testing also serve as - S

measures of quality control and reliability progress. The
R&M data system described in Chapters 4 and 5 serves as the
data gathering tool , and the manager ’s summary of that data
Is his measure of progress relati ’.-e to the goals he has de-
fined at the beginning. ~S -

As mentioned in Chapters 4 and 5, graphical presentations of
R&M requirements , predictions , and measurements versus time
should be maintained by the R&M staff office for displ ay and
discussion during program reviews . These charts should be
mounted on the manager ’s office wall as a continuing -reminder
of where his program has been and where it hopes to go. PERT-

S type charts are also good cuntrol tools as well as planning I
tor’ls, and can he wall mounted for quick reference, easy up-
date , and immediate visibility .

S Controls to be effective must be timely. Data must be accur-
ate and current, and corrective actions has to be taken before
it is “too late .” That is , action should be taken when the S

correction is relatively painless (in terms of pride and dol-
lars), otherwise the controlling action can degenerate to a
demotivating, discouraging action which people will try to
avoid through holding back information . An example is Fail-
ure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA). This is a valuable
desi gn guidance tool if begun on time , but can also become
merely a burdensome activity if the useful information comes
too late to affect design and test procedures.

After design is complete , a very effective control method to
insure that poor workmanship, parts deficiencies , and design
defects get the attention they shoul d , is to focus management
attention on the “top ten” R&M problems of the month . These
“standout” deficiencies can be identified through statistical
analysis of failures recorded in the data system. Monthly
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management review of these R&M “standouts ” and their pro-
posed solutions (determined by failure analysis , and ap-
propriate action by redesign , vendor control , quality
control , etc.) will insure a vigorous program for correc-
tion of R&M deficiencies.

WARRANTIES -

While warranties have been used relatively little in
Air Force development contracting, they are receiving in-
creased attention at Air Force staff levels as one possible S

approach to achieving enhanced reliability of operational
equipments . The airline indust ry has used equipment war-
ranties for many years as an ir~centive for suppliers toprovide reliable equipment and to give the airl i nes a more
firm basis for planning operating budgets , support facili-
ties , and manpower. Airline equipment warranties have been . -

widely used for equipments and subsystems such as avionics ,
engines , tires , batteries , etc., and generally apply for the A

expected useful life of the equi pment--perhaps. for as long
as ten years. The airlines have found warranties to be cost
effective contractual instruments .

TYPES OF WARRANTIES

The World Airline Suppliers ’ Guide , published by the Air F-
Transport Association of America , describes four basic types
of warranties used within the industry .

STANDARD OR FAILURE FREE WARRI\NTY S

This type of warranty ~which has been termed a “Relia - S

bility Improvement Warranty ” by DoD) applies to avionics as
well as a range of other items . The warranty extends for a
specified number of operating hours or calendar time or a com-
bination of both . The vendor normally assumes responsibility
for labor and material costs necessary to correct any failures
occurring during the warranty period.

ULTIMATE LIFE WARRANTY

This type of warranty applies to major structural ele-
ments, such as wings , fuselage , and landing gear. The agree-
ment warrants that such components will be free from defects
for a stated number of flying hours .
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RELIABILI TY GUARANTEE

The vendor is required to have his product
achieve a stated mean time between failure (MTBF).
Such agreements generally recognize that the initial
deployment will experience infant mortality and thus
require that the MTBF be demonstrated after some in-
itial period of operational use. The warranty typi-
cally runs until the warranted MTBF has been demon-
strated for a stated number of consecutive months.
If at any time the vendor ’s product fails to meet
the specified MTBF , the vendor is required to (a)
supply additional spare units to support the air-
line ’s operations until the required MTBF is achieved ,
and (b) provi de technical assistance and/or modifica-
tion kits and l abor to achieve the warranted MTBF.

MAXIMUM PARTS COST GUARANTEE

Agreements are established with the airl i ne 
A

on a maximum materials cost per flying hour (or other
measure of usage) for maintaining, modifying, repair-
ing, and overhauling selected i tems . Typical appli-
cations include aircraft tires and brakes .

Other typ€ s of warranties , such as maintainability
guarantees and mean time tc repair guarantees , have
been used on occasion. The types of greatest interest - -

S in Air Force contracting are the Failure Free Warranty
and the Reliability Guarantee , or a combination 0-f both .
The reason for this is that the greatest amount of sup- S

port costs are associated with the kinds of equipment
which are suitable for these types of warranties ; (avi- p

H onics and ground electronics). Warranties of these types
are normally for a period of three to five years.

USE OF WARRANTIES

Warranties have been used successfull y by the A i r
Force on such things as ti res, brakes , and hydraulic
components, as well as on electronic and electromechan-
ical equipment . Criteria which defi ne the conditions
under which a warranty would be an appropriate contrac-
tual instrument are listed in Interim Guidelines Relia-

S 

bility Improvement Warranty (RIW) published in 1.euly 1974
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by the Di rectorate of Procurement Pol i cy (AF/LGP). War-
ranties are not generally used when an Air Force support
capability already exists or the equipment can be read-
ily repaired by the average Air Force technician in the
field. The type of equipment that is most suitable for
a warranty is new and complicated equipment which might
initially have relatively low reliability and would re-
quire a major effort to establish an Air Force support
capability .

The main value of a warranty is that it extends the con-
tractor ’s responsibility for his equipment for a long
period of time beyond delivery . As explained in an ear-
lier chapter , a contractor is not normally motivated to
build any more than the minimum acceptable reliability
into his equipment since to do so would cost him more
and reduce his profit. The situation is changed consid-
erably when a RIW is included in the contract. Now he
must not only consider production costs but also support
costs for a long period of time (3 to 5 years). He is
strongly motivated to build more reliability into his :.~equipment so as to reduce his support costs and make the
sum of his production and support costs a minimum , and
thus his profi t a maximum. For example , assume the con-
tractor can make a reliability improvement which would
cost him $150,000 to incorporate and save him $50,000
per year in repair costs. I-f the warranty period were
longer than three years he would obviously consider the
change. Thus the use of an RIW may increase reliability
and reduce the life cycle cost for the Air Force, if the - - -

S 
warranty period is long enough to permit the contractor
time to recoup any expenses he may incur in improving his
product. Of course, this conclusion assumes that the
contractor remains in a sound financial condition over S

the period of the warranty and is able to fulfill its - 

1
provisions.

A comprehensive study of the use of warranties for defense 
S

avionic procurement has been made (“Use of Warranties for
Defense Av ionic Procurement,” ARINC Research Corporation,
RADC-TR-73-249 dated Jun 73 (769399). This study recnmended
the expanded use of failure free warranties since they are
most easily administered and are most compatible with existing
supply and maintenance administration systems.

It Is alway s best for the Government to state its intention
of Incorporati ng warranty provisions in a later production
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contract before the equipment has been designed in a
validation phase contract. This wi l l  allow the designer
to make reliability and suppor t  cost trade-offs which he
iiii ght not otherwise consider. It is possible , however ,
to incorporate an RIW in the production contract wi thout
the intention being previously stated , although the ef-
fectiveness in this case would be less.

WARRANTY COSTS

Airline experience with warranti?s indicates that the
cost of a warranty ranges from 4 per cent to 10 per cent
of the acquisition cost per year of coverage. The smaller
fi gure is for uncomplicated , inherently reliable equipment.
These numbers are presently merely as an indication of the
general cost of a warranty . Each case must be judged sep-
arately.

SUMMARY

Warranties are widely and successfully used by airl i nes ,
S but have been used comparatively little by the Air Force .

The A i r  Force is  s t u d y i ng  wider use of warranties . Criteria
for application of warranties are given in Interim Guidelines
Reliabi l i ty Improvement Warranty (RIW) published in July 1974
by the Directorate of Procurement Policy (AF / LGP). If the
equipment being developed combines several of the attributes
l isted there , the program manager  should surely ask his R&M S

staff specialist to exami ne the use of warranty provisions
in the production contract. (However, such a decision should
be made before the statement of work for the validation phase S

is prepared if possible , so that potential contractors will be
aware of the long-te .m nature of the program).

Even if a warranty is judged a good bet for the equipment pro-
curement , all the R&M program elements described in Chapters
4 and 5 cannot be abandoned. For example , if the equipment 

S

is to be eventually supported by Air Force logistics , standard
military quality parts mus t be used as far as possible. Also ,
the Air Force would not want to be forced into buying all kinds
of unique test equipment that a contractor mi ght employ to sup-
port warranty repairs , if standard military test equipment could
have been readily accommodated in the initial equipment design.

The combined warranty provisions and RAM program elements need
to be tailored to the specific circumstances and objectives of
the equipment being developed.

S S_5~~~~ -
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OTHER CONTRACT INCENTIVES

A reliabi lIty incentive can be i ncorporated i nto
the provisions of a contract which rewards the con-
tractor wi th an added fee for exceeding a specifi c
rel i ability and penalizes him for falling short. The
amount of the reward and the penalty need not be the
same, In fact some schemes have rewards or penalti es
only. A warranty is also a form of reliability in-
centive , since the contractor ’s profit or loss at the
end of the warranty period will depend largely on the
reliability attained by his product.

Here are some examples of contractual reliability in-
centives which have been used : One manufacturer who
was designing electronic equipment was rewarded for
reducing the number of parts in the equipment. The
idea here was that fewer parts in the equipment would
make it more reliable. A satellite producer was re-
warded for satellite lifetime . The longer the satel-
lite remai ned operational in orbit , the greater his ‘S.
reward. A space launch vehicle manufacturer was in-
centivized on launch success. He received a reward
each time there was a successfu l launch and was pen-
alized for each failure . An electronic equipment man-
ufacturer was given a reward or penalty based on the
number of failures that occurred during the reliability
demonstration test. Other such schemes have also been
used .

Reliability i ncentives have not been very widely used ,
although Air Force policy encoura ges the use of in-
centives in general . Perhaps the reason is that it is
di fficult to structure an incentive around objective
R&M performance criteria , free from things beyond the
contractor’s con trol , so that financial settlements
can be readily agreed upon after hardware del i very .
Another reason may be that there are many people who
are not personally convinced that incentives have the
positive value often touted . They believe that the
contractor is already well paid under the contract to
produce equipment with the required perfo rmance , that
this is the basic incentive , and to pay an added in-
centive is a waste of money.

Another incentive for a contractor to build reliable equip-
ment is the company reputation . A company desires a good
reputation for several reasons, not the least of whi ch i s
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its effect on subsequent business and profi ts. In fact ,
a company ’s very survival may depend on the quality of
its products . The value of a good reputation is , of
course, not measurable and its importance to different S

companies varies . It should be noted that reputation
is less important to a company in its military business
than in its comercial business , because of the strict
rules that military source selection proceedings must
follow .

The program or project manager should ask his staff R&M
engineer and contract people to consider the use of spe-
cial contract i ncentives to enhance the chances of reach-
ing R&M objectives . The DOD/NASA Incentive Contracting
Guide , AFP 70-1-5 , gives guidelines for developing in-
centive provisions .

As with warranties , all the R&M program elements discussed
in Chapters 4 and 5 cannot be abandoned and replaced by
incentive provisions in the contract. That would have
little chance of success.

The overall R&M program , including contract incentive H
provisions , needs to be tailored to the specific equip-
merit type and program objectives by the R&M staff spe- (1
cialists in the program or project office.

‘ I

- I
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Chapter 7

RELIABILITY AND MAINTA INABILITY

OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE

INT RODUCTION

The two earlier
chapters on hardware
reliability and main-
tainability start off
wi th a picture window
containing the mill- -

S

tary standard which
governs the content
of each chapter. In
the area of computer
software R&M, we have
no mi l i tary standard
and therefore our win-
dow is empty. This
lack of a standard is
partly due to the rel-
ative newness of corn—
puter software technology , although software has been a
major part of some Air Force systems for more than 20
years, beginning with the early missi le and air defense

S 

systems. Whatever the reasons may be for not having -1
software R&M standards , Government experiences with large
systems over the past 10 years (Apollo , Safeguard, defense

S satellite system, etc.), and the mushrooming new uses of
S digital systems, have all shown that the software coim~unItyneeds to focus attention on R&M. Indeed , response to thi s

need has been reflected in technical literature and in new
Air Force R&D work in recent years .

Software in Air Force systems has been growing like a snow-
ball rolling downhill. This has resul ted from production Hof microscopic digital circuit devices that combine increased
reliability, lower unit cost, and lower power requirements. H
These sma ller , better devices have inspired many new appl i-
cations which have In turn spawned the need for more and more
softwa re . The trade literature has claimed that the cost of
new software ranges from two to ten times the cost of hardware
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on which it operates. Furthermore, estimates show that

the Air Force now spends about a half billio n dollars
annually on its related software . Software is big
business and is a major cost and risk segment of most

new systems.

~\ I +#IWARE
THE I

S 
COMPUTER I /
SOFTWARE \~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

$ 
A

While we do not have any software standards which focus on
R&MI, other general regulations do have R&M 

implications.

For example, we have the 300-series (Data Automation)
regulations and manual s which for many years have governed
procurement and management of data processing systems -for
support applications. This series , in varying degrees ,
has also governed research and development applications .
In addition, various configuration management procedures
have been applied to soft wa re development . Of course ,
those regulations and standards have benefitted R&M 

some-
S what.

H
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A series of standards and guidebooks , although not specifically
dealing with softwa re R&M, can provide guidance on the require-
ments for , and possible contents of ,, a software R&M program.
Some of the more recommended ones are :

AFSCP 8~Ø-7 , “Con-figuration Management,” Dec 77
(specifically , Chapter 6 entitled Confi guration
Management of Computer Programs).

AFSCR 74-1, “Qua~ity Assurance Program,” Nov 78 1:

MIL—S-52779 , “Softwa re Quality Assurance Program
Requirements S

ESD-TR-7 7-225 , “Softwa re Acquisition Management
Guidebook: Software Quality Assurance ,” Aug 77

ASD-TR-78-8, “Ai rborne System Software Acquisi-
tion Engineering Guidebook for Quality Assurance ,”
Aug 77

The above regulations and guides we re developed around the
framework of AFR 8ØØ-14 , Sep 75, a two volume set of
regulations dealing specifically with the Air Force policies
and responsibilities for the management of software
acquisitions for systems, as defined in AFR 800-2, “Acquisi-
tion Program Management,” Nov 77 , throughout the software

S l ife cycle (both development and operational useage).
Vol ume I of AFR 800-14, “Management of Computer Resources in
Systems,” establishes the management responsibilities -for
softwa re acquisitions among the various user , developing , and
support commands. Vol ume II of AFR 800-14, “Acquisition and
Support Procedures for Computer Resources in Systems,”
specifically spells out the various software life cycle events,
planning documents, and management principles that must be S

ri gidly followed in acquiring software for systems in
accordance wi th AFR 800-2. In essence, then, AFR 800-14
provides the outl ine for the methods the Air Force ai its
contractors will use in acquiring software. The office of
primary responsibility for AFR 800-14 is AFSC/XRF.

Before discussing the separate engineering elements of soft-
ware development, let us review several terms. The meaning
of “software” Is well known. It Is the set of written
instructions which tel l a di gital computer what to do. Of
course, these instructions have to be written in a simple
and precise language which the computer can understand.
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Usually, the Instructions are first written in a “higher
level ” language such as FORTRAN IV , which is easy for
people to work wi th. This set of Instructions is cal 1ed the
“source program. ” The program Is then translated via
another computer program (called a “compiler ”) Into machine S

language (the “object program”) which is efficient for the
system computer to read and execute . - 

S

Throughout this process of software development , many kinds
of mistakes can be made which lead to system reliability
problems . These mistakes can be grouped as follows :

* Problem definiti on

In the system engi neer’s conception of
the overall operational system problem
to be solved , some task or situation
has been misinterpreted or has been over-
looked and left out of the problem form-
ula tlon . Sometimes, as the definition
of the problem proceeds into greater de-
tail , interface and ti~ning errors arise.

* Computation logic

The computer program designer has made
logical mistakes or misinterpretations
In converting the problem statement in-
to computational steps or unanticipated
combinations of circumstances cause er-
rors in execUtion .

* Grammar

The programmer or the program translator
(compiler program) have made mistakes in
applying the grani~atica l rules of the pro-
grami ng languages .

* Typographical

The keypunch operator , the keypunch
mach ine, the card reader, tape unit ,
or other data transducers have made
mistakes in converting symbols from
one form to another.
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Editing, debugging and system testing routines are designed S

to flush out these mistakes. The first category (problemdefinition) contains the kind of mistakes which are themost difficult to uncover and cause the most operationalheartburn , since they mi ght never be discovered untilrevealed by system failure during some unusual mission .By that time , computer program changes are very costly and 
Sdisruptive , and of course mission failure could mean adisaster. This difficulty also applies in some degree tothe second category (computation logic), since large computerprograms may contain milli ons of possible logica’ flow S

paths with some never exercised during tests. Some pathsmay come into use only by chance, years after deployment.

The term “software reliability ” refers to the degree thata software package can be expected to perform its intendedfunction according to expected mission profiles. Whil eseveral numerical measures of software reliability have beenproposed and used in some instances , no generally acceptedmeasure of software reliability has been adopted for wide-spread useage.

The term “Software maint ainability ” refers to the degree a Isoftware product facilitates updating to satisfy new require-ments or modificati on to correct mistakes. Again , no singlemethod for measuring software maintainability has beenadopted, even though the major portion (up to 70%) of soft- 
Sware life cycle costs are for softwere mai ntenance.

The Information Sciences Division (IS) of Rome Air Development 
-

S

Center (RADc ) is the focal point wi thin the Air Force forsoftware reliability expertise. An extensive program forestablishing tools and procedures for improving software 
Sreliability has been underway for several years. This programhas resulted in formulation of RADC Specification CP S0787796100, “Computer Software Development Specification ,” S

Mar 78, which is availabl e for guidance and information . Ofmore importance to this manual is the forthcoming Oct 79 RADChandbook on software reliability prediction which will describein detail the use of current methodologies for predictirjsoftware reliability . This handbook is intended as an interimproduct that will eventually become the software counterpartto MIL-HDBJ (-217, “Reliabil ity Prediction of ElectronicEquipment” .
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ELEMENTS OF SOFTWARE DEV ELOPMENT

The following diagram shows the major elements of
a software development cycle. Note that this is not
a software R&M program , but a system software develop-
ment program in general . Software R&M has simply not
developed to the point where it can be discussed as a
separate engineering disc ipline . However, each of the
steps is described later emphasizing R&M considerations .
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SYSTEM SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT CYCLE

The diagram introduces some more terms that need expla-
nation. The term “system” refers to the combined soft-
ware/hardware system including the computer and every-
thing that -functions with it to provide and handle numer-
ical data. The software “package” is the complete set of
computer programs which govern the processing of system S

data. This package is organized into separate “programs .”
“subprograms ,” “subroutines ,” etc., wi th the smallestS functional subdivision being a “module ” or “unit. ”
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It is desirable for this unit to be small enough to fit on S

one page of source code instructions , and junior programmers
are assigned the job of designing , coding and debugging one
or more of these units In a large system problem. Senior
programmers or system analysts are responsible for organizing
and interfacing the larger groupings of units (subprograms, 

- Ssubroutines, programs, etc.), and those programmers must be -:
sure the code is written so that all units operate together
in harmony.

AJAX SOFTWARE PACKAIiiJ
DATA I ‘PROGRAMS’

SCHEDULING MANAGEMENT COMPUTATION

I F ~~ j ‘SUBPROGRAMS’
PRIORITY I INTERPOLATE 1 NAVIGATE r VEHICLE ‘~

-

~
-.

WAITING I TABLE CONTROL
LIST EDIT BUILD INTERCEPT I1— J _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  ‘UNITS ’

RADAR ACCEL MISSILE AIRPLANE 
~~DATA DATA A MISSILE

I S~JAiiI ‘SUBROUTINES’ 
B

~~ROOT I ~ SOFTWARE PA CKAGE OR GANIZATION

S The “subroutines ” sitting on the sidelines are standard sub-
programs which the programmer can cal l into use at any level
to carry out routine calculations such as square toot, stand-
ard deviation , sine function , etc. While the functional
organization of the software package is charted from large
subdivisions on the top to the smallest units on the bottom, 

S

the computational sequence might fol low almost any path
through the chart. Therefore, communications between S

programmers and documentation of coding rules and decisions
must be highly disciplined.
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Afte r this generalized view of the software life cycle ,
the following diagram depicts the software life cycle as
detailed in AFR 800-14. Brief discussions of each of
these phases is given bel ow, wi th a more comprehensive
discussion provided in Chapter 2 of AFR 800-14, Vol. II.

The analysis phase is the period of time where the
functiona l performance requirements of a software system
are defined . This phase normally begins after release of
the system specifications and terminates wi th completion
of the Preliminary Design Review (PDR). The purpose of a
POR is to evaluate the progress , consistency , and technical
adequacy of a selected design and test approach, as well as
establish stability with program requirements . During the ‘

.-

analysis phase the selection of the design approach to be
used among the va rious alternatives is completed and the
computer program desi gn specification is produced.

In the design phase the desi gn approach decided upon in the
analysis phase is developed to include mathematical models ,

S fur~ctiona1 flow charts and detailed flow charts. Detailed
flow charts are used to define the information processing S

in terms of logical flow and operations to be performed by
the computer programs . The relationship between computer

- S programs , and the interfaces between the software and hard-
ware system components are also defined at this time . This
phase culminate s in a Critical Design Review (COR), which is
a formal review to establish design integrity at the detailed 

S
S flow chart level prior to actual codinq and testing. The r

design phase also culminates in a preliminary conputer pro-
gram product specification.

The coding and checkout phase is where the detailed design is
translated into actual program code and the initial testing
of the code is performed , usually by the proqran-mer of that
code. This initial testing normally is designed to check for
correct outputs using predefined inputs . Successful comple-
tion of this testing , often referred to as “unit ” testing,
leads into the test and integration phase.

In the test and integration phase , the various computer pro-
grams are tested against the requirements as stated in the
computer program development specification . The testing
process begins with testing of individual computer programs
and progresses to integration of 1) the computer programs
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I

into a total software package, and 2) the software and hard- 
S

ware components into a total system . This phase is concluded
wi th a formal qualificati on of the software produced and
development of the completed computer program product speci-
fication.

The installation phase incl udes the lo?ling and running of
the computer programs after successful completion of integra- 

- S

tion testing and formal qualification . During this phase the
system is checked to insure its performance is within
specified level s of confi dence. The operational and support S

phase covers the time when the operational suitability of the
system is assessed and the capability of the system to
operate in an operational environment is evaluated . Support
phases cover all the activities and resources required to
insure that the software continues to meets its required
operational capabilities. Included in this phase are the
activities of software maintenance performed to either 1) ‘S .

correct software errors that were not detected during testing,
2) make changes in the software to maintain i t-s operational
capabilities at current levels , and 3) make changes in the
software to upgrade or modify the operational capabilities of S

the system. Activities during this phase also include making
changes in the supportive documentation , such as program
listings and the product specification , to accompany any
changes in the code or in the requirements. This •Thase is
the largest in terms of life cycle costs, with an estimated
60-70% of the total software life cycle cost being accounted
for during this phase.

The following chart lists the principal elements of a program
to develop the software package for a large system. It al so
shows the phasings and relative importance judged reasonable
for an “average” development program. The percentage
distribution of contractor manhour effort gives some idea of
what to expect, and can vary widely from one program to
another depending on circumstances. A particular program
would have to be planned by experienced system software
people to fit those circumstances.

Notice how early the requirements and system analysis are
expected to be complete--early in the validation phase.
That’s because software design cannot proceed very far until
certain mission decisions are made. These incl ude exact
mission problems to be sol ved , data inputs and outputs , com-
puter design, programing languages, etc. Any basic hardware
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ELEMENTS OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT H

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  - -

Life Cycle Phase 
_________ HElement

S ~ Conceoutal Validation Production Deployment
_____________________________________ ___ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~w.r——-—~ — ~~~~~~~
Requlreuiexits Definition 5 Ixx~ xxxAA4 ~A 
System Analysis 10 pIxxxxA~ (Axxxxxxxxx~ xXAAA LI
Package Design 10 txxxxxxx 

(kilt Design, Code & Debug 15 •- -00000000l xxx 

Package Integration & Test - -OOl *XXXAAA 

System Integration & Test 30 XXAAAA 

Acceptance Test I xx xA 

Program Plan •..4)OOOOO~ ~XXXXX XXXXX~ XXXXX 

Specifications XX4(XXXXX~ (XXXXXXXXXX ~ SXXXXXXAAAA 

Data System ~OOOOO~ )OOOOOOOOOO~ 0000XXXXXX 

Program RevIew 30 10000001 x xxxxxx xx x~ xxxxxxP ,~~~i 

Test Plan I .- -ooooxxx5 xxxAMA.. . .

Technical Manuals I 00000XXXXX) xAA 

L 

First contract

S KEY

— — ~ ooooooooooouoxx ~xxxxxxxxxx~~~ AAMAAAM. . . . • .

, $1 
S
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changes which come l ater can cause bi g pieces of software
effort to be scr apped leading to cost overruns and schedule
crises. The softwa re-related hardware and mission parameters
have to be Identified and pinned down early.

Notice also that the softwa re design , code and test work trail
of f Into the deployment phase . While not a desirable circum-
stance , it is almost Inevitable with large softwa re systems
because of their size , complexity and the relative ease wi th
which changes can be made. Planners must recognize this
reality and set up a documentation and approval system which
wi ll keep the changes under control .

Definition of Requirements

Softwa re requirements define the overal l mission problem
to be solved by the softwa re, the operational constraints ,
and any fixed interfaces with system hardware and
people. Requirements must cover the following kinds of

S information :

* Mission problems to be solved by the soft-
ware system

* Softwa re-related system hardware design
decisions not subject to tradeoff studies

* Software design contraints imposed on Air S

Force systems

* Input data sources , rates and formats (if
establ ished)

* Output data destinations , rates, and for-
mats (if established )

* Adaptability required for system modifications
In operational use

* Software-dependent maintenance concepts and
plans

* Securi ty needs

* Operational hazards and environment

* Reliability and maintainability needs

• Requirements are determined , so far  as possible , by the System
Program Program Office as an in-house task. The work is done
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before the first contract, depending heavily upon inputs 
S

from the using conmand and AFLC. After the first contract,
the contractor will further refine and define the
requirements through systems analysis and discussions with
the System Program Office. As mentioned earlier, require -
ments must be pinned down by the early part of the
validation phase, otherwise subsequent software effort will
have to proceed on the basis of assumptions . This can
cause a lot of waste, if the assumptions do not come true
la ter on. Requirements are documented in the program plan,
system speci fications and interface specifications . -

S

System Analysis

System analysis proceeds in parallel wi th requirements
definition , and evaluates the system design tradeoffs 1;
between hardware and software . It considers computer hard-
ware options , maintenance options , and i n genera l, al l  of
the software-related hardware alternatives . The objective
is to design the hardware/software system so as to maximi ze
the chances of success at the l owest life cycle cost. These
chosen des ign options are documented in system and interface

L 

specifications used by the software designers . The first
set of A ’s on the chart refers to delivery of these hardware
parameters to the specification writers .

Another important area of system analysis which continues
through the middle of full scale development, is the develop-
ment of schemes for system testing and acceptance. The
thoroughness of these schemes directly affects the veri fication
of softwa re R&M. Test schemes are documented in the system
test plans and acceptance specifications. The second set of
A’ s on the chart refers to del ivery of this test planning
information to the test plan writers.

Package Design

Packa ge des i gn refers to the development of the comp lete
software system functional organization . That is, the over-
all task of the software system is broken down into functional
categories and subcategories all the way to the unit level .

- 
- (The process is analogous to organizing a large group of

people with diverse skills to carry out a project). To
enhance R&M of a large software system, this software functional
organization must t-e thorough, well documented, and all
interface rules between functional elements must be precisely
defined and their application carefully controlled .
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A “chief programer ” or a senior software system engineer 
-mus t be assigned to oversee and manage this whole process. S

Subordinate programmers responsibl e for the separate programs
in the functional categories will be assigned to him.
In other words , there will be a hiera rchical organization of
people (programmers) wi th supervisors and subordinate s that S

pretty much parallels the functional organization of the -

software system. The chief programmer must not only be an - -

engineer experienced in development of large softwa re - 
-

systems , but must also be skilled in applying the traditional
management tool s to plan, organ i ze , man , lead , and control
his people and project.

AJAX SOFTWARE PACKAGi] CHIEF PROGRAMMER I
______  

ADMINISTRATION STAFF 1 
~

•l1

SCHEDULING ( PROGRAM CHIEFS ].j k.

r~r(~4J~
W

JJIJ
PRIORITY •~ 

SUBPROGRAM CHIEFS_ji~

UST A]]] 4~ UNIT CHIEFS 
~

- -[ CODING PROGRAMMERS]

THE PROGRAMMER ’S BUREAUCRACY 
-

In turn, the subordinate manager of each program or sub-
program w i l l  plan , organize, lead and control the detailed -

coding, testing, and documentation of programing wi thin -

his domain us ing the ground rules laid down by the chief S

programmer. At the same time, each subordinte manager
will devise schemes for tes ting to insure quality. The
results of this work are documented in the test plan ,
data system and specifications discussed below.

In addition to organizing the whole operation, the chief
programmer must identify the source program langauges to
be used ( from system analyses documented in the system and
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interface specifications) and the general rules for programstructure and progress documentation throughout hisorganization . The programing rules should be documented inone of the computer program design specifications.
To enhance the readability and testability of the computer S 

- -programs , “structured programing” techniques should beemployed. In part, this means that the programmer is restrictedto a small set of standard language constructs which preventhim from skipping to some remote segment of the computationalsequence. Unbridled use of “go to” instructions can lead to amaze of poss ibl e computati onal flow paths making the programvery difficult to comprehend , document and check out. Further-more , the possiblity of logical traps or dead ends is greatly 
. -enhanced . There fore, a “structured programming ” approachshould be followed . Software specialists will know whatstructure d programing means.

Unit Design , Code and Debug

Another attribute of “structured programming” i s the s izerestriction on program units or modules. The unit is typicallydefined to be about 50 lines of program code which will fit onone listing page. Furthermore, the unit will have only onelink from the preceding unit and one link to the fol lowing unit.These rules enhance readability , comprehens ion, and independenttestability of each unit. Each “Chief” will supervise thedesign , code , debug, and test of his group ’s output. He may, S

of course, be responsible for a number of units in the overall S

software program. He will document his work in the datasystem and the appropriate computer subprogram designdocument noted below in the discussion of specifications. - S

Package Integration and Test
Package integration and test means that units , subprograms ,subrout ines , etc., and programs are assembled and tested ingroups of increasing size until the entire Softwa re package isput together. This assembly and testing is usually done withthe aid of general purpose computers, since the operationalhardware computer may not be available until late in fullscale development. The Test Plan is used throughout thisprocess , and results are documented in the data system. Thethoroughness of this element of the software devel opment processis critical to software reliability .
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System Integration and Test - 
—

System Integration and test means that the softwa re
package is inserted into the operational hardware, and S

complete system tests are run to insure that hardware and
software are compatib le and that operational requirements
can be fulfilled. This element is also critical to
verification of operational suitability . It occurs in the
final phases of full scale devel opment, and hopefully,
only minor changes will be necessary then. The Test plan
is used to conduct these tests .

Acceptance Test

The software acceptance test is defined in the Test
Plan and possibly in an overall system acceptance spec-
ification. This test is the final test which formally
establ ishes acceptability of software products for
delivery under the development or production contract.

Preparation of numerical acceptance criteria is hampered by
the lack of any widely accepted measures of softwa re R&M.
Nevertheless, the Air Force Program Office must be sure
that acceptance cri ter ia are devel oped during the conceptual S

and validation phases . This is partly an in-house task
using help from Government software engineers, but is also
a task for the contractors under system analysis and package
and unit design. Criteria are documented in the Test Plan
and acceptance specifications.

Program Plan

The Program Plan outlines and expla ins al l elements of
the software devel opment effort. It shows requirements ,
interfaces , organization, task breakdown, responsibilities ,
schedules , and the approach to solving all the software
development problems so as to fulfill the requirements on - 

-

schedule and within projected cost. This plan is developed
S mostly by the contractors during conceptual and early vail-

dation phases, but must be continuously updated.

For program planning purposes, severa l documents explaining
al l  elements of the software development effort are prepared
in accordance with AFR 8~Ø-14. The major documents are the
program management directive (PMD)I program management plan
(PMP), computer resources integra ted support plan (CRISP),
and the computer program development plan (CPDP) . The PMD
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is used by HQ USAF to identify the technical and managerial
expertise responsible to the program manager (PM) for manag-
ing the acquisition of computer resources for systems being S

acqu i red per AFR 8~~-2. The PMD focuses on both the
— comI~uter program development and the total system integration .The PMP is prepared by AFSC in conjunction wi th AFLC and the

S using comand. Its purpose is to document the complete plan-
ning for the acquisition management of the computer resources,
including computer program requirements , major project
mi les tones , identification of required total system interfaces
and confi guration management concepts to be used on that
particular project.

The CRISP identifies the organizational relationships and S

responsibilities for the management and technical support of
computer resources. The CRISP is used during the develop-
ment phases to identify the computer resources necessary to
support the system after management responsibility has been

S transferred from AFSC to AFLC and the using command. During -

the preparation of the CRISP the Computer Resource Work ing
Group (CRWG ) is formed, with members from AFSC , AFLC and the
using command . The CRWG is responsible for preparing and
updating the CRISP and insuring its proper implementation in

k the program management responsibility transfer (PMRT) plan . S

The CPDP i s developed generally by the contractor and is used
to identify those activities needed to devel op and del iver a
computer software package , includ ing all necessary support ‘-

resources . The CPDP addresses such items as the develo pment
sc hedule , procedures for monitoring development status , the
approach to developing all necessary documentation , and any
required engineering practices, such as the use of structured
coding.

Specifications

Specifications formally and precisely document all require-
ments and desi gn decisions. They may be grouped into several
categories: - 

-.

— 

* System Specification

Defines the system requi rements and the
overa ll hardware/sof twa re system des ign
in top level detail.
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* Software Performance Specification

Defines the softwa re requirements , soft-
wa re des ign ground rules , selected soft-
ware-dependent hardware parameters,
inter-face identi f icat ion , and overall -

structure of the softwa re system. This
specification goes into a second level of
detail below the System Speci fication .

* Interface Specif ications

Defines the interface design details
between softwa re and hardware elements and -1

between software subdivisions . It goes into
a second level of detail below the preceding

S 
Softwa re Perfo rmance Specification .

* Software Design Specifi cation k

Defines and describes the computer programs
that will meet the Software Performance
Specifications in functional fl ow diagram
detail. It also defines the programming
scheme and rules which will be used by pro-
grammers to implement the functional elements
in computer code. L

* Subprogram Des ign Document

Gi ves a detailed technical description of S

each subprogram including input , output,
functional flow , narrative description ,
limi tations , interfaces, and mathematical
equations sol ved or operations performed .
It also describes the tests used to check
it out.

* Common Data Base Design Document

Gi ves a detailed technical description of
all  data items used by the software system.
This includes constants, variables , and - 

-

tables . Details include data name, table
index , purpose , dimens ions , units , initial

- - .- values , range of values , exac t format, etc.
* Acceptance Specifi cation

Defines the cri teria to be used in j udging
formal acceptability of software products
under contract.
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Data System

The data system al so cal led the program support library, S

-is desi gned to provide management control information and S

documentation discipl ine . It will consist of some kind of
periodic eporting procedure where eve ry programmer will be
required to submi t at least a weekly report on his effort .
The reports might include estima tes of coding completion on
assigned units , numbers and clas sifications of errors found
in debugging and testing, information shortages which hamper
coding progress, specifi cation errors discovered, manhours
spent on separate units , documentation contri butions , etc . S -~

Listings of each run are also col lected and stored in this S

system. The chief programmer will have an administrative
staff to compile the reports into compos ite summary char ts ,
graphs and narratives for use in management reviews . The
data system must also cover status of the documentation,
and some very disciplined scheme must be devised to insure
that documentation keeps up with changes in requirements,
system desi gn and software design.

Notice in the chart of software devel opment elements presented
above that the data system cont inues through production and
deployment. This means that the Air Force must adopt a data
system for use throughout the softwa re life cycle. In contrast
to hardware, softwa re is relatively easy to change in the
field and documentation changes must be thoroughly discipli -~ed.

Program Rev iew
I -~~

The contractor will have frequent in-house program reviews ,
and the Air Force less frequent reviews. In the Air  Force
program reviews, overall program progress is reviewed and
compared with the CPDP . Al so, a technical review of the -:
software is performed by the Program Office backed up by
softwa re specialists from Government laboratories or
specialists from some other advisary organization. These
A ir Force reviews are formally documented with action items
assigned to the Air Force or contractor for resolution by
specified dates.

AFR 800-14 requires at least four formal reviews ; the systems
requirements rev iew ( SRR) , the system design review (SDR),
the preliminary design review (PDR), and the critical design
review (CDR). The PDR and CDR were described earlier. The
SRR is conducted after a significant portion of the system
-functional requirements have been established and is used
to evaluate contractor responsiveness to the statement of

L 

work and the contractor’s interpretation of the system
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requirements . The SDR is conducted prior to the beginning of
preliminary design by the contractor and is used to review S

system documentation and assess the degree of accomplishment
of the engineering management activities. It is advisable
that the contractor arrange informal design reviews prior to
PDR and CDR wi th  the A ir Force technical spec ial ists , so
that minor problems can be i roned out in advance to permit
PDR and CUR to -focus on the most important matters. The
following figure illustrates the relationship of these
reviews to the software development process.

Test Plan

Several test plans are prepared during the software
devel opment cycle to define procedures for package integra-
tion and test and system integration and test. These plans ~S

explain who does what and when . They may also specify
test requirements down to the unit level . The principal
test plans prepared are for development test & evaluation
(DT&E), initial operational test and evaluation (IOT&E)
and fol low-on operational test and evaluation ( FOT&E).
Note that the contractor and the Program Office conduct DT&E
testing, while the Air Force Test and Evaluation Center
(AFTEC) is responsible for IOT&E and FOT&E testing. These
test plans are developed from data provided by requirements ,
system analysis, package design, and unit design. They are
prepared to support the Test and Evaluation Master Plan
(TEMP) which is the overall master test pl an prepared in
conjunction wi th the PMD. These test plans are used to defi ne I -

the test problems to be solved by the software along wi th
acceptable sol utions. R&M test criteria are, of course, S

included. p 1

The use of the DT&E test plan is formally evaluated via
preliminary qualification testing (PQT) and formal qual ifi -
cation testing (FQT). PQT Is conducted on the “critical”
functions of the software package during the time period H -
between completion of CDR and the start of FQT . FQT is a
complete and comprehensive test of the softwa re package
performed after completion of the design , and which culminates 5

in a functional configuration audit ( FCA) .

Technical Manuals S

While the various specifications and design documents
described above document the exact structure of the soft-
ware, those documents are not necessarily suitable for fiel d
use In training and operations. The technical manuals are
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written using those specifications and documents , but are
— written by people who know how to convey that information

to field personnel in the most effective way. The manuals
normally include the following types:

* User ’ s Manual

* Computer Operator ’s Manual

* Software Maintenance Manual

* System Maintenance Manual

Al l types may not be needed for a particular system. As
mentioned before, the contractor ’s and Air Force data
systems must include administrati ve procedures to insure
that these manuals reflect all changes in specifi cations
and design documents throughout the software life cycle.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

At least 95% of the software engineering work described
above will be done under contract. The brief comments to S

follow apply to the other 5% or less which is in-house Air
Force work , but is critical to program success .

Technical Manpower

The Air Force Progra~n Manager responsibl e for a system
which includes a major softwa re subsystem , should have a
software specialist assi gned to his staff. At the very I

S

least, he should make arrangements wi th one of the Govern-
ment R&D organizations which special ize in software work
to provide engineering support for preparation of statements
of work, requirements and specifications , and to review
desi gn and test results. Software groups are located in the
information Sciences Division of Rome Pir Development Center ,
in the Air Force Avionics Laboratory , and in the Directorate 

S

of information Systems Technology at Electronic Systems
Division. Of course , the captive corporations such as
Aerospace Corporation and MITRE Corporation have software
people, and other corpora te groups could be employed as
advisc s assuming no conflict of comercial interest is
present.
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Reference Publications

There are numerous commercial books and journals which
describe all aspects of software engineering. The Program
Office library should include some recent publications on
the implementation of m odern programing practices on
large systems , such as the RADC Structure Programing
Series , which any software engineer can locate through S -

standard reference sources such as the National Technical
Information Service.

The following documents , among many others , would be useful :

* Record , 1975 Interna ti ona~ Conference on
Reliable Software , Los Angeles CA , 21-23 Apr
75, published by the Institute of Electrical
and Elec tron ic Engineers , Inc ., 345 East
47th St., New York, NY 10017.

* Record , Softwa re Quality and Assurance
Workshop, San Diego CA , ~5-l7 Nov 78,published by the Association for Computing

S Machinery , P.O. Box 1205, Church Street
Station , New Yor k , NY 10249.

* “Structured Progranring Series,” IBM Corp.,
RADC-TR-74-300, Vo l s. I - XV , available
through the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS), 5285 Port Royal Road ,
Spr ingf ie ld , VA 22161 .

* “Software Reliability Study,” TRW Systems
Group, RADC-TR-76-238, Aug 76 , also available
through NTIS. (A030798)

* Record , Second Software Life Cycl e Management
Work~’op, Atlanta , GA , 21-22 Aug 78,
ava ilable through IEEE . -

In addition the Program Office library should include :

* AFR 800-14, Vols. I & II, “Managemen t of
Compute r Resources in Systems,” Sep 75.

* AFSCP 800-7, “Configuration Management,”
Dec 77.

* AFSCR 74-1 , “Qual ity Assurance Program,”
Nov 78.

Note : RADC-TR-74-300 , Vols I - VI (A0l677l)(A018046)(A01 3255)(A015794)
(A003339)(A007796 ) Vol V II & VII Addendum (A008639)(A0164l4)
Vols VIII - XV (A0l64l5)(A008640)(A008861)(A0 164l6)(A02694 7)
(A020858) (A015 795) (A016668 )
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* MIL-S-52779, “Software Quality Assurance
Program Requ1rement~.”

* MIL-STD-l52l , “Technical Rev iews and Aud its S

for Systems, Equipment , and Computer
Programs .”

* MIL-STD-483, “Configuration Management
Procedures for Systems , Equipment ,
Mun itions , and Computer Programs .”

Facilities

The A ir Force Program Offi ce does not need any spec ial
facilities for software engineering management. The con-
trac tor , of course , will need access to data processing
facilities adequate to handle the scope of his project. (

SYNOPSIS 
S 

l S ~

Software reliability and maintainability have begun to
develop Into an organized body of knowledge and ideas In
only the past several years. There is no military standard
focused on this area , but an A ir Force manual i s be ing
written that may adequately encompass software R&M. Soft- (S

ware costs in systems development are snowballing, because
of the expanding use of digital technology and system data
processing computers.

The most critical elements in development of a large softwa re
system to achieve adequate R&M are the use of logically S

developed and carefully controlled organization for both the
probl ems being sol ved and the people doing the computer
programing, the use of a restrictive set of programming
rules to prevent the growth of a computation logic maze ,
development of thorough test procedures , and special emphasis
on documentation and overall program management.

The Air Force Program Offi ce needs to arrange for expert
consultants to help plan and monitor softwa re development.
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APPENDIX A

RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY TRAINING SOURCES

There are a variety of means for obtaining R&M training ranging

from Master ’ s Degree programs to lectures sponsored by local R&M

professional groups . These are described by categories below:

MASTER ’s DEGREE PROGRAMS

Starting September 1979, the Air Force Institute of Technology

will begin a program leading to an MS in Electrical Engineering,

Reliability option. Further information can be obtained from:

AFIT/ENG
ATTN : Dr. T. Regulinski
Wri ght- Patterson AEB OH 45433

Another program leading to an MS degree wi th a Rel iability

Engineering option is offered by the University of Arizona. Infor-

mation may be obtained from:

Dr. Dimi tri Kececioglu
Aerospace & Mechanical Engineering Department
B u i l d i n g  #16
The University of Arizona
Tuscon , Arizona 85721

SHORT COURSES IN R&M

AFIT offers two short courses In R&M. Rel iability QMT 372 is a

15-day course designed to provide an understanding of R&M principles

and basic skills. System Reliability/Maintainability QMT 576 is a-

50-day graduate level course designed to provide the attendee wi th the

ability to carry out the functions of a reliability/maintainability
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eng ineer. Information on these may be obtained from:

AFIT/LS
Wri ght-Patterson AFB OH 45433

Other courses are offered by various sources. The R&M trainee

will find training courses listed In R&M newsletters and, i-f he joins an

R&M professional society, will receive many course announcements by direct

direct mail. A listing of agencies who have sponsored recent R&M courses

are as follows :

The Reliability Analysis Center
RADC/RBRAC
Griffiss AFB NY 13441
(Sponsors a four day training course, “Reliability Design Guidelines” ,

- 
I 

held in various locations throughout the country).
SI

Arizona State University
Reliability Engineeri ng and Management Institute
Dr. Dimi tri Kececiog lu , Director - S

Building #16
The University of Ari zona
Tuscon , Ari zona 85721
(Periodic five-day courses at Tuscon)

Short Course Program Office
UCLA Extension
10995 LeConte Ave
Los Angeles CA 90024
(Vario us five—day R&M courses at UCLA )

ARINC Research Corporation .

2551 Riva Road
Annapolis MD 21401
(RM4 semi nars of various lengths and locations )

University of Wisconsin - Extension
Dept of Engineering
432 North Lake Street
Madison WI 53706

Office of Business Extension
215 Busi ness Bui lding
Oklahoma State University
Stlllwat er OK 74074

A-2 
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University Col lege of Syracuse University
610 East Fayette Street S

Syracuse NY 13202.

Stat-a-Matrix Institute
P.O. Box 2021
Menlo Park Station
Edison NJ 08817

Continuing Engineering Education
George Washington University
Wash DC 20052
(Various courses in Washington, DC)

TUSTIN Institute of Technology
22 E. Los Ol ivos Street
Santa Barbara CA 93105

S (Short courses on vibration, shock and noise effects ,
measurement and des i gn guidance )

R&M SYMPOSIUMS

3 The Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium is a three-day

conference held each year in January, alternating in location between the
S east and west coasts . It is jointly sponsored by all the R&M professional

societies and its technical program Includes tutorial sessions for R&M

trainees . Every paper presented (75 at the 1979 R&M Symposium ) Is printed

in the proceedi ngs . A copy is given to each attendee and the IEEE

Reliability Society also sends a copy to each of Its members . Past

conference proceedings are availabl e at $18.00 a copy from:

Order Department
IEEE Service Center
445 Hoes Lane

- 

- 
Piscataway NJ 08854

H
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Information on the symposium may be obtained from any of the R&M

professional societie s listed under R&M Professional Societies below. H
The Institute of Environmental Sciences sponsors seminars on R&M

topics such as testing, and offers a variety of seminar proceedings . A

listing of availabl e proceedings and prices , as wel l as information of

future seminars may be obtained from the Institute, at the address

listed below under R&M Professional Societies . c
Other annual national symposiums include the Reliability Physics

Symposium sponsored by the IEEE Reliability Society, and the Product

Liability Conference. Information on the latter may be obtained from:

Richard M. Jacobs, PE
23 Rumson Road

\

~~~~~~~ Livingston NJ 07039

There are also various national symposiums on R&M specialty a reas ,

such as Software Reliability , sponsored by the R&14 professional societies,

Industrial concerns and Academic Institutions either annually or on an

S ad hoc basis.

R&M professional societies also sponsor local symposiums , such as

S the Annual Spring Reliability Seminar in the Boston area , and local S

meetings featuring topics of current interest. One need not belong to

the sponsoring society to attend. The chief source of information about

these affairs are the various society newsletters and local announcements.
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PERIODICALS
S R&M technical papers are published in the IEEE Transactions on

Reliability, which also serves as the Journal of the Elect ronics Division

of the American Society for Quality Control . Copies are provided to

members of these organizations and are avai lable  In many technical

l ibraries. Copies may also be purchased from the IEEE.

Evaluation Engineering Magazine al so publishes R&M articles.

Subscriptions are availabl e from:

A. Verner Nelson Associates
The Nel son Bui ld i ng
1282 Old Skokie Road
Highland Park IL 60035

The RAC Newsletter provides Information on the operations ~P the

Reliability Analysis  Center , RADC R&M activities , R&M symposiums and

conferences, and general items of R&M interest. Subscriptions are free

from:

RADC/ RBRAC
Grif f iss  AFB NY 13441

Finally, each R&M professional society provides a newsletter to its

members. Local chapters often provide their own newsletter listing

all local conferences of interest.

R&M PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES

As indicated above , membership in an R&M society can be a fruitful

source of information. The major R&M professional societies are:

The IEEE Reli ab i l i ty  Society
•Iristitute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
345 E. 47th Street
New York City, NY 10017

A-5
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The Reliability Division and the Electronics Division 
S

American Society for Quality Control
161 West Wis consin Ave
Milwaukee WI 53203

The Institute of Environmental Sciences
940 East Northwest Highway 

S

S Mount Prospect II 60056

The Society of Logistics Engineers h
3322 South Memorial Parkway, Suite 2
Huntsville AL 35801

The Society of Reliability Engineers
P.O. Box T31
Crum Lynne PA 19022

The System Safety Society
-
~~ Box A

Newport Beach CA 92663
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